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Go Forth

wrote

11, 1870.

‘When thou hast viewed the whitened field,
Burdened with its abundant yield,
Prepare the harvest blade to wield,—
Go forth and reap!
Alas! alas! the precious grain
Is trodden by the hoof of gain.
O saints, let love of Christ constrain !—
+ Go forth and reap!
When thou hast prayed, and waited long,
_» For truth hast suffered shame and wrong,
Take up the hopeful reaper’s song,—
Go forth and reap!
The reaper wages full receives,
And garners up immortal sheaves ;
Let him this promise who believes,
Go forth and reap!
~Congregationalist,

A Tourist’s Letters.

duty is in theory, Carmichael has the honor
of showing what duty is in practice, and

that, t0o,"in the face of a whole nation, and
in opposition to his earliest instincts, his
first instruction and the most sacred associations of his religious life.
Once McLean became decided, he proved
himself a man of no ordinary depth of
thought, of remarkable executive ability and
unquestioned piety. He was, in fact, the
founder and the leader of the Baptist body
in Scotland. He was a voluminous writer,
and many of his works are still found in the
libraries of’ almost every ‘Scottish

While in Scotland I had the privilege of
mingling with all shades of Baptists, but do
not remember that I have named any particular church

or

minister

in

my

letters

Let me now attempt to

lump the whole together, and give to your

readers a brief account
And peculiarities.

of {heir

The Baptists are but a hafidful;

in Scotland.

kistory
all

told,

Presbyteriabfewt, in its varie

ous branches, elaims more
thah threefourths of the whole population. But, few
asthe Baptists are, they have ever exercised an important inflaence upon the spiritual condition of the Christian church in
that country. The sentiments of Baptists,
were, in many respects, those introduced
into Scotland by Siint Columbus,in che third

century, when
he bought the Island of
Toria and established an ecclesiastical college and Cathedral upon it. .About the

ninth century,

the corruptions of Papacy

gradually worked their way up through the
north of England into

Scotland,

primitive apostles ‘of the
known by the

name

and

these

Christian faith,

of the

evidence of

the

Culdas, were

History gives no

existence of

any

parties

holding Baptist principlesin Scotland from
this time until the time of John Knox, who
warps bis

adherents

against the Apabap-

tists, as he called them, who held ‘strange

notions, and. sought
church.”

the

to

establish

a pure

It is a historical fact,however,that

Baptist

principles

were

Under

were so general at

the time of the formation of the ‘“Westmins-

ter.confession of faith,” which is still the acknowledged standard of the whole Presbyterian body, that the mode of baptism was
warmly and for a long time discussed,

and when put to vote, was only carried in
favor of sprinkling by a majority of one.
Once decided, it has remained decided
amongst them, and the whole clergy manifested a submission worthy of the ahject
slaves of another system, against which

Presbyterianism has ever protested and
fought. For two hundred years,subsequent

formed;

schisms

nation

was

generated;

ting mind

the sick

pride,

system

selfishness

of a metapliysical Scott could
Most

of

these churchés were also hyper-Calvinistic
in their theology, and as inconsistently

members,

stating

concerning all

who

is better,

close in their practice pon the communion “hearts by the formulas of the shorter Catequestion; as are the great body of. strict chism which every child in the nation is

Baptists in America.

Their theology chi:l-

taught at the common schogl.

had everywhere,—each man became a little

Pope by himself, and all his interpretations
of Scripture were infallible; a morbid conscience prevented co-operation in any common movement, and the constant manifestation of exclusiveness amongst them prejudiced the minds of all Christians with
whom they come in contact.
In a word,
the term Baptist became a synonym for a
crooked, crotchety individual, professing to
be an extraordinary Christian,

had

of

all

Christians,

spiritual,

both

temporal

and

and held all their possessions

as

nearly in cqmmon as possibly could be, and
yet not be.,
Again, they bad the good sense to see the
evil of the spasmodic nature of the churches around them, and were amongst the first
in Britain to maintain the even tenor of a
daily and weekly Christian life. Presbyterians had their annual ‘Sacrament seasons,” the church of England its quarterly
“Holy communion,” and the Congregationalists, their ** Ordinance

day,”

and

all

of

them were more or less removed from the
practice of the Papists who keep the ‘body
and blood” from their adherents until a fow
hours before death, when, it is given asa

means of salvation to the soul.

They plai

ly saw this from the beginning,

Keiss, in the c unty of Caithness.
At-that time, however, its existence was
little’ known, and it was not until twenty

was “to break bread,”

should

and

PR

bear the

same duties and every Lord's day the same
privileges.

‘Moreover,

their close

the Scriptures, which has

always

study of

been one

Mail

us¢

his

own

good

and

in determining

cultivated

the form

and

every traveler is likely

to

see,

and shows

its bearing upon certain passages

of Scrip-

ture :
Once we saw, yoked together

a

fur-

row, driving an old-fashion beampoint

in

into

the tough earth to tear up the shallow

soil,

a camelanda cow! And if one ever expects on this mixed-up planet to behold a
mis-match, let him see that first: the long
eared, dunn-celored cow, short in the

legs,

and lengthened along the back, into an
vgliness inexpressible—and the tall, gaunt
hump-backed
camel with, his homely

one or two places. The plot seems to extend throughout the ranks of the Republican
party. Gustave Flourensis implicated by;
several letters discovered in his possession.

The American

stream.

CONVENTION.

Medical Association has

slanting up like an inclined plane from the
lowly to the lotfy, unable to keep step, each
(I am sure,) ashamed of the other, and

The Senator from Mississippi has been
on a tour through Massachusetts, and lectured at Worcester and Boston. While in
the latter city, he was the guest of Collector
Russel. and also of Governor Claflin. The
Senator conducts himself with dignity,
does credit to his position and seems in no
imminent danger of being spoiled by the
honors and attention that are shown him.

each quite

ill

tempered

t>

be

out

in the

one those

which

where

intended

to

trast.

SENATOR REVELS IN NEW ENGLAND.

Boston is very

complacent

over

the com-

pliments that he pays her, but-says nothing
of the mobbing that she gave the friends
|. of his race some years ago.
Then, the few

who

advocated the rights of the colored

an were obliged to

assemble in a

small

|@oom by themselves,and arrange their plans
in private. Now, the representative society
of Boston assemble in their chief place of
meeting to listen to him, and express their
approval.
by applause and congratulations.

con-

And the aim of this was to instruct

BANK

ROBBERY

IN

MAINE,

An entrance was effected into the vault
of the Lime Rock Bank, of Rockland, Me.,
on Tuesday night, the 3d inst., and the

distinctions centers upon the incongruity
involved. The chosen people were to
guard against a listless and unthinking
confusion upon any point, lest the blurring
of moral distinctions should result. Things
contradictory in nature should always be
kept apart, lest by looseness in estimate

by the more intelligent

12, 1870.

¢¢ Thou shalt not wear a garment of diverse
sortsas ‘of woolen and linen together.”
And again, ¢ Thou shalt notsow thy field

with mingled seed.”

one

should

The'teaching of such

eventually

come

the actual principles of right

Length
’

Dr. John Hall

of Sermons.

+

—_——

does not sympathize with

the demand that sermons sball be uniformly cut down to a prescribed and fashionable
length to gratify exacting and indoleng
hearers. Speaking to acompany of theological students recently, he said :
There is at this moment a kind of fashion, as it seems to me,

in

favor

of

short

sermons.
There are many people who
seem to think that the less we have of the

sermon, upon the
there are two

whole,

sermons,

the

better.

one long, the

to confound

and wrong.

God With Us.
—

E—

Theodore Parker sometimes put a great
and precious truth into bis nervous and robust rhetoric. Here isa specimen :
If you want to get rich, to get office, to.
eet. honor, America is the best country under
the sun of God, and opportunities are plenty
enough. But if you wish to seek for higher
things, you must go on your own fect, the

pioneer ever of yourself; and the good God
who

was

fore

you

the

other

brief limit as twenty-five or thirty minutes
in the discussion of a question. They don't
feel that they can thoroughly go Sthrough it
within a limit like that. It is like the

perity, a pillar of fire in the day of wial,
and will lead you into the land of promise;
dry-shod

you

shall pass the Red Sea, and

find angels’ bread,
water

in the

rocks;

in the wilderness, and
every

mountain shail

with the lightning of his commandments;
Jordan shall dry up before you, as your
feet touch it; and, bearing the ark of God's
covenant in your hand, all the glories of the

story I heard once of a man wlio went, into promised. land shall open before you.
afaghionable restaurant and asked “for a

A Child’s Religion.

about

escape,

but

were subsequently captured through the
treachery of one of their number, and nearly the

whole

amount

of

property

-recov-

ered: They were mostly New York and
Boston roughs, assisted by one or two Rockland desperadoes, and members of the city
police force whom the burglars had bribed
not to notice any unusual occurrence.
MEMORIAL

CONVENTION.

As this is the two hundred and fiftieth
anniversary of the landing of thé Pilgrims,
the Congregational
churches
propose
making it a year of extra effort in behalf
of education and religion.
A convention
of all their
clergymen
in the United
States has just closed in Chicago, at which
the best means of memorializing the event

wag discussed. It was voted that three
objects were worthy their especial efforts,
viz.:

the

better

endowment

of all their

Colleges and Seminaries; the building ofa
memorial Cong. church in Boston ; and the

to say,

TURKEY.
At a meeting of the Divan of the Sublime

Porte, the Sultan

revie swed

the events and

Jesus is the child's plea; the grace of Jesus

her limits than any other lately rebellious state,
or else there is a greater “willingness to be for--

given” existing there than elsewhere.

Perhaps:

both suppositions are correct. There was always:

a great fondness for office: holding on

the part

of the “F. F. ¥’s.”, and the old appetite is reviv—
ing all the more keenly on account of long alisti~
nence,
The petitions referred to make but little:

show on the records of Congress.
When presented they are referred at once to the special
committee on the Removal) of: Political Disabilities and quietly take their place in some pigeonhole of the Capitol. Yet, if some future historian

the office of Justice of the Peace and taken an
-oath to support the Constitution of the United
. States, and afterwards joined the army of the:
Confederate States and engaged in insurrection:
and rebellion. These are the only grounds of your
petitioner’s political disability.”
A very light *
offence, evidently! Here is an extract from an:
original, but now repentant, secessionist.
He.
too,had been a Justice of the Peace and “had vot-ed for the act of secession and acted with the South
long since accepted the situation in good faith.’
‘Here is another showing that the fever of secession burned as fiercely in the old as in the:
young.
The petitioner had ‘‘been Sheriff, Commissioner of Revenue, and delegate in the legis-lature, and afterwards aided and abetted the rebellion, rot actively (as your petitioner is now79 years of age), but simply by feeding soldiersand contributing agricultural supplies to ihe army
of the C. 8.A.” Another illustrates the rigor of the
conscription.
The petitioner had been ‘Capt.
and Col. of Militia before the war.
The
part E
acted was voting separation, feeding soldiers, &c..
I was conscripted, being then not quite 50 years:
of age ;” but he was discharged by the examining

board and ‘‘done no service.”

or two

ex-

tracts a little more at length, to illustrate the

One

sit-

uation of “Union men” iu the south, and ¥ have
done.

The petitioner had been and now is dep-

uty sheriff of his - gounty, ‘‘was a Union mam
during tse war, , but. situated as he was ina pari.
of the country that was disloyal to the govérn-- ment of the U, S., he feels that he has given suck:
aid and comfort to rebels, and done some othex"

acts iivoluntarily

as would

prevent

him

from:

conscientiously taking the oath required of of:
fice-holders,” and therefore prays relief. Anois
er writes as follows: “I hereby respectfully
solicit the Congress of the United States to extend
its clemency to a repentant rebel in the removal
of my political disabilities.
I am not disfranchised, but in view of obtaining appointment to a
Federal office I would be compelled to take the
oath af July, 1862.
1don’t know that I could do
that, I served four years in the rebel army as a
beggarly private and was forced to do that, not at
the point of the hayonet, be it understood, but by
the equally potent instrument of public sentiment.
and I am not certain that this isa valid excuse
with your honorable body:
I hcld no oflice before the war, and regret to say, that I have no¥
been able to get one since. Was before the rebellion a true blue Whig. = Always regarded (like:
that patriotic party) secession as an odious and
dangerous heresy,and feel I am déserving of pars
don.”

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Senafe still perseveres in the goed work:
of clearing up “its calendar.
Twenty or thirty
bills per day are disposed of,and the calendar has:
now been gone through with for the first time
under the new rule.
The knotty and difficult
questions are left undisposed of, ‘but meritorious:
parties, who have been delayed’ through inabiliity to reach their cases, have been greatly relieved. The House is stil hammgpring away at

the Tariff.

effected.
He promised that, reformsin the
Civil Policy, the development of education

various
forms.
These clauses have now beens
gone through with, and it is hoped that mores

greagbaggle has beefi™upon iron and

the session.

A bill of the House: authorizing the:

procurement ofa picture ot Gen. Thoinas for the
adornment of the Capitol was laid aside in the

A deep-laid plot to assassinate the Emperor of the French hasbeen discovered in. Senate on the ground that it would excite jealousParis. - Circumstances led to the arrest of ‘fes and ill feelings in other distinguished Genera suspicions looking individual, upon whose als yet living. In like manner a resolution of
person were found a revolver, dagger and the House declaring the 80th of May, (decoration
several other weapons. Upon examina- day)a public holiday, was laid aside in the Sen.
ate, on the round that it was not desirable: to

h

multiply

t
Lf

rs.

'§

3

steel in their

and the fostemng of trade should‘have his rapid progress Will be made. Certainly if this bes
chance of maturing thes
careful attention,and that steps would short not so.there is no possibleHouse
has resolved to ad‘| bill at this session. The
ly be tsken for a thorough re-orginization journ the present session on the 4th of July next,.
of the army and navy, and the improvement but the Senate will not be likely to consider
of the highways and lines of communica- the question ofadjournment till greater progress
has been made in the more important business of
tion throughout the Turkish dominion.

ate the Ediperor at the earliest’ opportunity; that there was a plok laid extending

;

An attempt was made on Saturday to

‘progress of the past year, and said the government would not stop with what had been

tion, he confessed 0 a purpose to agsassin-

}

in the late sad and lamentable war; but I have

lay aside the present bill, but Schenck stuck toe
his bill, and the’ House sustained him.
The

ASSASSINATION PLOT DISCOVERED.

and

|

their

slow

as a rule feel themselves shut up to such a, smoke with the presence of God, and glitter

gome,” I sometimes feel tempted

The burglars obtained
made good

If and brought Israel out of Egypt, will go be-

short, of two evils choose the least. (Laughter.)
I camnot
understand why there
should be this desire for brevity in sermons.
You do not find this in public things... "Men
at the Bar, in any public assembly, don't

ry

its contents.
$26,000, and

payment, so far as practicable, of all their
tongue ot Moses, | church debts.
It is hoped that $3,000,000
can be raised to be devoted to these objects.
as a pillar of cloud in your pros-

with

From the Stateof Virginia alone many"

thousands have been presented. She either has:
_a greater number of “disabled” persons withim

present,
the battle over the report was fierce shall ever disturb their slumber, they will be
and continued. It was finally decided not found to throw many raysof light upon the inte-.
to admit colored physicians to member- rior and personal history of the great rebellion,
ship in the Association.
The discussion illustrating the spirit and temper of the times
of the question was important as show- more vividly than the more public transaetions
which farnish the chief staple of history. I vening that there are still many of our, citizens
ture to transcribe afew passages selected from a
who find it as difficult to comprehend and number of these papers to give your readers ar
accept the advanced position to which the idea of their varied tone and spirit. First, I will
events of the last ten years have brought give an extract from the petition of a late rebel
who does not seem to be oppressed with a very
them as do Dr. Hall’s Esquimaux in adapting themselves to our habits of civiliza- deep sense of his guilt, He says he had ‘“‘held

nor is~it doubted

Halifax, Apr.

|

his due, was submitted, and as there were
many southern members of the Association

tion.

week | servant around the table for the reception
Some one has put in this simple, direct
that all other of that mutton chop, at last, in came the and forcible plea for religion. among chilservices were but subsidiary to this act of waiter with a plate upon which was depos- dren:
a
aan
worship. Seeing this truth, they earnestly ited a chop done to the smallest dimenThe Gospel involves no conditions that a
adopted it, and nearly all. Baptist churches sions.: Sticking his fork into it,he put “it, child can not fulfill; it imposes no requirein Scotland, Whether of the “Scotch Bap- to the horror of the servant, into his mouth’ ments that a child can not meet. A cvild
tist” or ‘English Baptist” type, steadily ad- at a mouthfal,. and munching it a mo: may trust its’ promises; realize its blessings
here to this-primitive simplicity and purity. ment, said, *¢ Yes, that is it; bring me and anticipate its rewards. The death of
A

MEDICAL

forms of prohibition otherwise inexplicable : safe wag blown open and rifled of most of

of their striking characteristics, taught them mutton chop. After waiting for a long
that the main object for which. the early | time, after great preparation made by the

low, the drinking habits of the people ex- It obght to be stated in passing, that, not

|

nose clear in advance of him; these two
at the ends ofs a yoke full ten feet long,

This church still exists at churches met on the first day of the

years afterwurds,—one. hundred years ago,
—that the present organization of Baptists
had a beginning.
The state of religion
throughomt the whole country was fearfally.

:

servative tendencies of the Scotch themselves. Some American has recently stated that a Scotchman ought to be right in the
beginning, for, once wrong, he remains
eternally wrong.
Aud yet,I have no doubt,
portion of Scottish Baptists, that close communion,
“with its attendant tyranny and
proscriptiop, has, more than anything else,
hedged up the way of the denomination
and crippled ail its efforts ini that country.
R.C.

their

points of strength as well as of weakness.
From the very beginning, they recognized
‘the oneness of the interests and the hopes

deal of the preaching has been rather poor

1 them in deciding betwéen tight and Wrong,
But I must not forget to mention the cen- between holiness atid 3in. Hence all such

ed their zeal and shut them up: to a defensive rather than aggressive policy, while
their views upon the communion question
have had the same effect here that they have

But these Baptist churches

Oo

The New York Democrat, in an article
recounting the heroism of an engineer on the
Erie road, closes as follows:
And who of those who ride ever think of

preaching,that people-have come to this conclusion in favorof short sermons. These men

sun working at all. Without exception,
this was the most ludicrons and least antic
[a am 1 ever saw. But from it we gained
that which
I am ever so glad to find—a
have already referred,—the exclusive and new Scriptural illustration.
It recalled the
intolerant spirit
which has
prevailed commandment of the law and the precept
amongst them.
Now that a more loving, of the Gospel to our minds. Moses said,
charitable and Christ-like element is weav- ¢¢ Thou shall not plow with an ox and an
ing itself into the warp and woof of their ass together.”
And Paul said, ‘“ Be not
practice, a greater success is attending their unequally
yoked
together with
unbelabors.
Then there is the fact that the lievers.” I understand this last passage
Scotch seem to be adapted to Presbyteri- to catch its. figure from the first, and to
anism and it to them.
This system of have the same general sense. God meant
church government and Christian belief is to teach his ancient people the power and
connected with their national life, is associ- the use of keen, careful discrimination.
ated with all the heroism of their later his- They must not confound things which
tory, and it is ground into their minds and were intended fo be separate, nor link into

entered;

possibly comprehend or define,

realized that every day

w

the pastors give in a report

and proscription split the whole denomination into numerous sects, whose distinguishing shades of belief none but the hair-split-

‘to this decision, there is no evidence of the
existence of our sentiments in Scotland.
But in the year 1750, Sir
iam Sinclair
and a fow of his dependents, were baptized
and quietly worshiped God according to
their own convigtions, in the castle of this

noble Baronet.

minister,

this

people will feel the same thing. It is,—
depend upon it—it is because va great

judgment

Te
'
:
to
ai
who is worse, &c. - Ag silence is strictly encentury, also the late Rev. Chas. Anderson
of Edinburgh, have been greatly blessed in joined upon all the female members, they
The meeting is
strengthening and molding these churches. are never in the church,
From the lack of later leaders the churches then open for remarks from any brother, rehave nct grown in numbers and in Christian lating any wnatter of interest connected with
intelligence as they might otherwise have Missions or Missionaries.to which they contribute, any case of awakening or converdone.
Moreover, there were weak points
sion,
or any single feature which is to be
in their theology and in their practice, from
Then at
the very beginning. Rebelling against the| Msge a subject of special prayer.
P.M.
the
congregation
and
church
assempriesteraft that had held them in" error so
44
again,
and
the
first
part
of
the
service
is
long, and getting hold ef the plurality of
Eldership in the churches, they generally conducted with direct reference to the’
discarded a regularly ordained ministry, “breaking of bread,” after which a sermon
and sternly opposed the principle of sup- is preached and the audience separates for
the day.
porting pastors over the churches.
Hence,
One word with regard to the wantiof sucas might have been expected, a. number
of ignorant novices were ¢lected church of- cess of Baptist views in Scotland, while they
ficers,who were hindrances instead of helps; have grown and spread amongst all classes.
There is, first, that to which I
annoyances instead “of comforts;
wolves in England.
instead of shepherds.

>

ice was always placed in my hands, so shape of his-sermons, in order to carry con been in convention in Washington, D. C.,
that I cannot speak of their power to edify. | victionto the judgment and conscience of | during the past week. The chief feature
No doubt it is sometimes good, sometimes the people.
of the meetings was the manifestations of
bad, sometimes rich instruction; at others,
an alarming attack of colorphobia, under
the merest twaddle. = After these services
which many of the fraternity are laboring.
An Illustration of Scripture.
are ended, the principal portion of the memThe
committee on credentials reported
:
na
W—
bers adjourn to a school-room, where they
| against’ admitting colored physicians to
A correspondent of the Christian Union, member-ship in the Association. A minority
have what they call a ‘love feast.” This is
commenced by a short hymn and a few writing from Palestine, thus describes what report, in favor of giving. the colored man

while the existence of the Baptist denomination in-Scotland is a living evidence of

either expelled as heretics or killed as a pi-

ous act of God’s service.

any thing else, but considering the distance

judgments, each upon the other instead of
each upon himself; prevailed; in subordi-

S——

from th} country.

the ablest de-

fense of believers’ baptism that has ever
been produced in Scotland. Still, he had
not the courage to practice what he so ably.
defended, but his treatise thoroughly convinced the Rev. Wm. Carmichael; who was
soon afterwards baptized in London by the
venerable Wm. Sill, and returning to Scotland, baptized McLean and four others,who
constituted the first Baptist church of Edinburgh, and so far as was then known, the
first in the whole of Scotland. Thus, while
McLean led the way in pointing out what

parties

a

published

Ten years

but one or two

2000 arrests were immediately made, and
bombs, hand grenades, &e., discovered in.

Our Engineers.

into

open communion churches in Scotland,and
and in other places, bearing his signature.
but a small minority had a recognized pas- on Sunday feel uncomfortable if they do not the engineer, with his oily clothes, his keen and it is even asserted that Rochefort, betor supported by the church. Now a large hear a sermon, and because it is not good eye, his well-trained hand, his advanced fore his imprisonment, was prominent im
majority of the churches are open commun- they want it as brief as possible—just long position, and his responsibility? Too few of the plot. Several of the leading English
us we fear. We chat with the conductor,
jon, or at least sufficiently so that they re- enough to satisfy their consciences. Brethwe tell him stories, and say heis a ‘good jours discredit the existence of such a
ceive
to the Lord's table all baptized be- ren, a sermon is to instratt; it is to awaken
fellow, as he is, but there is another on the plot, €laiming thal it is. merely a ruse of
lievers, whether connected
with Bap- the attention; it is to arcuse the contrain in whose keeping we are when rushing the Imperial party to win sympathy and intist or Pedobaptist churches; and they quite science ; it is, if possible, to enlist the whole
fluence votes in favor of the Emperoi’s
generally have pastors who devote their:| man in behalf of the truth of which you over the rails, and that is the engineer. past policy. The High Court of Justice:
Thank God, they are brave, sober, earnest
whole time to their flock, and are suppgrt- are the herald and messenger. If you will
has been convened to try the conspirators,
men,
They are undervalued, overworked,
ed by the church.
put your whole strength upon one of these and underpaid ; they are not noticed because which rather gives the alle ged plot the sp~ >
The service at their meeting is unique,. great truths, you will be inclined rather to
they do not dress well; they are seldom pearance of fact.
‘and as it is quite uniform, I may describe » a
when you have done your very best thought or spoken of, because they are workmy experience with one of them. General- in trying to put it in the clearest and most
ingmen or ‘‘mechanics,” but who of us all
Washington Correspondence.
ly speaking,in their morning meetings, thé ‘concise manner, in order to present it to the
are better, braver, or more deserving than
—
Cr
gr theen, in the order and by the individu- minds of your hearers, that thirty or thirtylhe railroad saglacers of America ?
WASHINGTON,
D. C., May 4, ’70..
als previously appointed, announce a hymn, five minutes is not time enough: Not that
PETITIONS FOR PARDON.
read a chapter, offer prayer, or exhort ‘dur- I suppose, for a single moment, that a man
Petitions for the removal of political disabili~
ing the time appointed for service.
This must put all the truth into a sermon on
Bvents of the Week.
ties pour into Congress in a broad and steady
—
—
service is seldom given up for any one or every
occasion,
but every man must

i
vival
movements in Britain and on the continent during the first part of the present

Wo

When thou hast sown the precious seed
Of truth and love, by ‘word and deed,
In patience then the Master heed,—
Go forth and reap!

.

and

were

the-fruitfulness of his labors.
Since the
time of McLean, the two Haldane brothers, L words of prayer, after which, coffee and
loa figured so conspicuously in the re- bread and cheese are served. = That done,

and Reap.

—

year,

ago, I am told, there

got

and with the

rn

4

of the Baptist body in Scotland.

The attention of the latter being

has

5 a

DECISIONS.

McLean.

thus called to the subject,he gave it a careful
and searching investigation, and within a

who

subject

ST
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are known as the ‘Scotch Baptists,” and
at present only represent a small fraction

one
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the subject of baptism, which he mentioned
to an intimate friend by the name of

have passed, and

sympathy with! the

om

To whom all letters on busiiess, remittances of
money, &c., should be sent. All communications
designed for publication should be addressed to the

some things, but so inconsistent in others,

E08

Publisher. ,

He had doubts, however, upon

Me

LUTHER R. BURLINGAME,

Edinburgh.

OM

OFVICES,

indepen-

dent of each other, simple and Scriptural in

when one 0 of these, diminutive sermons of is the childs strength ; pleasing Jesus is the 'b ok to last July, and vhving any promi
five and twenty minutes is finished,
Yes, child's easiest rule of right, and going to be nert men afnong its instigators; that there
that's what I “want; -bring me some.” I with Jesus igghe child's bestthought of were arms concealed, and that they only
myself really do not feel that I have fairly heaven.
waited a favorable opportunity to strike.
got under way until five and twenty minutes
Acting on information thus gathered, about,

TO

oo 89 Washington St., Dover, N. H,,
No. 0 Vesey St., New York City.
“|

the sphere of their own churches.
These churches, so thoroughly

Presbyte

rian church, and was about to take charge
of a dissenting Congregaional charch in

Fogg.

el

the Family.

11, 1870.

WI

he was unable to reform, left the

For

having parties to support, they were the
more able to contribute to the support of
Evangelists to preach the gospel beyond

table. On this account, a godly minister"
by the name of Carmichael, grieved at what

N. H., MAY
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— Gommumications.

tot two centuries past, been steadily advanc-

freshment provided, consisting of tea, bread
and butter, cake, gooseberries; cherries-and-

strawberries. At a little after six, the closing verse was sung:

siveness, our American churches
cently been

retrograding,

in

have

re-

dogma

at

least, towards intolerance and exclusiveness. Bat, thanks be to God, they are
beginning to open their eyes to the fact of
—yr Wiese.
this theoretical and too often practical
When I wentto London, last summer, I
C
exclusiveness, and to adopt a principle and
had a great desire to attend at least one Tea
The
tables
were
then
removed,
and
the
practice
more in harmony with Baptist
Meeting ; for I had had much to do with
such meetings in former days. But as these geats arranged for the-public meeting. Mr. 1 history and with the genius and spirit of
meetings used t> be more common in win- R. N. Fowler,M. P., himself an open-air | th veligion of Christ,—a religion which
preacher, presided. After prayer and the’ commands: ‘ Whom the Lord: hath re~ ter than in summer, I feared I might not enreading
of reports,a presentation was made ceived, receive ye him, for God hath reBut quite a number of
joy this privilege.
to’
the
Honorary
Secretary, Mr. John Mac- ceived him,” and which brings its blessings
opportunities presented themselves,of some
Gregor, of a painting, an addresson vel- and privileges to ** all that in every place
of which I availed myself.
lum, and a copy of Bagster’s English Hex- call upon the name of Jesus Christ our
But what is a Tea Meeting? It is a gath- apla. Mr. M. had recently returied from Lord.”
Vi
ering for the purpose of giving Christians his cruise on the Jordan and the lakes, in
J. D. BEUGLESS.
enjoyand others an opportunity for social
his famous canoe, Rob Roy,and this presenment, and at the same time to enlist their tation was an entire surprise to him.
Aftsympathies or increase their interest in cer- er this, addresses were delivered by minAmong the Santals.
con“We thank thee, Lord, for this our food,
But more for Jesus’ precious blood;
Let manna to our souls be given,—~
The bread of life sent down from heaven.”

English Tea Meetings.

tain religious or benevolent objectsin
nection with which the meetingis held, and

' sometimes the security of funds for carrying out those ohjects is added thereto. But
they must not be confounded with levees,
soirees, and such like gatherings which
have become

so common with us, at which

the motto too generally seems to be,—** Get
Use any means, and every means,
money.
to get money. The mode is of little consequence,

so

that

you

get

money.”

To

those in love with these gatherings, an English Tea Meeting would seem a very tame
" affair.
j
Sabbath schools,

Tract Societies,

aE

i

if a new church

is to

be erected, there are usually one or more
‘Tea Meetings in connection - therewith.
First comes the social meal, and then, the
meeting being organized and commenced

by singing and prayer, various addresses
are delivered with reference to the special
object in connection with which the meeting is held. These addresses are not al-’
ways what we would call strictly religious;
bat it is expected that they will be pervaded by a religious spirit.
It is understood
that if the speakers choose to be merry,they

will be also wise; and

that if they say

things which will excite laughter, they shall
be things which will not exerta bad influence, nor lead themselves or others to think
of them with regret; and that they will
always remember that they are not buffoons
who are talking for the amusement of the
crowd, but Christians who are speaking "for

the edification of those who
led.
i
nn

are

assem-

Nearly thirty years ago, an experiment
was tried. It was said: “These meetings
are evidently useful to Christians, and to
those under Christian influences. May they
not also be useful as a missionary agency ?

Man is a social being.

Can we not in this

way get those together who are not interested in religious things; and, while show.ing them that Christianity does not interdict social enjoyment, secure the, opportunity for speaking to them impottant spiritual truths?” The experiment proved a success.

room

1 can now see mentally

the Mission

in the suburbs of London, where I be-

““Jieve the experiment was first, tried, and
where, for nearly nine years, a goodly company was gathered several times a year,and
seldom without being the means of inducing some one to become an attendant on the
religious services held there. This mode
of Christian effort has now become very
common

=

f

i.
a
3

|f

$1
gi

Pr

ey

i

|

Young Men,”

and was held in a hall at Islington;
er was for Cabmen,

anoth-

and was held on a Sab

bath afternoon in a hall in Whitechapely another was a meeting of workers in connection with the Midnight Meeting Movement,
and was held in a hall at Hampton, a few
miles from London. This combined a rail-

and
in the next compartment, close by o
seat, the game was begun.
1 was so

long letter and a photograph from the
gentleman whose name he bears, and who
supports ‘him. It was interesting to see

shockingly idle myself, for a time, as to
watch the game.
Not so, however, my

four centuries only ninety-six years were
times, of oppression. What are we to say
of the other three hundred years? They

neighbor A., the man of ‘‘seven per cent.”
His sermon was only begun. It proceeded

and happy.

his eyes glisten,

on this wise:
As soon as the rising of the others gave
him a little more room, he pulled down his
cap to shade his eyes, and drawing upto the
lamp, prepared for work.
Out came a

about
four hundred and
fifty who sat
down to tea, and about five hundred attend-

YO

found an excellent bazar,with a deep, dark,

dense foliage, and broad spreading boughs
that droop around our tent, we are measura-

ed the public meeting. = Most of these
were open-air preachers, and a large majority of them laymen, who labor in their va-

bly comfortable and

and

THINGS.

MacDonald

to ‘see

the

got

pleasure

This isthe second

friend,

only,

who

has

written. John Sinclair gets letters from
his Foreign parents, which does ‘him a
world of good.
Why don’t ssmebody write
to Billy Burr. He is a very fine lad, but
not yet affected by the home prayers sufficiently to give himself to Christ. Prayer,
shat is,real prayer is an all powerful agent,
and we all believe that the answers to such

secure, even, though

prayer

are not at all

affected by distance.

rious callings, and: devote their Sabbaths
and other times, gratuitously, to this work

the weather is becoming oppressively hot.
The mornings and evenings are still de-

which God has largely blessed.

lightful,

are

:

W.

Baptists ‘and Communion:

At once

kom (native cot,) anda Sintal

of qualifications for the Lord's

we

reach a

hymn

sung

conversation

ready

to listen,

begins.
free

We

to discuss,

and usually frank to admit the absurdities
of their traditions,and also the beauties and
manifest truth of the Mosaic account of creation, &c. It is greatly to our advantage,
that we can recognize in their tradition the
great fact of a single human pair from
whom the whole race of man sprang. Start-

necessary

ing with this

known and

acknowledged

truth, and assuring them that we have the
full account recorded in the holy shastra
which God has sent them by us, a paternal
feeling springs up, when they are prepared

in which Baptism is declared to be prerequisite to the Lord's Supper; and these
were put forth by comparatively small bodies of Baptists,—that of 1643 being issued
on the authority of seven churches of London and vicinity ; and that of 1660, by a

hence they

small portion of the General. Baptists,
after the division between
tham_ and

the true light now shines,—has

come

even

to you in the jungles, andif you will

only

the

open your eyes you can but see.

were

not

giving heed to it.

ques-

accountable

for

not

By the blessing of God

God our

tion
of Arminianism versus Talvinism.
The statzment of the confession of 1643

Father loves you, loves all, and invites you
to cometo him.
He calls youto turn away

was in the mild language that Baptism
“ oughtto precede the Lord's
Sapper,”

obey him,and be saved and live forever.

from your vain

and this position was reviewed in the larger
assembly of 1670, and this declaration left
out.
Among those most active in securing |

end were

Major

Gifferd,

1670, omitting

from

their

Bunyan’s

confession

and

false gods,

love

and
As

a proof of his great love, God bas given
his only Son to teach us the way of life and
to die to atone for our sins.”

to lag, a second

named

boy

send

us word

if the

we will cor-

el Dudley,Joseph Odel, Adam Brown,
Moses Brown, Adam
Plummer Brown,
Pickering’ Brown, Brown Adams, Wm.
C.
Byer, David MacDonald, Jacob Cilley,Cornelius Stowetts, Fennimore Haughtaling,
Leonard
Hathaway,
Reuben
Jenness,

a present

hymn

at

once

arrests at-

Here, I am assisted by Pachu Manghi,the

head man of the village, and the eldest of
the three brothers lately baptized.
He
seems {o have a pretty clear idea of the gospel plan, in several important bearings,and

as he is highly respected (outcast though he
be counted by them) his influence and ad-

of

a suit

of

clothes,

present at 8. School

every

year.

ot

for

being

Sunday

in the

tion, and to the Lords Supper.” ‘Since
that time, the majority of what have been

Bap-

at

their organization, adopted this naw confession with its exclusive clause.

Thus, while our English brethren have,
~

Bro. Bacheler’s schools have done much
to introduce the good seed among the San-

tals in the vicinity ; the reading of the Word

has certainly produced fruit. Pachu Manghi

has.
a fregh

recollection of mytour through

here abotit 25 years ago, and of some things

he then heard. Verily,we may all thank God
and

take

courage;

fir,—

© J. PaILLipes,

My

finished,

Selections.
Sermon
YoY

us?
The

from
you

1 Railroad

Man.

play a game of euchre

questioner laid

his

shoulderas ke spoke, and

hand

with

on

asked with con-

looking man, with an air of respectability

and wealth; hale, hearty, and portly; carrying his sixty years as comfortably as he
carried the heavy watch-chain across his ca-

“Red Line ;” about the history, honesty, or

capacity of railroad officials
men in this

section,

or

or freighting-

about tarifls, past,

Present, or to come, let him apply at my ofce. It appedied that two of on were
the General Superintendents of two of our

principal roads; the third a-railroad official

apparently of still higher rank; and three
men more intelligent, keen, and thoroughly
wide-awake, it struck me, it would be hard
to find. Capital bishops over their iron dioceses ; men with a parish, each, of roundhouses.and depots; of treasuries and .enines, and thousands of rolling cars; presyters of thie aston ger and freightin
world, whose talk showed plainly enoug
that they, at least, were fully awake to the
advantages of ‘‘Union.”
But after awhile something
a little lighter than railroads seemed to

be in’ demand,

youngest of the

of course

and two of them proposed the euchre. The
third, (call him Mr. A.,) who was the
party,

was

the

rst invited,
My neighbor turned to him.
“Come, A., let's have the table up, and
a game.”
:
“It's no use to ask A.,” said the other.
“I'll tell you when A. says he is going to
learn to play euchre. When his road pays
seven per cent., then A. says he will learn
to play euchre,”
;
. gave

a short, decisive nod,

et ‘‘that's 80,” in reply. ,

and a qui-

That was the first head of the sermon he

preached to me.
1 might say, perhaps,
the text; and it was quite as impressive as

if he had stood in a pulpit and said, while
text, dear brethren, you

these errors corrected

themselves, and

ruin.

It

was rebellion against God, and hostility
to the simplicity of manners and worship
he bad enjoined and fostered.
bi

Accordingly, in" his providence, Shiloh
is destroyed, the tabernacle and ark ‘separated from one another, the former

and

the

and bhap-

were sown the seeds of national

going

to Ramah, Nob, and Gibeor, the latter to
Philistia, Kirjathjearim, apd Jerusalem.

then

cut came a red one. Over that he studied,
and figured, and knit his brows again. The A king is made, a court established.
cars rattled and jumped; the passengers Royalty culminates in Solomon. Everything
were crowding toand fro; peals of laugh- is magnificent and extravagant. A temple,
es
ter broke from the card party at his elbow; most rich and dazzliph in its glory,
the place of the simple. tabernacle ordered
but not once did he look up from his work.
‘Has the man got any.eyes:” I said to my- by God in the pattern on the mount. God
ermits the temple-building and controls
self, *Hashe got a spine, I wonder?”
ts details, just
as he permitted’ the kingYes, hehad. Atlasthe put down his book,
rubbed his eygs, and yawned.
But then. dom and controled its details, but neither
+7 per cent.” He shook himself, threw.off | kingdom nor temple was of God. But in
his yawn, and picked up his book again. spite of God's control, and constant warnBut the yawn came back.
He looked up ing against all the evils of riches and display, from the day that the temple was
with tired eyes, shut his book, leaned back
finished, Israel began to sink ‘in sin. The
in his seat, and in a moment was sound
asleep. There he sat, not coBferiing with seventy Sabbatic years neglected, for which
flesh and blood so much as to take the cor- Judah served in Babylon for a seventy
ner, but slept as he sat; and how ‘he nod- years’ captivity, count back exactly to the
tenth
year of Solomon. Monarchy and
ded and snored !
‘
:
The nap was short, however, and it was magnificence of worship will ruin any
no sooner over than the red book was once State. They beget the self consequence
the resolute man was at

bis work again. The players played and
laughed ; game followed game.
1 put my
own eyes in peril over Judge Matthews’s
arguments in the Bible controversy; but
the railroad man outworked me ten to
one.
The red book was

finished,

and now out

of his baggage
at the other end of the car
he produced
a .jellow-covered volume.
‘‘Ah, a novel!” 1said to myself.
‘‘He has
got enough of this heavy work.” = Not abit
of it. Itwasa book on Railroads.
The
maps, four feet square, would answer pretty well; but the doubles

column,

diamond

type, and the solid tables, page on page, at
that hour of the night, appalled me.
He
set his lips, drew: up to the lamp, and buried
himself again in the diamond type, until my
eyes fairly ached for looking at him.
The players were

tired

euchre, and came back

at

last, even

yawning.

of

A. was

ready for them ; no small talk for him.

to a sea of railroading he had them
and kept them at it, until I had
“Well, gentlemen, I think of going
to-night. I'm afraid I shall have to

to move,
bed.”

and

let the

They moved ; the bed

porter
was

which pushes God aside.
been’ content with - the

If Israel had
tabernacle and

universal

church

gathering

around

him.
‘The scepter shall not depart from
Judah, nor a lawgiver from between his
feet (* ad-ki jabo Shiloh’) until he come to
Shiloh, and unto it (Shiloh) shall the gathering of the people be.” Shiloh is the simple worship to which the apostles came
when they

came

to

Jesus.

Are

not the

above thoughts suggestive regarding the
ritualistic splendors so coverted and courted
by many Christians P— Christian Union.

In-

at once,
to eay,
to bed,
ask you

make

made,

Crosses.
—

my

and I

was soon behind the curtains:
Every
one
else was abed ; but there they sat, and talked me to sleep on railroads.
The last
thing I heard was that sharp, elear voice,
cutting through all the rattle and rumble of
the train.
“There's no use doing this
thing by halves.” “Just as well run three
thousand as three hundred.” *‘They’ll have
to agree to that at Chicago,” ete., etc. One
thing I thought they would have agreed
on at Chicago, if they had passed that
night with me, viz. : that if sleepless zeal and
untlagging work could do it, the

Boren.

I frequently visit the sick-chamber of a
Christian young lady, whom I have known
intimately from her childhood. For two
long years since this dark cloud came over
her life and hopes, these four walls have
been her widest horizon of the world, save

as a few times she has been carried forth

to seek relief and benefit in change of scens.

Mostly, day after day, hour after hour, she
has dragged out existence on this unchanging bed. At times there is intense and remorseless pain, ments] darkness and horror
also; the star of hope shining out with promise of returning health, diffusing gladness
and buoyancy, to be soon again darkly obscured.” Yet, with all these sad incidents of
life, it is good for the visitor to bein this
place: Christ is there. Cheerfulness,
patience, courage,

and

hope,

such

as

only

I said that he preached to me. He made
me
think—oh, how sadly !—of many a
Christian enterprise which was paying no
dividends, even of 7 per cent., as usury is
reckoned in the Kingdom of heaven; of
Hany a church grievously below par in its

He can give, are brightly exemplified.
There are no murmurings against God, but
loving acquiescence in these strange th wartings of his hand. There are kind words
for every one. With thoughts ever heaven-

yield

friends and things and events of the outside world, There is a mind struggling

of souls, where meetings

are

devotion drags; where the

hungry

fed, nor the sick visited, nor

the

thin and

are not

fatherless

unconverted say, ‘No man cares for my
soul ;” where work, work is needed and

prayed for daily by a disheartened few ; and
where the members of the church are—playing euchre !
believe in resting when one is wepiy,

ward,

there

is

still lively interest in the

against

unbelief, against the weakness and

present

to her,

irritability of disease, against carelessness
to whatsoever may befit a lady and wound
the taste of those who tend or visit her.
There is continual endeavorio endure all
‘‘as seeing Him who is invisible,” and suffer meekly all the Father's will.
2
The cross of the Great Sufferer is always
not only in her dark expe-

riences, but to her bodily eyes in represennot believe in middle-aged Christians spoil- tations of itupon the walls of her chamber.
ing their days by nights of childish pleas- Graceful and loving
hands have braided
ures; and I could not help wishing that in various sizes and tints those paper crosses
some younger Christians, who, in great, which of late are seen at 80 many windows,
wicked, weeping Chicago can spend three as if to give assurance that there is Corintly
nights a week in dancing-school, could living within. We wonder sometimes if it
have heard that railroad sermon on
ear- tstrue.
And these unbloody and tiny t«rm$
nestness.
of the cruel wood whereon Jesus suffered.
and playing to fit for better work;

but I

do

and

Shiloh.
Draw

a line

from

Shiloh

due

north

eighty-seven miles as the crow flies,and you
strike the Leontes, the

northern

boundary

of Palestine.

Deflect the line slightly to

you to Dan.

Now draw a line from Shilo

the east and the
due

south

eighty-seven

eighty-seven

miles

miles

brin

and

you

strike Kadesh-barnea, the southern limit

of

Palestine. Again, draw a line from Shiloh
due west thirty miles and you reach Joppa
;
draw another due east thirty files and
ou reach the valley behind Ramoth Gilead.
hese two -points mark the western and
eastern frontier of the Holy Land.
Shiloh is thus the exact center of the
land, undoubtedly chosen for this reason as
the place of the tabernacle and central seryice of Israel. That service was exceedingly plain, though ceremonial. There
was no costly or gorgeous display. All
that came in with David and Solomon and
their temple. The tabernacle was a small
tent. Its few articles of furniture (six in
all) were of gold or brass finely wrought,
with wooden; frame-work beneath, (except
the laver and candlestick, which were hollow ;) but although they were thus beautiful and of great value, there was nothing
imposing in their appearance. The priest-

J garments were very simple.

The High

riests were an exception on special occasions
Shilbh itself was a little village,
not a large city. For four centuries
this
Plain
worship was offered at Shiloh.
hese were the palmy days of Israel. We
call the government a theocracy. That is
only half true. ° 1t is a theocratic republic,
dt was a genuine republic, with a divine

oversight and care through the High Priest
at Shiloh. Never was human liberty so
complete on earth till these United
were founded. - Never was there so

people.

-

Shiloh, they would have had no king to be
given in anger and taken away in wrath.
The happy republic would have continued
forever, To a plain and humble worship
in the despised
Jesus will they come at
last. ‘I'he prophecy of Jacob to Judah
was fulfilled when a few Jews gathered
around Jesus in Galilee as the earnest of

the

States
pure a

The two records at the close of

the
book of Judges were exceptienal, and
the wicked acts there noticed called out the

iviguuien iH al Tora). Those records
are
8 0
e pu
of the people.
will Fd in Philippians 8:13, This one Never was there so ha a Pool We
0.
1 thin
find a common notion that those were days of
After one or two other unsuccessful at- fearful trisD and dreadful
sin, This
tempts (I felt constrained, myself, to de- a'great, though natural error. The is a
ag.

vet cushion,

the whole,

and the people clamored for % king, then
came the beginning of the end. Then

and the widow comforted; where Sunday
m Y | school classes languish, and troops of the

siderable earnestness, for he had been rather unsuccessful in trying to start a8 game at
our end of the car. He was.a gentlemanly

But,

PY \¥hen the desire to be like the kingdoms
round about entered the Israelitish heart,

railroad man was...

The brown BOO was

on

have de-

veloped some errors.

nation was peaceful, prosperous,

perhaps, you were = not fixed on

“7 per cent.”

Individuality,

thus brought out, must, of course,

tion,

smoothing down his manuseript over a vel-

“The precious seed shall not be los’,
“Though buried long in dust,”

was right in his own eyes.

!
We earnestly beg the friends to pray for '
these dear boys and young men that they '
may become workers in this whitened harvest field.
Midnapore, March 12, 1870.
‘|
road, under that man, was bound to earn
SPB
its ©*7 per cent.” Euchre was no tempta-

pacious vest. We were in one of Pallman’s
palace cars—the through car for New York
vocacy are valuable.
The second brother, —on the Michigan Central road.
My cardRaju, is absent with James, to the west of playing acquaintance was one of a group
this ; the third teaches a school in Bhimpore. of prominent railroad men, who, without
Sremut, another of the new converts, and a meaning it, preached to me finely all the
way.
teacher in a village seven or eight miles
The car ahead of ours had broken down,
distant, has been to see us, and is to be here and they had accordingly come and occuIt was evident
again to-morrow.
Sanaton, still another pied seats in my section.
teacher in a village near by, isalso one of that they did not regard me as a capitalist,
by any means, much less one likely to be
the converts. We had a very pleasant vis- dangerous
in the railroad line, and the thin
it at his village, day before yesterday. His man in black was involuntarily, but most
wife comes out cheerfully, and is ready to agreeably entertained, therefore, after it bemeetand converse with us. She has spent came too dark to read, with a most comseveral hours in the tent daily, learning to prehensive, minute and racy overhauling of
all railroad men and matters in the Northsew and read, and is getting along finely. west. If anybody wantsto know anything
The old mother and wife of Pachu have about ‘‘Blue Line,” or ‘White Line,” or

young Eden here in the wilderness.

But then,

There was no king to lord it

over Israel, but each man was a thorough
republican monarch himself, and, did what

ied,and figured,and knit his brows, perfectly oblivious of everything around. . Did you
ever try to write in a railroad car? Did you
ever try to do it by the hour, and at night,
sitting bolt upright, without snyihing to
support your dorsal column, and holding
your book at arm's length, up to a flaring,
smoking lamp? If you did, your back ached, and your arms ached, and your eyes
ached, I am sure, before you got through.’

more in hand, and

‘Ben. Batcheler, George Pinkham, Arrad.
Losey, Joseph L. White, Ellston-F. Sheldon, James|
A. Howe, Nat.
Parinton,
David
isda, Billy Burr, Wm. Alger,

All this, to-

tention and collects back the stragglers,and
on again goes the thread of discourse.

the

tist churches of the United States, have,

friends will
rect: -

gether with an account of the death, resurtion and intercession of Christ are listened
to with interest, while pertinent questions
are often asked. When the interest begins

to walk

known as Calvinistic or Associated

We will give a list of the

rection, sending out his apostles, the media-

prerequisite clause, and passing a resolution explanatory of that omission, declaring that ¢‘ on the question of the Lord's

Supper, every church is atliberty

by love.

Joseph Chadwick.
We will try to say something about each
boy twice a year, and will now begin ‘with
the first one on this list.
having forsaken the true God 4nd Father of | Ben. Batcheler, a boy about thirteen
years old, an excellent scholar, can say the
us ail, and gone after false gods.
Then comes the old story, viz: ‘Our fa- multiplication table from two to twenty as
thers believed and practiced thus; we are fast as hecan speak, without missing, a
word, and knows other studies equally
ignorant, blind, and can but follow as we
are led. Where has this light been that well. Thisis not so much his merit, as it
neither we nor our fathers ever heard of it is a natural quickness to learn, for it must
before ?” We usually reply, “Your fathers be confessed that he is quite lazy, both as
were only men, weak, fallible men like your- regards study and work. Oancein a while
selves, and may have erred and gone he tries to be good, and makes a prayer
astray; and certainly they have led you in like a minister, almost. Hs has the eleGedrge Pinkham
the dark; there can be no dbubt of this. ments of a smart man.
is
a
nice
little
boy.
Year
before last he got
They had notthe light that has come to you,

and 1660 are believedto be the only ones

this

find them,

to admit the utter absurdity of their ‘‘Pulchu harnam and Palchu brudhi” having
sprung from ducks’ eggs! Also thesin of

During the period embraced within these
dates, there was no little controversy on
the subject of the Lord's Supper. Notwithstanding the éxtent to which the question
was agitated, the confessions of 1611, 1643

the

we

isany mistake about anyof them,

when

find them

1770.

on

there

crowd,

of the earliest well defined organization of
English Baptists.
|
Y
The persecutions to which the Dutch
Baptists were subjected on the Continent,
in the early part of the sixteenth century,
were by no means relaxed after their arrival in England. In 1575 a body of them,
who were imprisoned in the Marshalsea,
issued one of the earliest confessions of
faith which is preserved, as such, in the
English language. Other Confessions were
issued by English Baptists in 1611, 1615,
1643, 1660, 1670, 1689, 1691, 1768 and

Baptists

there,

now connected with the school, and if there

for us to begin at an earlier date than that

Particular

brought

often very unexpectedly to us. But we
recognize the power, and in out hearts we
bless the dear Saviour who holds them there

by Mrs. P. and Ida fails not to bring ‘usa

In tracing the history of Baptists

on this question, it will not be

are so numerousin

have a mind to hear.

Supper is of importance in determining
who may properly be called Baptists: within the denominational meaning of that

term.

villages

village, we are invited to a seat on the par-

The historic position of Baptists on the

question

and

this vicinity, that a vigorous walk gives.us
a new one daily; and the people generally

H.

were without incident, because so peaceful

brown account-book, and over that he stud-

and brought a soul saving blessing down
upon a poor jungle lad. It would be very
encouraging if every one who supports
boysin this®school would write to them.

These boys show plainly enough, when
they are brought in the arms of faith and
laid down at Jesus’ feet; and when they

tostroll through the gardens and conserves. At this date, the Inte lamented J,
stories, where there was much to interest.
At half-past five o'clock, they were sum- Newton Brown compiled what is now
monedto a large marquee erected for the known as the New Hampshire confession
* occasion, where tables and seats were plac: of Faith, in the fourteenth Article of which
ed. When all was ready, the verse appro- is a clause declaring that Baptism ‘“ is pre..
requisite to the privileges of a church. rela.
priated to these Susaeions was sung by the

:—

David

went up before the Lord like swéet incense,

as seemeth it right in the Lord.” This confession, far more elaborate and logical than
any that had preceded it, Baptist historians
tell us ¢ became at once the acknowlway
excursion, and a visit to Hampton
formula of the denomination.”
Court Palace, with the tea and the address- edged
es. Another was in connection with the From that timo to the present, the Baptists
“London Female Preventiveand Reforma- of England have become more and more
tory Institution.”
This was held at one of generally open communion in faith and
the Homes in Falham, and the usual order practice, until, with the exception of those
was inverted; for the public meeting and in Yorkshire,exclusivism is}scarcely known
addresses came first, and then the company among them.
What was the general practice of the
adjourned to the garden, where tables were
ect in the open air, among the flowers, early Baptists of America on this question,
we have little means of determining; but ‘been. furious in their opposition, and still
against the trees and bushes.
this
we know, that this confession of 1689
The maeting in which I was personally
maintain a close and vigorous siege. How
most interested, was one got up in my old was almost universally adopted by them
long they will hold out it is hard to say.
City Mission district,by one of my former fel- during the first century and a half of their The wivesof the other two brothers are
Jow laborers; it gave me an opportunity of ‘history, and is still the standard of many
more reasonable and friendly thongh by no
meeting some of my spiritual children and of the older churches and Associations, means forward as yet in their desire to
others for whose benefit I formerly labored. without any modification of this open com- learn and embracé a more excellent way.
This meeting was addressed by a number munion principle. That this confession is
On the whole, the prospect in this neighof my former fellow laborers as well as by understood to favor Open or Catholic Com- borhood is a very pleasing one, and the
myself, and many kind things were said munion is shown by the fact that a few location is a very desirable one for a station
by them, as well as many interesting rem- churches of the intolerant sort have found to labor for the Santals. ' The country is
its thirtieth
iniscences brought up.
Since my return it necessary to supplement
sufficiently open and dry, soil “good, trees
home, I have received a newspaper report chapter with a clause declaring Baptism pre- numerous, and what is a great rarity, sevOf such
of this meeting, which to me is very pleas- requisite to the Lord's Supper.
action the Second Baptist church of Roch- ‘eral excellent springs that send forth living
ing.
streams of pure, excellent water, clear as
The largest of these meetings which 1 ester is an instance. Most of the older crystal. It issituated about twenty miles
churches,
however,
retain
this
confession
attended, was that in connection with the
west of Midnapore, and there is a public
Anniversary of the ‘Open Air Mission.” It unaltered; and the second or Baldwin road about three-fifths of the distance.
was held at Hampstead, June 20th, in the. Place church of Boston holds the ‘title With a few acres around one of these
grounds of Mr. 0. H. L. Woodd, who kind- deedsto its property on condition of ad- springs secured for Mission premises, it
ly threw them open for the occasion. As hering to this confession unsltered.
It was not until 1833 that any other con- would be a:delightful and comparatively
«the company arrived, they were at liberty
fession was in usé-dmong American church- easy tadk, one would suppose, to create a

hundreds assembled

OF EVERYDAY

and surprise flashing over his face as the
letter was read and interpreted to him.
It almost seemed as if bis manliness and
dignity had grown an inch when the letter
was done. That ‘‘ consecrated money”

BuiMpore, MAR. 5, 1870.

and in addition to gen-

summer, one was for “Fast

a

«JOURNAL

Last evening,

We came here on the 28:h ult. . Having

pastor at Bedford, and the ‘¢ Evangelist”
eral Tea Meetings in City Mission districts, of Bunyan’s Pilgrim; Bunyan and Henry
we hear of Tea Meetings for cabmen, for Jessey also took & very prominent part
omnibus men, for navvies, for gypsies, and in the controversy in favor of Catholic or
for other special classes whom itis desired Christian Communion.
:
>
to interest in religious things. And not
In the General Assembly of 1689, repreunfrequently Christian employers get up senting
over one hundred churches of
such meetings for their employees and their England and Wales, the whole subject was
families.
thoroughly canvassed; and that assembly
Of the meetings which I attended last endorsed the ‘action of the Assembly of

i

a

in London,

|

qualifications and tact for, and the success
attending open-air preaching.
There were

Auxil-

iary Missionary Societies, &c., have long
been accustomed to hold these meetings at
stated intervals; and

isters and others, on the importance of, the

in Judges 3. makes
cline, )the Sie party was formed; a very count
hgh
Ia prominent the trials 8,-and
hence we conclude
the
eabl
lady
furnished the
5 -and
made the first deal with her jewelled hand, history is all trial and sin. But in those

Mission Work.

ing towards Catholicity and comprehen-{

expired,

doing

the

same

Heavenly

Father's will, are so apily distributed that
this martyr inaiden, however she may lie or
turn herself upon her bed, may see the
same image.
These crosses strike me strangely here.
I don’t know whether to be pleased with
them or not. It seems to me they may be
fitter for places where there is no sutfering—
where men and women, through
eisy conscience, through selfishness od self-indulgence, slip away from the obligations of
sacrificial

duty

to

themselves and

their

heavenward,

their

brother men—to remind such that * there's
a cross for every one,” and that without bearing a cross they cannot follow Jesus, ex
rience his grace, nor achieve his glory.
But
here in this seclusion of living ageny, of
self-conquest, of strivings of faith toward
the Man of Sorrows, I see so many real
crosses that these thinks of beauty and fine
sentiment merely appear a cruel mockery,
a hideous vision,
Still we would not rebuke these ministries
of sympathy.
They are kindly meant.
They can bring to mind the fountain of all
grace and comfort. But I am sure that real
cross-bearers-—all who are bravely beating
way

all who

have

fel-

lowship with Christ's sufferings, and are so
clinging to his cross—must rather shudder
at these flippant, flaunted symbols of their
life-agony, ns they cry :FATHER! Ir iT BE
POSSIBLY, LET THIS CUP PASS FROM ME, —
Independent.

There is but one full, perfect, and suffi-

cient sacrifice, oblation, and satisfacticn for

the sins of the whole world, It is Christ
Jesus our Lord.
His act of sacrificial

death was once made upon the altar of the
cross.

‘himself,

His action
the

of sacrificial offering of

Lamb of God

once dead, but

alive forever, is continually madein heaven. By representation, we men coniinually offer the one action on thé cross but
Christ Jesus making the sacrament, being
therein Prosent by
own power in a mystical an incomprehensible manner, contin.

ually in it effers himself, the living Godman, not only for his whole church and

body, both living and dead, but to us, to be

our spiritual food and sustenance hy our
fommunion,
him.

not

of mere elements, but-of

|
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$2000 A YEAR AND EXPENSES

TO PASTORS OF

CHURCHES

for every trace of the Godhead, with what
eagerness you watch for its slightest manirsTo Age Agents to 3 sell
8 the celebrated WILSON N 8 [ING |
festation.
:
My
in
child
little
such
one
ne inthe world. Stitch
receive
l
a
h
s
«Whos sth Me.’=Matthew
18:6,
Tf your whole life, and every movement | preaching told upon the crowded congrega- alike on both sides, ONE MACHINE WITHOUT MONEY,
For
further
particula
Superintendents of SS.
address
rs
WILSON SEWof your outward and inward being is thus tion, Tnere were unmistakable signs of ING MACHINE CO., No. 656 THE
Within the holy shrine at dead of night,
Washington
street,
The lamps were burning low,
guided by religion,
perhaps the heartsof that.” ~
Boston Mass. *
?
A 1y4s
Catalogue of New Sunday School Books just
And on a sleeping boy the glimmering light
many will be touched by this mute lan- © Hearing such JrewningBoglata may be
published by the Freewill Baptist Printing EstabShed an uncertain glow.
I am glad
guage, and will open to the. reception expected to stand a while yet.
lishment. These Books are now ready for sale
Out from the silence deep, a sound there came,—
.| of that spirit which dwells within you.— that London can hear a man so unaffected,
and delivery.
The slumbering boy awoke i :

FIFTEEN

I

A GREAT

now

was

mass was

Rev. Edward Eggleston, in his closing
address before the Brooklyn Sunday
‘Institute, said;

Every Sunday

The only thought

self-preservation.

The

burning

headed for the shore, which was

They teach ns with their gentle, loving eyes -

The tender conscience, eloquent in tears,
dy a fault to own,
The
docile, humble spirit, that reveres,
To love and meekness prone.

in Chicago,

And whoso’er the prophet of our Lord
In such a child doth see,
y
And loves him for His sake, tis Christ's own word,
“In him receiveth Me.”
Workman.

Bible.

Who composed the following description
of the Bible, we may never know.
It was
found in Westminster Abbey, nameless
and dateless; but, nevertheless, it is

inyal:

nab;
wise and wholesome counsels
to the erring race of Adam:
A nation would be truly happy if it
were governed by no other laws than those

of this blessed book.
.
It cortains everything needful to be
known or done.
It gives instructions to a Senate, authority and direction to a magistrate.
It cautions a witness, requires an impartial verdict of a jury, and furnishes the

judge with his sentence.
It sets the husband as the

lord of the

household, and the wife as the

mistress

of

and cast

him

senseless

on

It gives directions for weddings and
burials.
.
It promises food and raiment, and limits
the use of both.
It points out a faithful and eternal guardian to the departing husband and father;

Your children

tells him with whom to leave his fatherless

children, and whom his widow is to trust;
and promises a father to the former, and a
husband to the latter.
It teaches a man to get his house in order, and how to make his will ; it appoints
a dowry for his wife; entails the right of
the

first

born;

and

shows

how

young branches shall be left.
+

It defends the rights of

the

—

We

to one

with

al!,

and

reveals

and trespasser.

few

paces

farther,

other

gods,

and

describes

the vanity

of

itis
a book of laws to show right and
wrong ; of wisdom that condemns all folly
and makes the foolish wise ; a book of truth
that detects all lies,

and

confronts

all

er-

rors; and it is a book of life, that shows
the way from everlastsng death.
It contains the most ancient antiquities
and strange events, wondeiful occurrences,

heroic deeds, and unparalleled wars.
It describes the celestial, terrestrial,
and infernal worlds, and the origin of the
angelic myriads, the human tribes, and the
devilish legions.
It will instruct the accomplished mechanio and most profound critic.
It teaches the

ercises

every

best rhetorician,

power

of the

and

ex-

most skillful

arithmetivian, puzzles the wisest anatomist,
and exercises the wigest critic.

Iv is the best covenant that ever was
agreed on; the best deed thatever was
sealed; the best evidence that ever was

produced
; the best will that will ever be
signed.
'o understand it, is to be wise indeed;
to be ignorant of it, is to be destitute of’

true wisdom.
:
Itis the king's best copy, the magistrate’s
best
rule, the housekeeper's

best

guide,

the

servant's

best directory,

and the young man's best companion ; it is
the school-boy’s spelling-book, and the
great and learned man's masterpiece,
It contains a choice grammer

for

a nov-

ice, and a profound mystery for a sage.
It is the

ignorant

man’s

dictionary

and

the wise man’s directory.
It affords knowledge of witty inventions
for the humorous, and dark sayings for the
ve;it is also its own interpreter, and
go which crowns all is, that the Author

without Rarality and
‘* With whom

is

without

is

hypocrisy,

no Variableness,

shadow of turning.”

neither

‘Seeing God.
Sr

——

\,

"

Let tho majestic serenity with which you
estimate the great and the small, prove
that you refer everything to the Immutable
«that
you Perceive the Godhead alike in

everything ; let the bright cheerfulness with
which you' encounter every

proof of our

transitory nature reveal to all men
ou live above

that

time and above the world;

ot your easy and graceful sell-denial prove
how many of the bonds of egotism you
have already broken; and lev the ever
quick and -open spirit from which neither
What is rarest nor most ordinary escapes,

show with what uhwearjed ardor you seek

a——

Preacher.

who,

Well,

give for corn?

his

Brother.

Preacher.

brother, what

Fifty cents a bushel.

Ahem

whiskey

But another question.

How

(Looking rather wild.)

him aside and

and

beautiful

espe-

completely

breast, fellowing a beadle

to

io the sermon,

I think I should

have known

it meant the loyal, faithful

following of Je-

sus. The sermon was simple in form, but
full of vital truth and good sense. It was
simply
and
earnestly
preached.
The
preacher hardly lifted a hand.
Nobody
would have called it eloquent or ‘‘a
at

effort,” or have uttered any of that kind of

nonsense about it. It was something far
better than that.
It was impressive and

manly.

Itseemed to me a great ind bless-

ed thing to hear a“noble man,

full of the

living spirit of to-day, preaching so grandly
in that great cathedral associated with the

To any person who will

Sm9

FREE BAPTIST BOOK
IN ‘BOSTON.

send

send a copy of the same work
;

us

to the

the Freewill

Baptist Quarterly, from

And Religious Publications,
The

most

Complete

Assortment
Prices.

D. LOTHROP
20

and Lowest

& CO.

38 &

40 Cornhill,

" REMEMBER

the same terms.

The postage—which

who

order

the

be paid by those

books.

Erasmus

is

due

the

and

umes

might

credit of haviig

out ‘together.

HA

RM

John

O N|

vantage of purchasers,

quarter.and rents pay for it.

Address REV. L. L. HARMON,
Residence, 14 School Street.

stored up in 1514, waiting for

come

L.

TH

E

Portsmouth, N. H,
tr

QUARTER

The Freewill Baptist Quarterly is no
published.

LY.

longer to be

500 AGENTS
WANTED for “HAND OF
GOD IN HISTORY.”. By Rev. Hollis Reed. Grandert Subscription

THE REPORTS.
‘We have

sent to the

Q. M.

the Blanks necessary to secure

of all the

Clerks
full sta-

churches,

Register for the year 1871.
:
‘Clerks having this matter in charge,
will greatly facilitate the early issue of
the Register, by promptness in collecting and transmitting their statistics to
this office.
Let there be special care to give the
Post - Office addresses of the Yearly
Meeting Clerks, as well as those of the

Book

of

Modern

Times.

‘NEW

CIRCULAR

INTEREST

TABLE,

“Also,

se

ar

ranged as give the annual interest of any amount from

gne day to seven years. from six to tem percent. A
hild could readily undérstand it. For terms and
territory, apply immediately

to

3

D.L. GUERNSEY, Booksellér,
New Works soon to be issued.
Concord, N.

H.

Smo

ed to relate that when the last sheet came
from the press, he, being then a boy, was

A SAFE,

in his best cloghes, with a copy of it to

CERTAIN

NERVOUS
DISEASES.

Charity.

warrant, it is a noble charity

Its Effects are
Magical,

in us

not

to

gall their wodnds by multiplying
koowledge of their offenses. We are all ashamed to confess that our quickest. instincts are
to think {ll of others, or to magnify the ill
of which we hear. There is a universal
shrugging of the shoulders, as much as to

say,—Well, I expected'as much —it is just
like him—1I had my

could & tale unfold,”

suspicio 1s of her—*I

and thus on thrgngh

an endless chapter, with which every reader will be somewhat familiar —from his or
her own experience.

ADVERTISERS.

The

rates

of

Star will

tracts for advertising, and transact any

business belonging to
department.

the advertising

An UNFAILING

REMEDY

for NEURALGIA FAC

IA 118, otten effecting a perfect cure in a single day~~

No form of Nervous
Disease fails to yield to its won:
derful power. Even in the severest cages of Chronie
Neuralgia affecting the entire system, its use for a
few days affords the most astonishing reliefand ra
fails to produce a vomplete
and
permanent cure.
It

containsno materials in the

slightest

52 Barclay St., New York.

T0

2

\PS pe”

LET SOAP

MCKEONE Van HAAGEN & Co.”

er,’ ‘Spring Violet,’ ‘ Citron,” and over TWO HUNDRED
DIFFERENT VARIETIES. For purity of materials, fragrance of perfume, cleansing and softening effects upon
the skin, these Toilet Soaps have no equal in this country, and are warranted superior to any imported. For

sale at all first-class Drug Stores inthe United States.
© 3mI7

Prices of Freewill Baptist

THE REGISTER.

=

.

The Register for 1870 is universally
admitted to be far superior to any heretofore issued.
It needs only to be seen
and examined to be appreciated.
A very large part of this edition has
been sold.
Those desiring it, will,
therefore, do well to send in their orders at once, as we wish to finish the

SABBATH SCHOOL LIBRARIES,

Books,

Single and by the degen ; also Postage on the
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YES! IT IS A FACT!
CATARR H AN BE CURED
BY

USING

DEMERITT’S

North American Catarrh Remedy !
SUFFERERS FROM CATARRH, read the following ex.
and

judge

for

yourselves

if here

is

not

CURE FOR YOU!
‘‘It has proved itselfa cure.”—[ Boston Traveller.

a

“‘One of our well Known citizens,a sufferer for years,

has been cured by using this Remedy.”’—| Cambridge
Press.

Gents,—I have used
no help until I tried

many Remedies, but obtained
yours.

1 would say to

are troubled with this discase, try it and

all whe

you will be

satisfied,
N. 8. rir
Employed for 15 years by the American Express Co,

BosTox, Mag 12, 1869,

Gentlemen,—I hope every sufferer will iy your
Remedy, as it costs but a trifle, and will prove a
blessing, as it did in my case, having been tubject to
that dread disease, the Catarrh, for upwards of seven
years. lt effectually cured me.
A. F. NETTLETON,
Superintendent City Prison, Court Square.
“I have been afflicted with that loathsome disease,
Catarrh, for nine years.
One package bas entirely
cured me.
DANIEL STONE,
Proprietor of Union House, Cambridgeport, Mass

ONE PACKAGE (two bottles) Price $1.25,
will satisfy the most skeptical,
CARRUTHERS & DEMERRITT, Proprietors,
15

120 Hanover

Street, Boston,

1iteow

Sold by all Druggists.

schools at as low rates as they can be
England.

uegree injurious. | In addition to the publicationsof oth-

It has the unqualitied approval of the best physicians,

Thousands, in every part of the country,gr
acknowledge its power to soothe the tortured nerves
and restore the failing strength.
by mail on receipt of price and } postage,
| Sentpackage
One
,
81.00
id
ostage
6 cents.
Six packages . .*
S00
.
.
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It is sold by all dealers in drugs and medicines,
TURNER

& CO.,

Proprietors,

120 Tremont Stroes, Boston, Mass,
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TO CONSUMPTIVES,

Providentially my

dangnter was restored to health by simple, means,
without mediciue, The particulars will be sent t /r free.
Huvex B. 3
NSLOW, Btookton 8t., Brooklyn, L. I.
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sale of it-as soon as possible.
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The best charity is not that which. giveth
alms, whether secretly or with ostentation.
The best charity-—that ‘which * worketh ho
evil”—is the charity that prompts us to think
and speak well of our neighbors. Even if
they be openly condemned, and that with

To

Ministers

Brocas, the son of the printer, was accustom-

sent

Quarterly Meeting Clerks and Pastors.

and Stulents will fin this book well worthy of their

attention. as every family ought to have it.

i

do
0
do
dozen,
do
do Paper Covers, single,
do
do
dozen,
Life of Marks,
single,

be promptly forwarded to Advertisers,
on application to Mr. Geo. B. Cors,
at our office, No. 30 Vesey St., New
York, who is authorized to make con-

L.

Powder, :
In boxes of 5 1bs.,

‘Honey,’ ‘Glycerine,’ ‘ Brown Windsor,” ‘Elder Flow-

the second to the fifteenth inclusive, on

Quarterly and Yearly meetings for the

SUNDAY SCHOOL LIBRAIES

kegs, $16;

$1; 10 1bs. $1.75; 20 1be, $3.75; 50 1bs., $8.00.
BOWMAN:& BLEWETT, Sole-Agents,

3m17

a

new subscriber.
Or, if it is preferred,
we will send any unbound volume of

tistical Reports

STORE

$2.25; 50 1b,

For Poultry Houses, Stables, &c.

year’s subscription in advance for his
own paper, together with a year’s subscription in advance from a new subsériber, we will send a copy of Mr. |
Kennedy's volume,—“Close Commun-

acts lik

Sold by all druggists.

ths Cardinal, who gave thanks to God tor
sparing him to that day; and turning to his
the puipit I attendants, said that he congratulated him
was. I had self on the completion of that work, more
window. ' If than on any of the actsof his administrarather insig- tion.—Rev. R. B. Girdlestone.
under way

that he was no other than the Dean of Westminster—Dr. Stanley. He preached a sermon on Baptism—on what it was in the
earliest Christian ages; what it meant to the
men of those times. First, it stood for purity—perfect cleanness of body, mind, heart,
soul—that is, the desire after all that. Second, it stood for a radical change; puttin
offthe old and putting on the new. “Third,

It truly

cans.

Premium,

$05; rame rents for 85 per

brew, Greek, and Latin, so that the six vol-

satisfies,

Large

advertising in the Morning

the completion of the Old Testament in He.-

church.

the mind, the heart and soul.
;
When I saw a small man, clad in a white
surplice, having a scarlef sash across his
was at no loss to know who it
geen his photograph in a shop
I bad not seen that, after the
nificant looking man was fairly

A

Among the best terms offered is a NEW SIX OCTAVE PORTABLE MELODEON of grand tone for

printed

And there are so many of the great dead
buried there. St. Paul's is to me cold and
earthly in comparison. Westminister leaves
nothing to be desired,

cases.

|.

10 1b.

.
200 1b. barrels, $35.
One barrel will dip about 2,000 sheep.

;

still supplies Musical Instruments greatly to the ad:

succeeded in publishing the first Greek Testament ( A D. 1516) ; but Cardinal Ximines
was in the field before Erasmus, and the
New Testament, in magnificent Greek type,
with thick black Latin type by its side, was

cially, fell upon the soul with a strong power. Every thing there conspires to the finest effect. The Abbeyis a wonderfully imuplifting

y.eqyals it for all such

DIP.

sending them.-

“made a good article,” and if it would ‘‘bear
a bead.”
4

To

tell. The strains that came floating from
the choir under, that majestic roof, I think I
shall never foret them.
They were like

pressive,

esteem in whick

SHEEP

cures SCAB, destroys Lice, Cads, Ticks, fy
5 1b, cans, $1.25:

risk.

ungs.- It possesses special virtue in the cure of se
vere colds, 80 common at this season.
No other rem

remonstrated with him, wih

ee

CRESYLIC

This preparation is far superior to tobacco, not se
disagreeable, much less trouble, and more permanent ;

Otherwise they will be at the rigk of those

years of its exis | js twelve cents,—must

tence, and has won foritself the high

so prevalent, a cheap,safe and

reliable remedy is offered in the CRESYLIC OINTMEN Not a single instance of its failure has been
reported.
a
11b. cans, 50 c.; 3 1b, cans, $1; 5 Ib. cans, $1.25,

Granulated Carbolic

such good effect that he actually broke up
his distillery and became a consistent Méth
odist. But it was along time before his
neighbors forgot to ask him whether he

First Greek Testament.

I can

‘‘Amens,”

has baen submitted

itis held for the cure of diseases of the throat and

A dol- |

Perhaps it is not as generally known as it
ought to be that the first Greek Testament
nately largely musical.
Aud what shall I ever printed was brought out in Spain under
say of that? That it was grand, moving, the superintendence of a Spanish cardinal.

The

to the severest tests in the twelve

full, I suppose. But tell me, brother, ar'n't
the slops yay good to fatten hogs?
Brother.
Yes, very good.
Preacher.
And won't your hogs come
mighty nigh paying for the corn?
Brother.
(Red as a beet.) Well, very
nigh it .
Preccher.
But to come down to the
question.
Brother, do you make a good
article ? Will it bear a bead ?
By this time the poor«delinquent was perfectly overwhelmed with confusion, and
wished he had never seen a distillery nor |
the preacher either.
Bat M. knew bis
man, and after the meeting adjourned took

music.
I could hardly hear. a word of the
service, however, which was read too rapidly, in a high, light voice.
It was fortu-

strains from heaven.

WEEKS MAGIC COMPOUND

lar and a half.
magic, as thousands in Vermont and New Hampshire
testify. WM.JOSLYN & SONS, Barton, Vt., Propri
Preacher.
A dollar and a half! Two
- etors.
hundred per cent. and that, too, I reckon,
GEO. C. Goodwin & CO.,and BURR & PERRY
by the barrel.
You get more by the jug-i Boston, General Agents,

makes

than

LUNGS.

timely use of some proper and safe remedy might relieveand cure when allowed to continue, resultin ob
stinate disease of the lungs, which baffles the aid of
human skill.
"

Bat, brother, what do yau get a gallon for
whiskey ?

Brother.

AND

A neglected cold and consequent cough, which the

Preacher.
Sov! three ‘gallons! Why,
that’s a considerable turnout, I should judge.

;

far more

THROAT

do you suppose one bushel

boxes of 3 dozen tablets, $3.60.

FOOT ROT.

of money for our publiea-

thus sent will be at our

1bs,, $4;

For this disease now

L. R. BURLINGAME,
Dover, N. H.

ion,or open Communion?
An experience and an Argument,”
—and will also
A SAFE AND SPEEDY REMEDY FOR
COUGHS, CoLps,
Croup, WHOOPING
- COUGH,
HOARSENESS, AND ALL DISEASES OF THE

!

Brother.
Can't say. I suppose about
three gallons.
(Very much confused.)

of Westminster Abbey to open.
After it
was opened it was filled to overflowing in
afew minutes. I obtained a seat very near
the pulpit and well situated for hearing the

and

Moneys

of corn will make ?

I stood

Mange, Scratches, and Sores of all kinds.

‘Money Order, or in Registered letter.

goes

do jot

Fifty cents! Very cheap that,

I should say.

much

outside, waiting for the west door

Yes,
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we are
approProbes: place, thus doing
lamps, which
ave proved so dangerous and objectionable.
We import Bohemian and French Lamps and Shades.
We manufacture Bronze Lamps at greatly reduced rates;
are Sole Agents for the Pocket-Folding
Lantern, and are
Agents for Hartshorn's Folding, and
Johnson's Dome
Paper Shades.
IVES’ PATENT LAMPS are sold by dealers generally
but to introduce them where the merchants have not got
hem, we give particular attention to RETAIL TRADE,
Enclose 25 cents for Illustrated Catalogue of 3 cts. for
“eriptive Circular,
es
1VES’ PATENT LAMP CO,
9zt12
37 Barclay & 42 Park Place, New York.
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CARBOLIC SOAPS.
Carbolic Disenfecting Soap
Boxes of 10

York or Boston, and made payable to the
order of L. R. Burlingame, in Post Office
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Well, brother Jerry, how do

Preacher.

distinguished English preacher and author,
as he saw and heard him:
About half-past two I found myself one of

beautiful?

EVER

but a certain prominent

member,
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tions may be sent either in Draftsoff New
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until all the members had

Gene-
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Sabbath schools in Libraries, at wholesale prices.

bad questioned each brother

questioned

BUCK

1.50

Parsonage...e.ccceeevrecsrenasel,

. Parties designing to get new Sabbath School
Libraries, or to replenish old ones, can send us
their orders which will be immediately filled with
our own publications, or will be filled with the

you come on making whiskey?
Brother.
(Somewhat startled.)
O, I
don’t know, exuctly ; tolerably well enough,

the following reference to Dean Stanley,the

a crowd

advice,

remains

A writer to the Christian Register

Hill..... evrstarvanavesesnns

2d National

Co., Boston; Harding,

virtues they do not possess, if you would escape
danger. The genuine W. A. Batchelor’s Hair
has thirty years’ reputation to uphold its integrtSold by Druggists. Applied at 16 Bend 8t., N'
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serious conversation with others the following took place :—

Dean Stanley.
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fort,and

ing
the
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books of other publishers,and will be furnished to

distillery, but kept it in the mountains, *‘on

where a rollicking young royalist soldier
was posted within the walls as sentinel,
who, handling his musket awkwardly, was
removed from his post, and another man
placed there instead.’
:
The next minute’ the new sentinel was
shot dead. Had that fatal ball sped on its
way one moment sooner, there would have

in short,
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the sly,” as he thought... Mr —— had, however, found out the fact, and after some
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out an Experience.

meeting.

been

It is the first book, the best book.
It contains the choicest matter; gives the
best instruction ; and affords the greatest
degree of pleasure and satisfaction that we
have ever enjoyed.
It contains the best laws and most profound mysteries that were ever penned;
and it brings the very best of comforts to ‘been lost to the world one of its most loved
and honored names; for, in that case, the
the inquiring and discensolate.
It exhibits life and immortality from name of John Bunyan would never have
time everlasting, and shows the way to been set as a bright jewelin the coronal of
ory.
fame. One moment sooner, and the grand
old dreamer of Bedford Jail would have
Iti a brief recital of all that is to come.
. It settles all matters in debate; reselves been cut off, and his glorious vision of the
ilgrims to the Celestial City would never
all doubts; and eases the mind and conni charmed generations of men of every
sci, nce of all their scruples.
It reveals the only living and true God, land and tongue.
and shows the way to him;

association

Day
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were made by the besieging army of Cromand, a

Bright

REFER BY PERMISSION.
Hon. J, Y. Scammon,

Any of which will be sent by mail, free of postage, on receipt of the price. © =

and sister on the suhject of their experience,
and practice,and enjoyment of the divine life,
giving each a word of encouragement, com-

lie buried.
But there was a spot of deeper interest
than these. I looked on the battered walls
well;

this

genteel schools

1

of Leicester, and noted the breaches which

vengeance to every defaulter, over-reacher,

FACES.

of Christians.

The following story may aid some pastor
in his efforts to get at the truth when “‘experiences” are related :—
Rev. Mr.—— had preached to one of the
congregations of his circuit, and as was the
custom of the Methodist preachers in those
olden days, after preaching, held a class-

here he crosshis

of these

Drawing

Leicester, in England, taking an antiquatian's interest in the scenes around me. At
onemoment I gazed on a bit of Roman
wall, and the next the associations were connected with the last of the Plantagenets.
Yonder, Richard III. slept the night before
ed the River Soar as he marched

of a

"Chicago, Ilinois.
.
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And its large varieties of

AND

GRAHAM, PERRY

J The ChristChild,esssesresesessesrassenes 5

earnest, energetic, missionary Christians of
them, and I would rather send my children
half a mile farther to a mission-school than

One. Moment.
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a member
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HARD AND TOUGH METAL,
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num, the interest
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Rainy Day Series. .
A Rainy Day at 8cho0lyeeecscececcccecce

ALWAYS NOTED FOR ITp

the poor and the wretched more than anything else; it is your only way of making

the table; tells him how to rule,and her, as
well, how to manage.
It entails honor on parents and enjoins
obedience on children.
the storms of life; and though the rude
It prescribes and limits the sway of the waves of sin may tear them from our grasp,
sovereign,
the rule of the. ruler, and the yet who knows but by-and-by, when we
authority of the master; commands the get on the other shore, we may be welcomsubjects to honor, and the servants to ed by the little ones we have tried to save!"
obey ; and the blessing and protection of
the Almighty to all that walk by its

Just
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oughtto be

We Place Money uponloan on twoand three case.
Real Estate securitie-, at 9 and 10 por cent. per fold’
‘an-

Light from the Cross.
eee1.50
Contradictions, or, High Life in Edgerton1.50

They will not know anything of mission labor, nor feel anything of the mission spirit.

bleak rocks. Kind hands ministered to
him. Recovering his consciousness, the
form of the dear child met his earliest gaze,
bending over him with. more than angel
ministrations, and blessing him with mute
but eloquent benedictions. So, dear fellow-teachers and lovers of the little ones,
let us bend our hearts to the burden of the
precious souls of the children. Let us take
them in the strong
arms of our faith and
our prayers, and
bear them up through

rule.

I heard

teel, useless, worthless kind

¢ Thus, child, not so ght as th choke me.

There, hang on now, and I will try to make
the lund.’
The child bowed herself on his broad
shoulders and clung to her deliverer. With
a heart thrice strengthéred and an arm
thrice nerved, he struck out for the shore.
Wave after wave washed over them, but
still the brave man held out, and the dear
child held on, until a: mighty mountain
billow swept the sweet treasure from his
embrace,

when

Master and Pupil
May Bell.ao.o..
Sabrina Hacke!
Aunt Mattie,..

wealthy church of my own denomination
:
Address orders to
on Wabash Avenue, say that they could
JOHN K. ROGERS,
Agent,
not have this class of children taught in
their school, but that the mission school
55 Water Street, Boston.
was the place for them.
Like John, who
A The Morning Star type is from this Foundry.
ts
:
:
fled from the bath when the heretic Celsus
entered, saying, ‘lam afraidto’ remain,
cP
FET
y eC
*
Ty
lest the bath should fall in upon us both,”
*
30 would I be afraid to teach in such a
school, lest the roof should fall in judgment |, | 8'8 OF S38 3-40 OR \\ 64 § LAMPS
upon the gentility that will not admit God’s |,
poor. There will be this punishment, |
which will be sufficient, God knows.
You
will bring up your children to be a
gen-

‘I can not do both,” be thought. ¢I
must save the child or the gold. Buta
moment ago I was anxious for all this ship's
company. Now
I am doubting whetherl
shal exchange a human life for paltry
old.
2 Unbuckling the belt, he cast it from
him and said :
;
* Yes, little girl, I will try to save you.’
Stooping down, he bade her clasp her
arms round his neck :
acti

:

poor,

per cent. agreed;upon at the time of sale in each
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school

torn down and thrown into the Fast River.
I do not know when Ihave had myself so
stirred down to the very boot-heelsas I was

‘ Yes, child, I can swim.’
* Well, sir, won't you please to save me?’

The spirit of mild peace within them lives,
The feeling heart is theirs,
The sweet and open nature that forgives,
And no resentment bears.

school ought

is too fine to admit God's

Prize

" Frat Lotter Foundry in New England.
OOMMENOED IN 1817,
to be a

;

mission
Sunday
school;
deprecate
this distinction between them.
e are
radically yong when we build a genteel
Sunday school for our own children and
another for poor children.
The church
whose carpets are too nice, whose pews are
too carefully covered, whose architecture

not far off. A passenger was seen buckling bis belt of gold around his waist, ready
to plunge into the waves. Just then
a pleading voice arrested him :
‘ Please, sir, can you swim ?’
A child’s blue eyes were piercing into his
deepest soul as he looked down upon her.

Unfailing
trust, that speak
XH
With trathiul
lips that know not to disguise ;—
Such subjects Ch: ist doth seek.
:

The

The followingis an extract from one of
the specches made at a late New Jersey
State Sunday School Convention:
‘A few years ago, a steamer was corzin
from California. The cry of Fire! fire!
suddenly
thrilled every
heart.
Every
effort was made to stay the fiery flames;
but in vain. It soon became evident that

Broadway, New York,

will dispose of QNE HUNDRED PIANOS, MELODEONS, and ORGANS of six first class makers, at EXTREMELY LOW PRICES, FOR CASH, DURING THIS
MONTH, or will take from $5 to $25 monthly until
paid; the same to let, and rent money a phe if pur
chased. Chickering pianos are include:
the above
offer,
:
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the ship must be lost.

And Christ to little children now has given Power to receive His
’
Andguch as they the peaceful realms of heaven,—
And-such alone—shall fill,

8.

—

Horace Waters, 481

wns

God for his own high priest a message had;
‘Who should the tidings bear?
God for his prophet chose a eimple lad
That message to declare.

so

oy pm

And, all alone, recline
In the still darkness, listening
to discern
The Voice, pronounced divine,
J

manly,

ON

The boy, obedient, feared not to return,

—8.

the Little Ones.

i

¢ Lie down once more,” thus spake the aged priest,
‘And if again thine ears
a
Perceive the Voice, say, when the call has ceased,
‘Speak, Lord, Thy servant hears.'”

cultured, so
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y
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pur.
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Yi na thrice the wondering child,

so

per annum, if the
chaser then pre:
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property he has putchased, we, of.course, takingto
‘property upon paying the money. The time and
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Nay, ’twas not Eli; thrice that Voice was sent

Roused from his sleep, back to his master went
To learn why thus
iled.

80 able,

catholic, as the Dean of Westminster.
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He heard a Voice that calléd him by his name,—
He thought his master spoke.
i
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by any denomination, Its whole history energy of the Puritanic spirit was fondly by the Puritan ppeacher to a similar athe replied, ** I see that
has been one of progress, and its present dwelton and exalted by illustrations which tempt. ** Yes,”
frown, a threat or a defiance.
found to quarrel with even the .highest real errand on which the people are sent wealth of matter and excellence of style complimented the Eastand West into good you would make the. man a Christian while
But
claims that are set up in the Sermon on the to the sanctaary, is to learn’ how to reach is one of the triumphs of our day. The pature and .some mutual admiration, the allowing the officer to be a villain,
special
work/of
the
year
was
set
forth
and
National
Baptist
and
the
Examiner
are
when
the
devil
gets
the
officer,
what
will
the
moral
majesty
embodied
by
the
Lord
applicathe
“to
comes
it
Mount ; but when
tion of those divine precepts, how many Jesus. 'A Christian church is the divinely following hard upon the track of the Rejlcc- accepted, and the Convention adjourned to become of the man? Answer me that,
meet in Boston on the real anniversary of sir.
;
tor.
falter, and hesitate, and ask to be excus- constituted school where men and women
»
—
The New York Evangelist has aljvays the landing, in December. Drs. Bacon,
ed!
\
: are bidden to outgrow their frailties and
Storrs,
Thompson,
Post
and
others
treated
Jiow.
——WOoMEN AND CrLiNics, The contest on
There are several phases of skepticism slough off their weak and worldly habits been good, spiritual and earnest, but
prevalent. They are all mischievous. What- as soon as possible. All that is true, and it has grown, and increased in breadth and the audience and the Western Metropolis to the part of the students of the Pennsylvania
power, during the forty-one years of its fitting and eloquent words, and the whole Hospital, to prevent the attendance of the
éver undermines real faith in God and spirit- needs to be remembered.
ual things, takes the moral stamina out of _ But this does not justify the extravagant existence ! It has increased in youthful- spirit of the meeting was admirable,—un- female medical students, comes to a very
The ' ladies
character and weakens the best bonds of demands often made upon the pulpit, nor ness, beauty, vitality, as well as in wisdom less an exception must be made in view of proper and grateful result:
society. But there is no phase of skepti- excuse the style of thought and speech and power, as it has increased in years. the earnést and unsuccessful effort '6f the have kept their patience and maintained a
cism more to be dreaded than that which that is more or less indulged by parishes Yet it scarcely excels other papers pub- western members to get. a resolution pass- most becoming dignity through it all; and
the calm statement of the officers of the
shows that men are losing faith in the sa- in quest of a minister. It is proper that lished in the interests of Presbyterian and ed in emphatic condemnation of masonry.
every
congregation
should
obtain
the
best
Congregational
Christians.
Woman's Medical College to the public has
The
Convention
adopted
several
resolucredness of duty, and are coming to think
The Methodist journals of power are tions, which very well symbolize
its spirit, had its effect. At a recent -meeting of the
of the gospel as something quite impracti- pulpit gifts which it can command, appreHospital,
cable for actual life. When it is simply used ciate and profit by. But this general outery sent from all the great centers in. the land. embody its sentiments and set forth its managers of the Pennsylvania
and wicked. Their improvement in style and compass practical plans. We reproduce a portion largely attended, and after the fullest dis-.
to foster sentiment, and solace suffering, for prodigies is both weak
and charm away the disquiet of a self ac- The Beechers and Halls and Spurgeons is even greater than that which has marked of them in full,both for the intrinsic interest cussion of the subject and the hearing of
papers of other denominations.
which they possess, and as gn exposition of objections,..the following resolution was
cusing soul, and nurture occasional devout- and Tyngs are necessarily rarities among
The secular press is the wonder of the the spirit of a sister denomination over adopted by a large m jority :
preachers;
just
as
the
Websters
and
Clays
ness, and point a paragraph in a lecture,
whose good work we especially rejoice:
and supply a hope of another life, and illu- and Sumners and Gladstones are rarities age. Such journals as the Tribune, Times,
Resolved, That the Managers, after conminate a death-bed, and suggest an epi- among statesmen, or as the Rothschilds Herald, and Post, send forth every day an
Resolved, 1.. That the landing of the Pil- ferring with their medical and surgical
taph for the grave-stone over the dust of and Peabodys and Stewarts and Vander- amount of matter, well condensed, well grims at Plymouth, like the exodus of the staff, shall,if practicable,arrange for appropriate, thorough clinical instruction in the
the departed, butis put quite away from the bilts are rarities among business men. If digested and well expressed, which - excites Israelites from Egypt, the founding of ’ennsylvania Hospital to the students of
tome, and the rise of the reformation under
surprise
and
astonishment.
Let
a
man
spheres of daily toil, as though it werg a the sanctuary is to be deserted save as such
Luther, marks a grand epoch in human his- Woman's Medical College in this city.
dream not to be indulged or an intruder not men are to be heard in it, then most look over these sheets, and ask how much tory, and is justly tobe celebrated as havWerejoice in this trinmph of consistency
to be tolerated,—when itis thus put out of people must make up their minds to get on money, how much thought and labor, what ing led the way to résults both in church over prejudice, and of womanly discrerare
and
varied
endowments,
learning
and
and stats of almost unequaled magnitude.
the very sphere where alone it cares to con- without a preached gospel. These great
2. That in the assembling of so large a tion over the rowdyistirof unfledged M. D's.
tend for supremacy, there isreason for anx- pulpit marvels are not to be had, no mat- industry they cost, and he will set them
National Convention of the represéntatives The timid connivanee of officers, who ought
down
as
among
the
chief
triumphs
of
modiety and alarm. The Lord of whom it tells ter how urgent- and general may be the
of the principles and polity of the Pilgrims, to have put down the clamor of those young
isalready speaking to such disciples in clamor forthem. Nearly every congregation ern enterprise. We have always taken
at a point more than a thousand miles west- men by prompt ‘and decisive discipline on
those words whose severe reproof is equal- is disposed to insist that it must have the peculiar pl:asure in the make-up and vi- ward of Piymouth Rock, and drawing its the appearance of its first symptoms, has
members in part from churches two thoued only by their infinite pathos,—‘‘ Why first class talent.. One church demands it tality of the Evening Post. Among the
and. we trust the
sand miles still further west, we see a rea- been properly rebuked,
call ye me, Lord, Lord, and do not the because itis strong and can use it; another, New York papers, it has always excelled
lesson may not be forgotten.
in
literary
qualities,
and
commended
itself
son
for
devout
thanksgiving
to
God,
who
because it is weak and can only rise and
things which I say ?”
has given such
permanence and extent to
|
Empty pulpits do indeed plead and wait | prosper when lifted and helped by such a to public confidence by its great ability, its the results of their labors and sacrifices.
candor and entire freedom from partisan
——Tue GIN AND Mik Case. Oae of the
for strong preachers.
But donot the pewsstill | mighty man, The city parish needs the
3. That as the pilgrims recognized an edheatand personal spite and trickery, and ucated and pious ministry as the right arm’ daily papers of New York reported, some
more needa practical earnestness ® Min-| prodigy to hold its own among eager comby a uniform testimony for liberty and of the power of the church, there can be no wecks since, that a clergyman who had
isters with piety are indeed in demand. petitors; the country parish must have
social reforms. It always instructs, ele. more fitting memorial in their honor than been preaching on the School question, and
But is not the call equally urgent for laymen | him to overcome the general indifference
vates the taste and improves the morals the raising during this anniversary year of had quite a number of reporters present te
with principle? More sanctuaries need to | New England demands the culture which
ofits readers, and never offends the culti- not less than $3,000,000 to aid the theolog- take notes of his discourse, invited them, at
resound with the word of the gospel uttered | such a man has gained; and the West inical seminaries of our Congregational
vated and pure by ribaldry or coarseness churches, in establishing their institutions the close, to a’ neighboring saloon, treated
by lips that God has touched. But would |sists that his robust and driving energy
in thoughtor style. And we are glad to upon the broadest
and most permanent ba- them to refreshments, including a beverage
it not be more effective preaching if the | can find no other field for its exercise equal
say that, in all the other leading secular sis, and for like purposes of benevolence of gin and milk, and testified by his exammarts of business were illuminated with {to those on the prairies and in the Mississipjournals, there has been great improve- contemplated in the following resolu- pla to the palatableness of the compound.
lives that incarnated the Sermon on the| pi valley. He is called for as needful to
ment in these respects, during the list de- tions.
The statement was supposed to be a hoax
4. That as the local church was the center
Mount, and thus exhibited its beauty, its edify the church and make it a power, to
cade.
:
or an exaggeration, but it seems to have
and
circumference
of
the
pilgrim
ecclesiasadaptation and its transforming ‘power ? enlarge the society’ and add to iteresources,
Literary weeklies and monthlies have ticism, it becomes us during this memorial been literally correct.
The minister's
We cannot spare the truth, to be sure; but to convince the unbelieving and win them
year to see that it is made strong for its name is given, and the church of which he
not
lagged
behind
in
"the
march
of
only when it is faithfally applied -will it to faith, to lead public opinion that it may progress. But we cannot speak of them work in every community; and we do
is pastor is designated in the papers. He
teally become effective to convince and not go astray, to magnetize and master:
therefore recommend that the effort be
youthful energy that is in danger of be- now. There has been progress in rail- earnestly made, by all the charches which is a Presbyterian, but he certainly . needs to
mighty to save.
roads and steamships and telegraphs, but are under the incubus of a debt,to discharge find a place in the *‘‘ reformed” branch of
coming wayward
and defiant, to
conPa
these are fully matched by the triumphs in by a special memorial offering their liabili- his> denomination.
His’ Elders and his
ciliate
the
prejudices
of
the
disaffected,
to
|.
ties, and thus put themselves in a condition church generally are greatly mortified and
the
field of Pablic Journalism.
‘Wanted—A Prodigy.
assuage the griefs of the smitten, and hold
to promote effectually every department of grieved, and they have dealt out to him a
lp pf,
the whole community like a magnet to truth
‘Christian enterprise.
The
Logic
of
Love.
formal and decided admonition which we
Dr. Anderson, in'a valuable paper present- and duty.
;
|
rr
——
hope
he may heed. Whether the conplied at the late educational meeting of the
Now it is folly to raise this outery against
Not very long sinee, a pious Presbytement which he thus purchased uf the
Baptists, portrayed the college Professor the pulpit because it is not always the rian lady came from Scotland to visit her
Current Topics.
hands of the reporters is accounted a propthat is wanted in all our higher institutions of sphere of a giantor a prodigy; itis an brother, who was pastor of a leading BapSe
——
er offset to the censure which he took from
learning. The man described is certainly equal folly to insist that nothing else will tist church in New England.
~——SENATOR REVELS IN BosTON.
BosHer visit
a very attractive personage. He has a vig- do for our particular pulpit, whatever might was in every respect delightful, especially ton horored itself last week in sending her the lips of his elders, we do not know, but
orous body, a set of elastic muscles, a pow- answer elsewhere; and it is the greatest her joy at hearing her dear brother preach wisest, bravest and best to Tremont Tem- it is likely to prove a pretty expensive indulgence and a really perplexing
leserful digestive system, and a nervous force folly of all to expect that such a marvel of the blessed gospel.
ple to listento the address of Hon. H. R.
son.

| he Horning Sta,

gladly be faithful, lest

GEORGE

T, DAY,

GEORGE H. BALL,

¢ EDITORS.

- && All communications designed for publication
should be addressedto the Editors, and all letters
on business, remittances of money, &c., should be
addressed to the Publisher.

Truth

Applied.

"Two men went together as applicants
‘for a place of trust. The merchant, whose
advertisement they had answered, sat in
his counting-room and bade the men be
seated. After looking them over, and statng the nature of the service that was re«quired, he asked them to present the evi«lence of their fitness for the work and the
trusts. One of them made a full and somewhat rhetorical statement of the work to be
needed, of

that were

«lone, of the qualities

zhe importance attached to Ability and trustsyorthiness in such a sphere, and closed by
«confidently asking for the post.

The other,

after being urged to present the
of hisadaptation to the work,
said, with a modest blush and a
<vas not without a quiver in it,
this man has safd I would try to

evidences
at length
voice that
* All that
do.” The

merchant at once

the applicant

engaged

who so evidently exalted practice above
theory, and never had occasion to regret
his selection. The modest worker soon

rose to the place of leading partner; the
woluble theorizer served out a long term
“in the penitentiary as a defaulter.
Talkative men are not always hypocrites
and rascals, nor are silent men always

den heroes or saints in disguise.

hid-:

There are

those who plot mischief with the intellect
while holding the tongue firmly in. the
grasp of the will; and there are others
whose many werds

are

the

accurate

pho-

tographs of a spirit in which Christian sin<erity and love arealways at home. One
* may sin by silence as well as by garrulity,
and it is sometimes the case

that

a man is

largely dumb because he has no ideas to
utter, and slow to applaud a noble sentiment because he hates it in his heart.
‘But the tendency is both strong and general to give a noisy and vehement approval to even radical truth when it is uttered from the platform or the pulpit, and
then to go on'as though this approval had
discharged the duty owed it. Abstract
ruth offends few people; it is when theré
_ is an attempt to apply it that the restive-

ness develops itself and the quarrel begins.
Louis Napoleon welcomed the Peace Congress to Paris, showed its members special
favors, and smiled blandly over the strong
statements that all war was

unchristian ;—

were

meet

with a highest type of character and
press its claims

are

on

conduct

the ~hearer;

and

and

the

that no ordinary strain would be likely to a man is to come and to preach to us,when,
break down.
Beyond this, he has a marked | it may be, there is neither capacity enough

he only stipulated that nothing must be
said about the coup d'e/at that had recentily made him Emperor, nor about the use of
French bayonetsthat

they

Few
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just, then red

the

exchange

while

rcare that no syllable of hostile criticism fell
from any lip over the military policy or excesses of the French empire. Warin gen- eral might be gibbeted with maledictions ;
but the armies that paraded on the Champ
Je Mars must be treated to nothing but
compliments. Peace in the abstract forced
2 smile from the Tuileries; Peace that did
not tolerate Napoleonism could find no'rest
“or its feet till it had crossed the border line

In due

‘mental robustness, an abounding common in the pews to comprehend and digest the
sense, a quick insight into human nature, strong - preacher’s ordinary sermon, nor
a practical shrewdness that would honor ability and generosity enough in the parish
views,

with the best blood of Italy and were guard. dngthe Pope on his way back to the Vatican.
* They might argue for and glorify universal
peace to their liking ; but they must take

and the Stock-Board,

to give such a man

broad

a

natural companion of ma-

ture men, an ample knowledge of literature
and lifey a magnanimous spirit, a personal
magnetism that denotes a powerful individuality, and a royal will that renders him a
master of the multitude.
:
Now thatis a grateful picture of a genuine man.
He ought t) meet a welcome
and justify it. He should be able to find a
way for himself, or make one. Fduocation-

nor

enterprise enough in the community to
furnish a proper sphere for the exercise of
more than a mere fraction of his directing
energy. An ambitious,exacting and fastid-

a hearty sympathy with the young
being

a decent support,

ious

pulpit

may

sin no worse than do

pews. A church
jealous and
aspiring
demanding a prodigy in its minister, finds
only its counterpart in a minister who
insists upon
having a paradise in his
| parish. Both demands are simply unrea| sonable

and

vain.

Christian

Piety, solid

and a wise, faithful andloving serfo.contemn | worth,

al Boards would not be likely
such a man’s credentials and"

ave

him | vice ought
to so far content a church as to
unite its heart and its labor with the work

seeking a position in vain. He is pretty
sure of a place, and is not likely to lack ap-

of its under shepherd; and a minister that
has an opportunity to honor his Master
Bat it is very doubtful whether all the by working for the spiritual welfare of a
This fact does not stand" alone, by any
reasonably generous, confiding and coUpin our colleges and professional
means. Men generally assent in words to chairs
erative people, may well go about his
mach
their conduct denies and con- schools can be filled with such men as this.
tasks thanking God for the grace that hag
-demans.
jy. noisily recite the creed The difficulty is not in securing places for
given him a service so abounding in sacred
~ <which their practice disowns.
And, still then, but in finding the requisite number of
opportunity, so uplifted with honor and so
occupants.
If
Professorships
are
to
ait
worse, they seem sometimes to suppose
bright with promise. Entering into labor
that they have purchased the right to cru- for men of this class,’many of ther/are
that spirit,many vacant pulpits would be
in
cify a truth in life by testifying for it in likely to remain for some time vacant. speedily filled with true pastors, and not a
word. They copy Pilate, and declare that Such men do not abound. They will not
few sinking and complaining churches
they find no fault in it, and then send it come at our call. They cannot be manu- would spring to a truer life and win a
‘away
to the cross, washing - their hands to factured to order. They are the rare gifts steadier and a richer success.
symbolize their innocence. They charge the of Providence. A college that turns out
wrong upon society or upon circumstances. one such man every yearin a class of one
Journalism.
They regret that what deserves a better hundred, is sure to win public attention.
fate should notbé able to escape a crucifix- And a Faculty that numbers two such men
No modern improvements indicate more
jon, They wouldide glad to see it recog- will act like a magnet on the students of remarkable progress than is evident in pubnized and honored. They- confess that it any state. It is well to have such an ideal.
lic journalism. The size, beauty and comis made an innocent victim. But they will Tt will stimulate effort by its exhibition of prehensiveness of the sheets now thrown
the
wide
contrast
between
what
is
and
manot testify for it when and where it is
what is wished. But the great mass of our from the press, the a#hount of money investligned. They will not defend it against
the higher institutions, ted, and the brain work employed upon
earnest and passionate attacks. A hom- instructors, even in
are far inferior to this them; the variety and power of the dis.who
men
be
must
age that costs is what they declioe to pay.
exalted
model.
The lirge majority of cussions, the excellence of the writing and
“They take no risk in its behalf. If it trithe teaching secured must come from those the fullness ef information which grace
of France and accepted the fate of
ile.

@mphs, they are quite ready to

an

ex-

preciation.

:

come in for

their share of the honor and the profit. If it who are neither prodigies nor paragons.

3s overborne, they take care not to go down
‘with it to the tomb and wait for its resurwection. They grow paleand flee, like the
disciples in the garden, when they see the
hostile force leading away the truth which
they have often applauded, and in whose
behalf they have declared it an honor to
suffer and die.
Illustrations are all about

us.

The Sab-

bath congregation praise the preacher's
sermon on fidelity to Christ, are complacent over the fact that they keep such a
speak

man in their pulpit, and let him

his

wholesthought without abridgment or progost; and then many of them go away fo

serve mammon, and court a corrupt society,and build

up

themselves

by

methods

doreignto the gospel. A crowd hangs on
“thelips of the orator. who points out the
aischiefs of political partisanship, and answers his appeals with,
then half the com

enthusiasm;
eparts

to the

and
cau-

_ cus to plot infquity, and’is ready to sell a
vote fur an office,or cajole a trustful citizen

_ with
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ambiguous

ous whiskey.

promises

Men ong

express their approv

or viilain-

their hats to

of
a law against the

their-columns,

did

not

exist,

even

as

an

at- ideal, twenty-five years ago. It was then
only proper
tainments and fair skill in our teachers, we supposed that books were the
the most
thoughts,
best
the
for
medium
shall be forced to do without the instruction
the
discussions,
exhaustive
and
thorough
need
to
enough
that most of us are ignorant
the fruit of the
writing,
elegant
most
in
profited
greatly
be
should
we
and which
ripest scholarship ; but now the weekly and
securing.
J
journals are laying the very best
daily
What has been said of the Professor's
Unless we can take up with respectable

contribution,

and

on

their

chair is equally applicable to the pulpit. talent under
pages are found the finest writing and richThe model minister would be described in
of thought which adorn the
nearly the same terms that Dr. Anderson est displays
English language. We would be glad to
uses.

We do need the best qualities in the

pulpit.

There

is room

for

them

in that

broad and lofty sphere, and the work belonging to it will tax the amplest and

most

speak particularly of dozens of religious,
literary and political papers, point out
their great excellences, and contrast them

or what first class
varied powers that combine in any gifted with what they were,
century since.

mortal or in any thoroughly trained scholar.

Nothing is too good for the ministry. The
rarest gifts honor the preacher's function
less

than

the

sphere and

hofior the. occupant.

the

divine

call

The idea that any-

papers were, a quarter of a
We will mention two or three.
The Independent, the largest and most
powerful weekly in the Tand, is a cyclopedia of wisdom in itself. A complete library

important topics, might be
Religion, philosocolumns.
its
from
taken
is a pitiable one. A young man who is
events, are
current
willing to carry ignorance and an untrained phy, science, politics,
served up to the public weekly; in the most

thing and anybedy

will do for ‘the pulpit on almost all

_mind to the ministry, thereby

shows

how

and vigorous style, bespeaking
poorly fitted he is for its’ functions; and a attractive
great industry, talent
resources,
immense
that is content with a ranting

congregation

fervor, br an egotistic smartness, or a whin-

sale of strong drink jand take the oathto ing pathos under the name

decline to aid the magistrate who would [ Chrietian life.

To preach isto hold up the

time

communion

day

soon to leave, and see no

more

on

hie

3

earth.

He suggested that it was communion day
with them, that his people were *‘ very
peculiar” in their customs, and she might
not enjoyit. But she, suspecting nothing,
assured him that she had set her heart upon
receiving the tokens of the Saviour’s broken body and shed blood from the hands of
her dear brother.
He persisted that his

people were *¢ very peculiar,” and he feared that she would not enjoy it. The reai
cause of the trouble now broke upon her
mind, and with deep emotion, her eyes fall
of tears, she cried out:

«Oh me brother !
"frae

auld

Scotland

Iha'come
to sit

a’the way
ye

wi’

at the

Lord’s table in the flesh, and will ye nae
ha’ me eat wi’ ye?”
:
”
This was too much for his logic. Iis
heart failed bim, and he told her to be content till he could see what might be done.
The case was laid before

the

deacons,

and

a wish expressed that she might be allowed to partake ; and the deacons said: * Let
her receive the tokens,” and so she did.

From this case some queries come up.
Was the Doctor right or wrong in allowing
this breach of the rules? If it was right
for his sister to partake, why exclude any
Christian? Is not that reasoning fallacious which forces a Christian minister into
such a perplexing dilemma? Is it duty
to do violence to the purest and noblest
impulses of the human heart and of Christian love, at the behest of a logic which, at
‘best, rests on ‘‘ mere inference ?” Is it not

better at once to surrender a theory which
stands upon a basis so inadequate, and
leads to difficulties so formidable and unpleasant? Other cases similar to this of
the good brother, are occuring all over our
land, and Pedobaptists are invited covertly,
or allowed without remark, to commune
in Baptist churches. ‘Would it not be much
more honorable and spiritually healthful to
change the secret dustom of violating the
restrictive rule, by openly asking all true
Christians to partake ?

Plymouth Rock and Chicago.
This is the two hundred and fiftieth year
of Puritan history in America. The Congregationalists of the land, who regard
themselves as the special representatives
of Puritanism and the appointed guardians
of its principles, are to hold special services to commemorate the landing in Plymouth in 1620, and propose+to signalize the
yéar by raising three millions of dollars for
religious and educational purposes. That
is

both

fitting

and

practical,

and

their

avowals and their Christian generosity may

well beget interest among all who have the

Baptist papers the best, and is not excelled
in ability of management, varicty of matfer,

courtesy, Christian charity

and good

rast,

Revels. His lecture,onthe‘‘Tendencies of the
Age,” was a good one, worthy of the man,

of his office, of the place and the audience.
But his presence there in that capacity was
a fact surpassing in its own eloquent
gestions all the force of mere words.

sug‘Pne

scene itself exhibited both the tendencies
and the achievements of the age in a way
so wonderful, that Mr. Wendell Phillips
very naturally said that he had been,duriag

half the ¢évening, feeling that he was pass-

~——COLORPHOBIA AMONG THE DOCTORS.
The proslavery spirit dies hard. Its animus is the same, though its phases are legion. The latest development appears in
the Medical Association now holding a
meeting in Washington. Many of the mem-

bers are bent on refusing the hand of fellowship to colored physicians, and they exhibit their hostilityin plotting and passion,

indecent speech and pitiable behavior.

As

ing through a dream instead of bearing a devotees of science, they ought to be able
part in areal transaction. The sable Sena- to see the folly of all this assumption based
tor from Mississippi, filling the seat of Jef- on qualities that lie only skin deep; and
ferson Davis,is the symbol of an accomplish- as professed gentlemen, they ought tobe
ed revolution.
There is hardly anything ashamed of the procedure which deliberelse that at once asserts, suggests and pre- ately flings about insults to gratify a prejudicts so much. And it was especially fitting dice. They will not really harm the negro
that Boston, the home of Garrison and by their taetics and sneers, but they will
Phillips and Sumner,
the early battle-ground disgrace themselves and awaken a natural
of anti-slavery men, and the theater of the distrust of the profession. It is not strange
Anthony Burns tragedy, should give Mr. that young medical students can insult womRevels her most cordial greeting, and clap en, when old practitioners go into hysteries
her eager hands over the consummation of over the negro.
an object which .she was among the first to
avow and the most persistent in seeking. ——ACCEPTING THE
Facts.
The AntiThe magnates
of the civil and literary Slavery Standard, so long the able and
spheres were present to witness and share unflinching organ of the American Antithis triumph, and the dignitaries of State St.

Slavery Society, has accepted the

adoption

contended for the honor of grasping the ‘of the fifteenth amendment as a reason for
dark hand that has now a true man's retiring from the special field which ‘it has
warmth in its pressure and an honored citi- occupied, dropping a part of its name, bezen's power in its grip.
He and his race coming a monthly magazine instead of a
have passed beyond servitude and sneers. - weekly sheet, and devoting itself to GenThey have borne both nobly, and we be- eral Reform and Literature. . It is now simlieve they will not succumb in the fiery or- ply The Standard, and appears in a pamdeal to which a plotting flattery will subject phlet of 64 pages, well printed,and of course
them.
Having carried the slave's cross for ably edited. The same men and women
centuries without being crushed, we ex- who have been so long known as leaders
pect them to bear the citizen's scepter with- in the fight against slavery, will still sapout being spoiled.
: ply the principal portion of its articles,
aud their papers are sure to have pith,
point and effectiveness. The weekly sheet
——PROFESSIONAL SLANDER.
One of the has long been a power im the nation.
counsel engaged in the McFarland trial Though not always able to approve its radallowed himself to use the most severe ical dogmas or its fierce invective, we have
. words of accusation againet a woman who hailed it as a strong and needful educator
had some connection with the case. No of a people that would often answer only to
viler epithets would have been employed in stinging and vehement words. We bid the
characterizing the worst specimens: of the weekly sheet a sort of reluctant good-bye;
sex. When rebuked for it in a public jour- we hail the monthly magazine with a large
nal, he replies that he has no thought that hope.
the lady

is anything else than a mos! virtu-

ous and estimable woman, and says that he
only spoke professionally,and in accordance
with legal practice and the direction of the
associate counsel who assigned him his part
in the programme, -~As .a man, he is ready
to'believe her an honor to the most virtuous
of her'sex;

as a lawyer, he is equally ready

to brand her as a panderer and a procuress ;

——CriNGING

TO

Power.

Washington

correspondents generally agree in the opinion that Mr. Jenckes's Civil Service Bill will
be defeated when it reaches a vote in
and
the
House
of
Representatives,
that no other proposition which tikes away
the power of Congressmen over the ap-

pointment of men

to civil offices

is likely

to succeed at present. We regret this,
the general view and practice of the mem- though the surprise is not great. Mr.
bers of the bar.
i
Jenckes's bill has been ably advocated in
It is the severed accusation against the Congress, widely endorsed by the press and
profession that bas been made. We hope, | the peopla, and the abuses against which
for the honor of human nature and the it strikes are many, flagrant and obvious.
credit of the profession, that his charge is Tig particular bill may have some objec-

and he distinetlyintimates that this exhibits

not true.

If it is true, it is time that young

tionable features, but if Congress really desired to effect a change, it would be easy
the men of principle in the ranks should at enough to amend instal’ of defeating ij.
men were warned against the sphere,

and

once set about the work of radical reform.
If it is not trué, there
should be a formal

and sworn denial from those who ought to

A Memorial Convention has just been held
at Chicago, at which a large delegation of
New Englanders assisted, The. coggratu-

know,and who have credit for sincerity and

lations were impressively uttered, the Pilgrims were duly praised, the conquering

is the worst and the flimsie:t of heresies.
The plea reminds one of the retort made

[

pt

arrived,

her
brother was
perplexed
to
dispose of his sister, so as not to offend or
wound her feelings. After much thinking,
he concluded to advise her to go to the
Presbyterian church on that occasion. But
she warnly answered that she could not
be persuaded to lose a single one of her
brother's sermons, whom she expected

and taste. It is only in this generation that religious welfare of the country at heart.

of a sermon, such a paper became a possibility.
The Waichman and Reflector is among

enforce it with the glibbest of tongues; and proves thatit is sill scarcely able to dithen r fuse to touch the worst transgressor gest even the skim milk of the gospel, and
, somuctas wikone ef thir fingers, and needs to be taught the firet principles of a

: and.

truthfulness,

This

attempt to distingoish

between the professional actor and the man,

fio

The perquisites of various sorts, which

the

present method of making appointments
gives to Congressmen, the hold which they
thus get of political supporters, the ability
to reward friends and punish enemies which
it supplies, and the aid - which it renders

them in keeping the official positions which
they have gained, —these are personal adJ

|
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of the public welfare.
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He

rite of baptism to ten | nificent beneficence in the Christian church,

ID

'

:

Si

§ friend, Gardiner, Me

conscience, awaken faith
’

1

remem-

win the

integrity of public men,

in order to enjoy the benefis of the

brance and gratitude of posterity, and open | 8

the way for other reforms that are most imperatively needed. Such a Congress will

As ‘strangers, they attended
Seminary.
worship with us on the Sabbath, and in the

well to look after their votes.

the benefits of the school and the influences
of the sanctuary.
d he: ‘My business

an ad-

Henry ‘Ward Beecher’s church received
dition of 120 members, on. May 1st,

county to Pike vilfamily from another
|

his

The Christian

Union

says

that

tionalist is only a dry Baptist,

tial Elements of Christian Denomimstional

MAINE

Unity.

2. Rev. D. M. L. Rollin, Essay,~Rewards and Punishments.
Sa
wo
3. Rev, Wm. Peck,—What is Conversion?
|

Congrega-

and the Baptist a

5

3

He told us that Yery Wet Congregationalst

a

?

« 1. Opening sermon by Rev. L.. Hanson,~—The Essen:

4. Rev. R. Cameron, ~What

Amusements

:

OF beneficial to: M

Tena

v

o

ta
:
me back whence Ii, ou. ? pienics, ? Christmas trees, ? &e.
calls
immediately
The first of | came,
BAPTISTS AND COMMUNION.
j
but my family will be with you, and
this subject will be

: a series of articles on

I request youy prayers for the

J

y

of defraying

:
ed to . New York.
.
on/|
is
York
New
of
The Rev. Charles B. Smythe

to present

a plan

of a

Her father returned in time to enjoy the oc- trial before his church for treating newspaper re. | ‘00 studies, support recelyod, 6.
ya
his Sunlosing his standing among his former breth- | c3sion, and to lead his daughter down to | porters to oysters, ale and punch after
The New York Sun re- LIAISE CENTRAL YM The following assigumenty
This baptismal festival | day morning service.
ven. He is a resident of California, highly the water's edge.
Christian Communion,
esteemed,

and

a

éven

at the risk of

vigorous

writer.

reminds me of the great revival in Topsham,
Me., in 1839, during which I baptized
ninety-six persons, occupying for that purpose eight Sabbaths in succession, in the
months of Januaryand February.
O how
sweet will be heaven when all the saints
get home!
D. JACKSON.

We

bespeak for his articles a careful reading.
MATERIALISM REFUTED. = Rev. J. Rand,
of Blackstone, Mass., has published a Ser-

mon,—on the value of the soul, and id oppo-

sition tothe materialistic theory held by modern Adventists,—at the request of his peo-

Mereprti CuNTER, N. Ho.

ple, who desired to have it for cirptlation in

1st,

a permanent form. It is thoughtful, Scriptural, fervid, and makes a strong appeal in
behalf of the interests of the human soul
for whose immortality it earnestly contends.
It is well printed in pamphlet form, and
may be had of the author, or at this

office,

to Florida ?
—

was

ee.

Mrs. Stowe, who owns an estate in Flori-

da, and spends a portion of the year there,
after speaking of the claims of that section
on sanitary grounds, puts in this plea for
emigration from New England, which has
a decided missionary tone :
Morally, everything is to be done here.
The people are scattered far and wide—

J. N. ROBERTSON.
—
Ministers and Churches.

made to understand it.
Why should it be the understanding that
worldly

was

manufactured

merely on the principle of getting the most
to enjoy ? Why should they not choose it
‘on the principle of finding a work to do for

Mass., and the serviceable

This Company is EXEMPTE FROM TAXES UP-

ON ITS LANDS

2

.

Sunday | #0ce-

from

The Presbyterian

Board

of Foreign

3

COMMENCRMENT

Cardinal Cullen has put out andther
letter against Fenianism.
A class of ten native Christian women
cently completed their first year’s course
of medicine, under the
instruction

by Rev. Charles H. Malcom,

Ferry, W Va. per N C Brackett

LEWISTON,—Sunday

3,50 | denee to our friends snd

C. 0. LIBBY,

of Newport, R, 1.; Mon-

the Germania

oncer

Band,

assisted by Mrs,

June 30, Meeting
Heath ,—Poet,

have reof study
. of Dr.

of the Alumni; Orator,
Rev. W. 8. stockbridge;

PER

Lewiston, Me,, May 4, 1870,

It

BATES

COLLEGE.

for

day, the twenty-fourth day of August, all at 8 o’clock,
A.M.
O. B. CHENEY, President.

Special

session wth the
Friday before the
P. M.
NICHOLS, Clerk.

“Vip

23,

at 9 o’clock,
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The

Union

Carpet

Co.,

just

at $10

per

roll

of 40

In denominations of $1000 and $500, coupon or

yards; the most’

:
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THE

in GOLD.

CHONDRIA, aad all other diseases arising from

P.M.

"A state Convention of five or six hundred delegates, representing 200,000 Methodists in New

A

for

Every

is

not
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ny

financial

ability to support

Yep
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a

any
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Total length of road 271 miles distance included in
this Mortgage 111 mils: price, 97> and accrued ine
terest, IN CURRENCY.
Can beobtaned from the
undersigned. Also, pamphlets, maps, and information relating thereto. These bonds, being so well se-

the

in

cured and yielding alarge income,are desirable to parties seeking safe and lucrative investments.

Woman

| vv

oi
‘ekpression. And yet he éxpresses himself | Years and Bedltn, pels 500% Jo vasa
+ J. Postox, Ch'm. of Council.
very decidedly on the question, whether it
il
a

literature in the original, when

read modern

»

i

7

.

that one be able to

*w.v is of great consequence

Rev. J. Runnells

and wife gratefully

acknowl-

observe

that,

in

our

Bible, and other books of lofty moral tone,
of

music

rhy thm

and

atin,

Greek,

Phrases of equal melody.
German,

I rarely read any |

sometimes

not

a

French book in the original, which I can
procure in a good version. I like to be beholden to the great metropolitan English
speech, the sea which receives tributaries
from every region under heaven. I should
as soon think of swimming
river when I wish to go to

across Charles
Boston, as of

reading all my books in the original. .

this

Under

.

and

Wickedness.

itself in a strong and just way:
Moral weakness, even in a man

substan-

tially sound at heart, never fails to be seriously damaging to reputation and usefulness.
f it take the direction of trifling and

levity, he is suspected of having no serious

Christian purpose,

and what he calls

and good nature, others call silliness;

wit

which Is essential to true religion; if it be
haanifest in amorous freedoms and social libmisrepresentation

careless

it run1 into

and unfounded

opponents,

accusations,

of dubious and wrong measures to

it

promote

man’s moral weakness
more seriously than he
always on inward charon outward reputation
is surprising, it ought to

be alarming, ’ what little things . injureLitaand
usefulvess, in spite of

great

Sustrey

She []

ia mind,

Solom mn had this
qualities,
when he said, ¢ Duad flies cause

the ointmenti of the apothecary (perfumer)
to send forth a stinking savor: so doth a
little folly him that is in reputation for wisdom and honor.” Alas!

having

‘

that we are so care»

so much to*‘the ointment of our reputation.
The proportion

and

strength

of the

and. the world

det:cts

the

flies

Chapped hands are very common with those who
of
have ibeir hands much in, water.A fow drops
8
the
over

ru

Liniment

Anqdyne

nson’s

R

WHAT MOTHER DOES NOT REMEMBER the terrible
ravages annually made by Diptheria? What mother
does not tremble as every fresh case comes to knowlve 2

edge?

JOEL SPOONER, Com of

are.

Arrangements.

number

of govd

second-hand

with the Brownfield

Minisiers’ Conference

June

commencing

church,

uy at 1 o'clock,

Preceding

P.

and

These are fpuly scientific and popular works by Dr.

complicated onc. The xaw material is first deprived
of its bitterness by repeated washings. It is then
carefully picked over by hand and dessicated—in
other words, deprived of all moisture—after which it |

G Abbott—T C Brown—L Bascom—O

pulverize and concentrated, without being robbed
of its refreshing ocean flavor. Havisg been thus manipulated and put up in convenient packages, it is
ready for conversion into such Blane Mange. Puddiogs, Creams, Gruels, Cream Pies, Soups, Sauces,

me

may

send

where you
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ound in a country store. The House is 2 story, 40x
22 feet, with one L 1 story, 40x18, another 20x20, also
1 story; a good stable and carriage house, 31x32, is
connected. Good water in the house, also in the
good
stable. The store is well fitted up and has a
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KNOWLES

EMPIRE

CORN & FEED MILL
MANUFACTURED

BY

The Empire Corn and Feed Mill Company
of New

York,

And Sold by Agents everywhere.
—— IRON—not CAST IRON—
is WROUGHT
This milltev

without

and is case-hardened so a8 to rum for years

injury.
It works with less power than any other,and
less expense.
It has taken the First Premium at the

State Agricultural Fairs of New York, Virginia and
Kentucky—the only ones at which it has been ex.
hibited.

hs
1
“BROCKPORT, N. Y., April 10, 1869,
J.D. WEsT=Sir: I worked my Ne. 4 Union Grist
Mill, {now the Empire Mill,) with two horses at 160
revolutions, and I think I ground about 15 bushels of

corn per hour, I then ground corn and oats mixed,
and it ground that somewhat fasters | am perfectly
satisfled with it. Yours &e.,
R. M. PALMER.”
, "MONROE, N.Y., May 10, 1869,
“J, D. WEsT—Sir: 1 have used my No.5 Empire
arising from Disordered Stomach, Torpid Liver, or
97.91 | Impure Blnod. Tirey cleanse the system, purify and | Mill to my entire satisfaction. I run it about 100
5.05 | new create the blood, restore phe appetite build up | revolutic ns, and ground handsomely 6to 6 bushels
Bilious Diseases

Humors of the Blood and Skin, Jaundice, Dyspepsia,
Indigestion, Costiveness, Headache, and all diseases

THOS H. BATE.”
EO. C. GOUD- | of corn perhour, Yours, &s.,
3.00 | and strengthen the whole body.
«The Union Grist and Feed (now Empire) Mill is
7,50 | WIN & CQ., Boston. Sold by all druggists. . 4m0
all that you represent it, It will griud with ‘ease 6 to
.
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8 bushels of corn per hour, It also wakes excellent
Graham flour. 1 consider it a bosn to farmers, and
it will be indispensable when once tested. There is
but one opinion—it is a success.
JOHN B. BOREMAN, Regent Ky. University.
NICHOL gyiLE, Kr hety 18, 1860,
a
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4 Magnolia Balm will make any lady of thirty appear
but twenty ; and Lyon’s Kathairon will keep cvery
hair in its
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SE “PERRY’S MOTH & FRECKLE LOTION.”
The only Reliable and Harmless Remedy known
to Science for removing brown discolorations from
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J. N. ROBERTSON,

COSTIVENESS.

Temple, Boston, by E. A. HARRISON & CO., Proprietorsy and by all Druggists. Mailed for 60 cents,
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West Brooks.
Saturday und Sabbath, at meeting-house at the
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material,

give instantrelief
will most invariably
For BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA, CATARRH, CONSUMPTIVE
and THROAT DISEASES, they have a soothing effect
.» SINGERS and PUBLIC SPEAKERS use them to
clear and strengthen the veice.
Owing to the good reputation and popularity of the

with

its last session with|
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other
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cod revival, © Next session with the Woolwich
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HARRISON’S PERISTALTIC LOZENGES are war
ranted in all cases of Piles and Falling of the Rectum
Dyspepsia, such as Oppression after eating, Sour
n

Blake—W Bonar—B

W H Bowen—M W Burlingame—J G Bunnell-8 B Batley
--N Brooks—J C Brown—S A Bowman—C Bean—G
Balley—L L B'akeslee—J K O Colby—C Campbell-U

lect often results in an incurable Lung

much good.
Destitute 8. schools can receive
such books by paying freight, if they will imme
diately address,~L. L. Harmon, Gen. Agt. of I,
B. 8. 8. Union, Portsmouth, N, H. *
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By which, at rates unprecedently low, any sum, from
$500 to $10,000, can be made positively sure:-to the
miuister in old age, or to his family at his death.
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Diptheria can be cured by Dr. J. W. Poland’s
White Pine Compound. Sold by all Druggists.
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L Kimball—J Keyes—8 C Kimball—J M Kayser—EKnow!ton—M A Keyes—J Littleficld—T © Loud—J M Langworthye0 H Lincoln—J Moxley—L W Mowry—N Milliken—
J
Moulton—B Minard—J W Martin—J Nason—W M Nason—J Owen—J F Out—E G Page—L Parker—C F Penne
—1 H Phillipe Pitts—S W Perkins—E W Porter—P
Salem—Mich T Pratt—D I Quint—Mrs L. Richarde—G
P
Ramsey—P Roush Jr—W Rose—J F Rogers—D Robbins
—FE Smith—G A Sanders—Josie F Spencer—A M Staley—
OD Bargent—G M Sperry—M P Stockwell—E A Stockman

To Sabbath Schools.
prudence and painstaking

By a little

latter | the

but not the ointment, and 4gn res our virtucs while it condemns us fur our fol ies !
hier JOR

posi-

formance of duty for two years among us as a
Christian minster, has merited the esteem and
gained the confidence of joie church and people.
2. That we deeply regret the necessity which
prompts him to leave us, and that we send with
him our earnest prayers for his success as a laborer in the Master’s vineyard.
8. That we commend
him to any church in
want of a pastor.
E. HAYES, Clerk.

are often insufficient to cimcenl the effect of | very interesting session.
the former,

his

adopted :
1. That Rev. F. H. Lyford, by the faithful per-

les« in removing these ‘dead flies,” trusting
“

resigned

fro your libraries all such books not in active|
of from
of/|

a good cause, it gains the evil credit of Je-

suitism. Thus a
éver damages him
imagines ; reacting
acter, and usually
and influence, It

Lyford

if it

be in the form of censorious back-biting,
he is supposed to be malicious, or at least
not to have that love for his neighbor,

Y. M. and Q. M. taxes, equal to8 cts per member.
Wh. WALKER, Clerk,

death

able to | wp take great pleasure in commending ‘to the at-

in Lebanon, Me., the following. resolutions were
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VALUABLE BOOKS.—We have received the valuable

session with

:

THE

others ever published.

Post Office Addresses.
.
denouw.ination for | tentionof our readers the advertisement of the HOME
>
COMPANY OF NEW YOR®, which
yo past year. However, we have a good socie- | LFF INSURANCE
Rev. M. W. Burlingame, Georgiaville, R. I.
appears in this number of our paper: and to say that
.
“RB.
ty, and there are plenty of perishing souls to we have seen the circular, which fully explains the
referred to, and that no suggestien has been
« * oy Clarke, Rew Hivous Mich,
save, and we hope soon to be rejoicing in the plan
made which seemsto us to promise so much towards
fhe
ony
a
EY
C. Cook, Springville, N.Y... #
glorious ery of victory. There is a large class of providing for the wats of the class which it propos** R. E. Anderson, Chester X Roads, Ohio.
the unconverted here, who do not seem to think es to benefit in a way at once practical, economical,
just, and sure.
!
4.
*
G.W.Knapp, Contoocookville, N. H.
on God and eternal things. But our cry shall
“
@&, H. Chappell, Burlington Flatts, N, Y.
ever be, ‘* Lord, visit thy bleeding Zion, and re“Stealing from Old Neptune,” The patent
i,
vive thy flock. We watch and wait for thy commethod by which Carrageen or Irish Moss is con-|
~~
Letters
Recelve™,
ing.”
G. H. CHAPPELL,
verted into Sea Moss Farine, is a very laborious and
Rev. F. H.

Weakness

will hold its next session with

ten by a responsible professional gentleman of eminence, as a source of instruction on vital matters, concerning which lamentable ignorance exists. The importan t subjects presenied are yrestad with dezicacy
care, and, as an appendix, many usefu
ability and

It the Dr.had

.
3

& na.

are of astual merit, and should
find a place
every
intelligent family. ’ They are ‘not the cheap order of
abominable trash, published by irresponsible parties

| two or threc times a day, will keep

tion as pastor of the Union F'. W. Baptist church

:
:
Ministe

whose experiences of an uninterrupted magnitunde—
such as probably never before fell to the lot of any
man—are given in full. No perssn should be without
these valuable books. They are utterly unlike any

of their own

10to | gaopre preaching

original

the

cumstances, the church not having been

Ihe

render

it seams easy and inevitable to

1201-ps

The Times says Dr. Walpole has lost his beautiful
chestnut mare. She died suddenly in harness, it is

on worms.

Iaccepted a call
from this church and commenced my labors the
first of April, under somewhat discouraging cir-

and interesting character are introduced, to which no

allusion even can be found in any other works in ‘our
All the NEW DISCOVERIES of the author
anguage.

Opening sermon
the Penficld church, June 10-12.
by Rev. 8. W. Schoonovér, Friday, at 2 o’clock, P. M.
staChurch clerks will please to be prempt in giving
the
tistical reports for tne Rezister, and to forwar

to-day—they

o

The interest on the above-named Bonds, will be paid

LOAN AND
FARMERS’
is nothing whatever that the MARRIED OR SINGLE OF | at maturity by the
EITHER SEX car require to know, but what is tully | TRUST CO., No. 26 Exchange Place, New York,
EE OF U. 8. GOVERNMENT TAXES.
explained, and many matters of the most important |. 2

A. SARGENT, Clerk.

its next

Sor

New

Sireey

#1ENE

No. 49 Wa!l Street, New York.

the Doughty’s Falls church, June 1, 2.
_ P.SmirH, Clerk.

no doubt, have had his mare

edge a present from friends in Tamworth and vi-

Nay, I

Q.M.

1a] Agents

CO

ele Dommartin 4 en 5

& CO., Fiscal Agents,

most extra

liquor traffic, ‘the destruction of the Christian
Sabbath, and all forms of political corruption.

supposed from the bots or pin worms.

te.

Donation.

YORK COUNTY

used Sheridan’s Cavalry Condition Powders, he would

he says:
cinity, amounting to $203.
What is really best in any book is translatable—any real insight or broad human.
BURLINGTON FLATS, N.Y.
sentiment.

five cents per member.

are, beyond all comparison, the

p GONVERSE&

0,52

ordinary works on Physiology ever published. There |

S. M. HAGGETT, Ulerk. .

ROCHESTER Q. M. will holl

as they listened to the father welcoming the son
to the important position which, from declining

These

:

TANNER

INGS.

SANDWICH Q. M. will hold its next session with the
church in Ashland, commencing Tuesday, May 24,
at 1 o’clock, P. M. Sabbath Sehool Union, the 25th, in
the afternoon. Let all the churches send in their an
nual colledtions for Beneficiaries, and annual tax of

citizens to the great dangers to our free institutions, such as the conspiracy against our public

Scriptures by Rev. R. J. Poston; Sermon by
Rev.
John
Tufts; Consecrating
Prayer
and
Charge by Rev. R, J. Poston; Hand cf Fellowship by Rev. C. Dudley.
This was the most solemn ordination we ever
witnessed.
The audience were deeply affected

Nobedy will suspect Emerson of lacking scholarship or a taste for the niceties of
o

June 24, at 1 o'clock, P. M.

ese 45,000,000

at........... terisianasanas

estimate

First Mortgage Bonds. ....eeveseseennenns ..1,000,000
500.0
1 $15,500,000
:
Total
otal........ treesnaeeennes w+...

AND PATHOLOGICALLY, from INFANCY
o'clock, | LOGICALLY
TO OLD AGE, with elegant ILLUSTRATIVE ENGRAV-

JOEL SPOONER, Clerk.

SPRINGFIELD (Me.) Q. M. will hold its next session
with the Springfield & Carroll church, commencing

t support by the state
the endowmenand
ministry by the following exercises: Reading of | Schools,
of sectarian institutions, the legal sanction of the

Plea for the King’s English.

wi

2. M.

Christian citizens, Ys in view of the continued a 3
increasing concessions to the demands of Romanists by politicians.
While. asking no peculiar
privileges for their church, although so large in
number, they refuse them to any other sect, demanding equality of rights for all loyal citizens.
They also urge the united opposition of all good
;

Friday preceding, atl

Conference

bf | ofJunc.

the duties

to consider

week-in February,

society

:

The Company have a capital stock of...$10,000,000
And a Grant of Land from Congress, of
1,600,000 acres, valued at the lowest
+

Entitled SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMAN,AND

the

Lisnox Q. M. will hold its next session with

Book

i

through route to California.

man. Price only One Dollar. 285 pages, bound
cloth. DR. A. H. HAYES, Author.

G. W. GouLD, (lerk.

these bonds is at the rate of $18,500 per mile; covers
and ONLY mortgage.
This line, eonnecting St.
Joseph with Fort Kearney, will make a short and

ERRORS OF YOUTH,or the INDISCRETIONS or EXCESS.
ES of mature years.
This is indeed a book for every

FARMINGTON Q. M. will hold
its next session
with the 1st Mt. Vernon church (Dunn’s Corner),
commencing Wednesday, June 8, at 10 o’clock, P. M.
Ministers’ Conference,
uesday previous, at2 o’cl’k,

“fe

a completed road for every bond issued, and is a first

23. The St. Louis Common Council recently vot- | McDoxoueH Q. M. will hold its next session with | TION. A Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure of
Saturday be: | pepAysTED VITALITY, ’ PREMATURE DECLINE IN
ed $1,500 to a Roman Catholic asylum. The may- | the McDonough church, commencing
M.
o’clock, A.Clerk.
fore ihe first Sabbath in June, at S.10 NICHOLS,
MAN, NERVOUS AND PHYSICAL DEBILITY, HYPOor vetoed the. bill, but it was passed- over his
veto. The city councillor having decided that
such unwarranted donations could be.legally denied by any taxpayer, an’ injunction has been
served.

i

The rhortgage which secures

PRESERVA.

SELF

or

Trustees, Farmers’ Loan and Trust Com-

pany of New York.

BY THE

LIFE,

OF

SCIENCE

\

bonds have thirty years to run, payable in New York

Union
12t9

WOMANHOOD,

PUBLISHED

regis.

tered, with interest at Eight per cent. per annum, payable 15th February and August, in GOXD free of
United States taxes, in New York or Europe. The

PEABODY
MEDICAL
INSTITUTE,
No. 4 Bulfinch Street, Boston,
(Opposite Revere House,)
100,000 COPIES SOLD THE LAST YEAR.

IR

RAS

CREDE.”

MANHOOD

W.'F. EATON, Clerk.

lary

ST. JOSEPH AND. DENVER CITY
RAILROAD COMPANY,

Notices.

Carpetings, all at prices to suit every customer.
Carpet Co., 51 Hanover Street, Boston,

Ministers’ Conference on the 24th, at 2 o’clock, P. M.

They failed to carry it, by a vote of 60 to

BY THE

modern English Tapestries, at $1.50 per yard; Ingrains, 75 cents to $1.00; 3-Ply, $1.50; Oil Cloths, 50
cents; also a complete stock of new, rich and fine

CUMBERLAND Q. M. will hold its next session In
May

E ET

finest known,

MAINE WESTERN Y. M. will hold its next session
with the church in Harrison, June 15,16.
Conference,
Tuesday preceding, at 1 o’clock, P., M.
Ministers’
Conference at 9 o'clock, A. M.
L. H. WiTHAM, Clerk.

Portland, commencing

$1,600,000

established at 51 Hanover Street, are opening, at popular low prices, an invoice of Japan Mattings, the

MINNESOTA SouTiHERN Y. M. will hold its next
session with the Pilot Grove church, Faribault Co.,
Minn., June 24-26,
Conference will commence Friday, 24th, at 2 o’clock. P.M.
The place of meeting
will be about four miles south of Blue Earth City.—
This Y. M. contains the Biue Earth Valley and Chain
Lakes Q. M’s.
+
GEO, A. TAYLOR, Clerk.

each scholar in tbe private Catholic schools of St.

.

ayn Palmer

Sawyer and Miss Eldorah F. Williams, both of E.

admission occur on Tuesday, the twenty-first day of
June, on Friday, the first day of July,and on Wednes-

UNION Y. M. will hold its next
German Ill church, commencing
third Sabbath in June, at 1 o’clock,
:
8.

Of the Issue of

3,at the residence of the bride’s

Y. May

In Ames,N.

examinations

bi lievin,

EIGHT
PER
CENT.
GOLD.
FIRS]
ST MORTGAGE BONDS

|W. Straw of Gardner and Hattie A. Wood of W.

ORDER.

' mother, by Rev. J. M. Crandall, Mr. DeW

The regular

capitalists, fully

Bankers and Financial Agents,
29 WALL STREET, NEW YORK

oth of G.
In Natick,
Mass., April 21, by Rev.
S. E. Root, Mr.
Albert A. Fiske and Miss Sarah Armstrong, all of N,
In Worcester, May 1, by Rev. Wm. Penticost, Geo.

Rev, A. H.
Thursday

evening,
June 30, Class Exercises.

The Romanists and their political sympathizers
in Missouri, for the sake of breaking up the public school system, recently introduced a bill into
the Legislature, appropriating ten dollars for

church, Bro. Ira Dudley, of Pleasant Plain, O.,
was publicly set apart to the work of the gospel

In this way migbt religion be carried to
newly settled regions where as yet there

and land

In Gorham, Me., April 26, by Rev. Benj. P. Parker,
Need An
hio Lopez and
Mrs, Susan A. Trumbull,

Smith, of Boston; Wednesday, June 29, Commencement; Wednesday evening, June 20, Address before
the United Literary Societies; Thursday forenoon,

The British navy has been
supplied
with
Hymns Ancient and Modern, at the surprisingly
low rate of a penny a copy.

Ordination.
i
In obedience to the decision of the Miami Q.
M. atits April session, held with the Maineville

- themSelves have been thriving P

-

WHITE, MORRIS & GO.,

Treasurer.

Married

day Svening. June 27, Prize Declamation of the Jun-

occurred lately at Jounpore, in India. The relatives of the deceased, who encouraged her to
commit the horrid rite, have been sentenced to
ten years’ imprisonment.

Pastor,

J. BAYDEN,

al

:

3.4 0 | them to be ONE OF THE SAFEST AND'CHEAPES
L,0 | INVESTMENTS EVER OFFERED,

Dover,N.H.

Sunday

ior Class;
Tuesday morning, June 28, Annual meetng of Je Corporation; Tuesday evening, June 28,

is believed, that after another year’s study and
practice, they will be prepared for useful labor
as female physicians.
What is also particularly
remarkable is, that the funds for their education
are contributed by enlightened and liberal native
gentlemen.

Louis.

AT

evening, June 26, Sermoh before the Christian Union,

pastoral

Humphrey of the Methodist mission in India.

WEEK

afternoun, June 26, Baccalaureate Exercises;

7000 children in its schools. Its entire expenditure last year was $316,642, as appears by a report made in New York,Sunday evening.

A. B. RaND, Supt.

50 vols. of 8. 8. books.

by spec

connections,

The advantages, resources,

ed

peria, Bloomfield, N J, her G H Ball

8,

Missions,

has under its charge 83 ordained missionaries, 15
ordained native preachers, and 198 native helpers. It sustains 54 churches, and has more than

at West Cape Elizabeth, for their valuable gift of

prayer meeting, with the choicest and best
of religious teaching, why should they not
go and settle in some region where there
are no pastor and no teaching and no religious ordinances, and carry to others some
portion of that spiritual food on which they

iy of Ble

3
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them with confi-

The F. Baptist church and Sabbath scfiool at
Saccarappa, Me., would gratefully acknowledge
the donation of about 120 vols. of good S. S.
books from the F'. Baptist society of Lawrence,

abode

N

a

road DONATE
Counties
levenEACH,
$50,000
witha'ong
righttheline
of wry offorthisconstruction.

|

1,55
10,00

Holmesvi lo eh, NY. per R"Woodmansee
Campaign ch. O. per B V Tewksbury
[
ef
“Church Extension, J. S. Burgess; Consolidation
E Stewart, Whitestown Seminary, N ¥
the Y. Meetings in Maine, C.F. Peuney; Denomina-

A case of suttee (self:immolation of a widow)

people amiable, kind, hospitable,
find a
and willing to co-operate with anything
ful as soon as they
lhey cou 1d be
g ood and and useful,
fix their

story

1,

May

y

15,00 | Northwestern routeto Chicago.

rare1 GERRISH, Financial Agent.

: a Foreign

Nov EN
tional Literature, Wm. H. Bowen i The Tem erance
It is estimated that about five million dollars
were given last year by Christians of every name
ngton,
a
ev:
:
+H. :
for the spread of the gospel among the heathen ;:
Rev.G P
P
dg. W. Gould.
spirit of giving in ‘our Churches,
while the war system of Christendom for they
‘All the members of Conference will be expected to | Harper's
Dayton.
same time cost two thousand millions!
’ present a plan of a sermon for criticism.

to the church in Meredith Center,

PortsMoutH, N. H. Therevival in this
city, previously noticed, still continues.
Sunday evening, first of May, twenty came
they are, in many regions, without church
or Sabbathschool.
The Sabbath is to too. forward for prayers, and are now happy in
Cor.
great an extent
a day of mere idle loafing the Saviour’s love.
. or of amusement.
The sale of liquor and
MoxroeE,
ME.
A revival interest was
the drinking of it to a hurtful extent is alawakened
at
the
list session of the Prosmost universal.
If Christian householders in any number pect Q. M., held with this church, and many
would come to Florida and bring with them precious souls have found salvation. About
. churches, Sabbath schools, and the gener- thirty have been converted, and God's peoal habit of Sabbath keeping, they would be
j
doinga work worth
doing. They would ple are greatly encouraged.

Christians should

porter testified that tie
in that office.

Sabbath, May

a day of joy and sorrow.
Hearts were
made happy in seeing seven Christians follow their Saviour in the ordinance of baptism. Hearts were sad because, on that
day, the near and dear relation of pastor
and people was severed. The churchis in
a prosperous state. About fifty were present atthe last monthly meeting, and the
Spirit of the Lord filled the whole house
where we were sitting. May God send
them a shepherd whose heart shall be all
aglow with love for the flock. My friends
may address me at Contoocookville, or New
Hampton.
G. W. Knarp.

post paid, at ten cents per copy.
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found on our second page, from the pen of |
a Baptist clergyman who has felt compell- my dear children.” His eldest daughter
ed to take an open position in favor of was one of the happy ten, before mentioned.

best mode

expenses of the Church,
the parochial
Kettle, Essay,—The Immortality
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conversion of
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him,

to

suspended half

it

was

it fallen at all? or

7

send it

shock

another

Might not

crashing to the earth?
For a long, weary time

Pe

he perplex

did

his mind with these fears, until at last he be-

gan to realize his true situation. He knew
that the roof that supported him: was not

Up! for the sunlit summits
The day’s first beam have caught;
Leave, leave the petty trifles
ich enervate the mind;

much inclined from the horizontal,

because

the scaffolding and

that

it was quite easy to keep from slipping from

:

Thou shalt find gems of richer worth
"Than all that’s left behind.
.

he

concluded

in

falling it had been interceptedon one side
by the piles of rubbish which lay be-’
neath, or more probably by the lower
portion of the wall, which was not likely
to give away, and that the other side had
reached the ground.
The masses of timber and bricks from the neighboring buildings had buried it on all sides, thus cutting
off all communication with the outer world.

a

To a truer style of life!
And dwell above the surges
Of worldly care and strife ;

Live for the glorious future

‘Which lies before thy soul ;
‘Walk in the paths of energy,

Wisdom and self-control.
Up, toa higher level,
A stronger, holier heart!

Satisfied now of his position,

knew the bill was counterfeit,

Up, to a higher level!
There are hights above thee yet;
The blazing star of progress
Shall never on thee set,
Till rises on thy vision
The glory-lighted day,
‘When earthly darkness, night and storm
Have rolled like mists away.
7

He drew out his pocket-knife,

‘|ing over the
dropped

it,

very

edge

and

of the

listened.

off.”

To happiness and God.

-you are

|

as the boy walked off. Will did not notice
the policeman; he was saying to himself,
“That gentleman couldn't have given me
bad money; I'll try at another place.”
Here he was refused, and went,almost in despair, into a grocery store. The policeman
who had followed him, entered, and,inspite

—

en

rk

It is said, but I will mot

the truth

of the story, that a pretty yellow canary,
in a fit of fretfulness, cried out one day:

TIMELY

with a merry twinkle in his eyes, and said :

‘“ A gentleman gave it to me,” said

liceman.

Will.

“Yes,” replied

it than you pretend tb.”

lean-

scaffold,

stepon the stairs, and when

they
Instead

of the

happy faces that he hoped to see around

a

Bad news travels fast.

It did

not take

It struck the

legs,

Dr. Burns,

days

he

worked,

He heard the

never

de-

rush of the tidal

wave that swept over a portion of the city,

and expected every moment to see
ters burst through the walls which
impregnable tohim. But it retired,
labored on.
Heheard the roar and crackle
fierce flames that licked up the ruins
city, and, as the clamor

grew

nearer, the heat seemed

to

the wawere so
and he
of the
of the

louder

and

penetrate

All we know

is,

that a

great

sands of mangled, crushed,

and

men and women lingered in the
days

or

weeks, in

the

city

fell,

How many thousuffocated

ruins

agonies

for

of

what

must be an inevitable death, we know

not.

Some, perhaps, were dragged from among

the timbers, only to be struck down by the
hands of the plundering survivors. Others
were devoured by the flames which soon enveloped the city; and yet others, unhurt,

~

——

—

Tom Devon had just thought of such a
capital joke.
The treasurer was passing round the
tribution box in Sunday school when
good joke came in te Tom’s mind, and
joke was to drop a counterfeit bill into
box.

Tom's father, the

night

before,

conthe
the
the
had

taken a bad fifty cent bill from his pocket,
saying, * There, I must throw that away.
If I am not careful I shall pass it on some
but imprisoned between standing walls one who cannot afford to lose fifty cents as
and fallen roofs, died of starvation.
well as I can.” But Tom bad picked up
Among the citizens of the unfortinate the money and kept it. He had shown it
+ eapital, was one Henriquez Colon,
an ex- to the boys in his class, not letting them
pert painter in fresco, who was employed have a very good look at it, lest some of
in decorating the ceiling of the new church them should detect the cheat. As Tom's
of San Juan.
:
father sometimes gave his son considerable
On that memorable morning of Novemmoney to put into the box the boys did not
ber, 1755, he had gone, as’ usual, to his
take much notice when Tom put it in, ex-

place of work, and had reached

the

scaf-

folding, which was suspended from the
lofty ceiling, and was about te commence
his day’s labor, when there broke upon his
ear, as upon thousands of others, that low,

rumbling sound which the inhabitants of
volcanic regions hear with emotions of the
utmost terror. For a moment it grew louder, and the terrified’ painter found himself
swaying to and fro, while the roof to which
he was attached trembled, and the walls
tottered, as with the throes of ' dissolution.
horror

he

clungto his scaffolding, in momentary

With a feeling of

unspeakable

ex-

pectation of the final crash that would bury
him beneath the ruins. The walls rocked,
as if reluctant to yield to the force of the

shock, and at length, with that slow, heavy

movement that characterizes the giving way

cept When he said, * That was my money.”
The boy next to him made a face, and said,
¢¢ Oh!"as if he did not believe a word of it.
Just then the bell rang to close school, and
nothing more was said about it.
Mr. Barnes, the treasurer, ashe was

go-

ing home late after school, took the contribution money and put it into his pocket.
{ Happening to want some small change he
took some from the envelope of Sunday
school money and put a bill in its place,
used the change he wanted, and put the
rest in his vest pocket,

. One

of the

bills that he took out was Tom's

fifty cents.

small

counterfeit

It remained undisturbed for a

couple of days. One afternoon, about dusk,
as he wag visiting a poor weman in a rickety tenement house, she told him of a poor

of a mass of masonry, tumbled outward; family in great want, down stairs. Tne
the roof fell in with a crash that was lost in oldest child was a boy about eleven years
"the din of a falling city, while the unforta- old, just about Tom’s age, but he was not
nate painter, hanging beneath, lost all con- 80 large. Mr. Barnes gave him Tom's fifty
cent piece, and told him to get some wood
sciousness in the prospect of certain death.
for a fire, and some supper. Little Will
and
downward,
precipitated
himself

He felt

knew no more.

How

long he remained

thus he never knew, but awoke to find himself lying bruised upon his scaffold, his

‘hands still clutching the rope.

The dens-

west darkness surrounded him ; above,

be-

neath, nothing of shape could be discerned
~all was black, No sound, except his

* own breathing,
broke the gloomy stillness.
Rousing himself soméwhat,

he

began to

feel the boards on ‘which he lay, and,

creep-

Sunday?”

do good

last

.

and placed one of his

picked up his ragged cap, buttoned his rag-

sus.
;
At last, “ a “very

of Home.

list,

mission of the governess I was allowed

«How old are you, my child P”’
“ Fourteen years of €Ze,” was the reply.
¢¢ And how is it you are here P”
‘“ A man stole a garment, and gave me
two pence to take it to the pawn shop; and
they say I stole it, but I did not.”
* Did you go to the Sunday-school ?”
“Yes, sir. Do you think they will have

“Give me back that bread,

the man, roughly.

then,” said

“‘I believe that you

the

promise

to

the

heart

“Have you any mother P”

A Record

of

Sold by D. Lothrop & Co.

this attractive book.

nice

ture

thought,” as he

by saying, ** Please take the money, sir.
must make haste,

for it is late, and

and me get up before it
morning.”
“ Tell me your name,”

is

light

and the comical

narrative, and

tread

and Mr. Ludlow has many
suggestions to offer that are
tion. The mechanical work
enough when it is said to be

mixthe

on eath ‘other's

facts to report and
well worth attenhas commendation
worthy of the Riv-

erside Press.
IN SPAIN AND PORTUGAL.
By Hans Christian
Andersen, author of the “ Improvisatore,” etc.
New York: Hurd & Houghton.
1870. 12mo.
pp- 289. Sold by D. Lothrop & Co.
‘We have already spoken of the special excellences of this edition of Andersen’s works; and
the appearance of this fourth volume furnishes
another opportunity to commend it with special
emphasis. It has no rival, and successful rivalry will, for a long time to come, be quite out of

the question.

The

painting of life in Spain

and

Portugal, as it appears on these pages, is admirably done, and one sees what is wonderful and
attractive through the agthor’s observant eyes.

I

The

same

Publishe

nd

us Part

XX VI. of

SMITH’S DICTIONARY OF|
YHE BIBLE, that is as
nearly above the need and
the reach of ordinary
praise as anything that has been lately attempt~
ed. It is expected that the great werk will be
completed in six additional parts; and happy is

the

said the teacher,

venile collectors.”

There is a pleasant
popular

heels. Many pages are devoted to the Mormon
problem that is just now so deeply interesting us,

Neddie

in

of science and

serious

“and I will putit down in the list of my ju-

he who can call it his own.

*

:

night, my boy; may God bless you,
what you have given.”

» . The
Darieg

had not asked me.”
““ We have just seen her, and she wished
us to tell yeu that she will be as happy as
she can for your sake.”
‘
‘Seen her! Seen my poor imprisoned

woman,

baked

cently

informed,

good

woman,

laborer,

invited

to * her

mother, I have been renever

worship. and, I am

attends

a

pained t) write

place of

I wish they had, for

slice. The poor old

dishes, with here

and there bits of moldy

| bread, raw turnips, and a handful of bran—

nothing more. - On a emall table at the head
of the hall was spread an array of all sorts

Thrice happy ye, whose pious parents lead

of nice things.

You to the house of prayer; and daily kneel
With you before the throne,to ask from heaven
That wisdom, prudence, light, and love they feel

A

of bringing from

the

treasury of

Scripture things new and old, and giving to each
a portion of meat in due seasen,
U

THE

AMERICAN TUNE

BOOK: A complete

lection of the Tunes which

col-

are widely popular

in America, with the most popular Anthems

and Bet Pieces, preceded by a
Instruction for Singing Schools.

ell Mason,

from

The tunes

all sources

by

and

Five

New Course of
By Dr. Low-

uberant overflow of a true womanly nature.
Alas! that the young
voices of our girls
should so often lack sweetness ! Shakespeare says something about a low and gene voice being a most excellent thing in
woman, which
has elicited the applause of
the world ever since it was ut
. Alas that
“their bright eyes should lack softness and their delicate handsggentleness!
ok
I think this springs from the fact that the
developmentof the American girl isnot a
harmonious one. Indeed, the term * girl,”
when applied to her, seems & misnomer,
for

she

appears

to pass

with

wavering

=

bound

figure, the drooping head, the

that inclines, like a freshly-budded

girlhood ?
The developement

of the inner nature

seems also to lack something.

If at all

intellectual, our young womanis altogether
too prone to cultivate her intellect at the
expense of her heart; too prone, alas, to
attach more importance

to the appearance

than to the reality of things. Home duties
and home affections do not take that prominent place in her life to which they are justly entitled. And—to come to the gist of the
matter —I would be glad to see in her more
devoutness, more spontaneity of feeling on
the subject of religion.
:
By this I do nct mean bigoted or formal
adherence to any special creed, nor any
rigid kéeping to certain set forms; I mean

Ki

anthems

Hundred

selected

Teachers

welcomed her guests, and then said :'

“1 was the disguised beggar-woman who
yesterday passed through the village, and
I wag aoxious to know how, in these hard
times, the poor fared, and thus put your be-

Those thousand ills that others snare, do not

Lift up the head in pride, or boas , but speak

nevolence

to the proof.

Of all, these two

tashions, more than anything else. the

acts

and the habits of thinking and feeling of
every woman. The spirit of the age oscillates between skepticism and a higher type
of religion than hus heretofore been possible
to the great mass of mankind. In the

small, slight hand of young worhanhood

lies the religions destiny of the nineteenth
century. If she tend toward materialism
and unbelief, who shall save us. from that
toward which we are now drifting? Especially/does the responsibility rest upon young
women as prospective wives and mothers.
We are Ory fast becoming a generation of
little faith,
believing only in what we see,
not in half of that. This may be all very
clever and very astute ; but it is very dreary
to experience and to think about. Ours is
so fast becoming such a prosaic, matter-offact life, with all the poetry and the religion
flattened out of it.
Plenty to eat, and

plenty

to drink,

and

plenty to wear ! Gold and diamond, and
purple and fine linen, and a land running
over with fatness, and starvation of heart
and goul! We keep up such an incessant
gabbling about what we are doing and
what we are going to do, that we never
have time enough for conscientious thought
sharpness in worldly matters, This is the
state of things which our young women
are called upon to counteract instead of
helping along.

There is so much talk about fine feeling
nowadays, and so little living up to the
mark.
When so much is said and so linle
done, it is time to become suspicious of the
utility of talk ; and this is the Age of ‘ Talk,
more than

any

other

age

has

ever

been.

Not a man or woman of us can get an idea
into our heads, but straightway it drives us
as mad as if it were a hornet buzzing about
in our brains, and we rush frantically to the
rostram to proclaim it for the edification of

all other men and women, instead of qui-t-

ly acting it out in our own
Journal.

--

Managing

lives.—Phrenol.

Troubles.

Those who have had no decidéd trouble
themselves are miserable comforters
.A
man who has always been in_the summer

of prosperity is not fit to talk to a mag in
the winterof adversity. For this reason,
aged people are the best comforters, . No
hand takes pain out of a sore spot'lke nn
old hand.
en who have had a thousand

they may not say much, these

old

people,

most” unequivocal compliment we can pay the -when they come to us in trouble, it is so
collection. . No choir can afford to be without it, pleasant to have them. . Cherish them, if
and having it, a score of other books can be prop- you have them now. Let thém lean on
‘erly dispensed with. Most of the music is written yourarm.
If their hearing is a little dull
on three staves, and the type is open, bold and and they don't hear you the first time, and
clear. The sales are sure to be immense, and ev- you have to speak the second time. don't
say it sharp. You will feel sorry for it, if
J
:
ery buyer will get a bargain,

you do, when you have taken the last look,

The lady of the castle, stepping forward,

They so much need, to guide you in the way
Of peace. If from such teaching.~by both life
And word,~you should in after years escape

is the essence of all religion, and has nothing todo withset forms. Nevertheless, the
presence or the absence of this emotion

ey

THE DRINKING FOUNTAIN 8TORIES, New York:
National Temperance Society and Publication
House, 1870, 16mo. pp. 192,
This House still keeps on ih the good work of
supplying most excellent temperance literature
for young readers, and the present-contribution
is not the least valuable. We have a collection

and when you brush the eilver locks back

from the wrinkled brow,

and

the

under-

taker screws down the. coffin-lid over the
dear old face. God bless the old folks!

They may not be able to walk much, to
talk much, or say much, but, oh! it is a

blessingto have them around

are in trouble.—Rev, T' D.

id

%

one

from childhood, into womanhood, and the
‘*“ maidenhood” so beautifully described by
Longfellow in his poem is too rarely hers.
Where is the gracefully uncertain step, the

and Choir Leaders. Boston: Oliver Ditson &
Co. pp. 440. Bold by L. P. Whitney.
+| wounds themselves know all about tr uble,
The title-page, so fully describes this book, and and how to sympathize with it, Although
it is a thing so long wanted and so full of real
ou are forty or fifty years of age, it yur
value, that an announcement of its issue, and a father or
mother be living. you go to them
statement that there are few things here which with your trouble.
If you have old people
one could readily consent to spare, and not many
in the house and can go to them with yur
things which could-properly come under the title trouble,
1 congratulate you. Although

were astonished to {that fail to find a place,~this will be the best and

observe that on the great table wére many

Happy children ;—

To erring ones in gentle, winning words

and his wife cut off from a fresh-

loaf a liberal

the dining-room.they

had

not overcome the bad, counteracting exam-

ple at home.

noticing her destitution,

her into his house, made her sit by

with many thanks went on her way. The
following day all the villagers were-invited
up to dine at the castle. 'As they entered

it, is a

Sunday-school

however,

their work

clean,

woman enjoyed the warmth and food, and

Hearing this, I did hot

influences of the

very

orusts or other refuse too moldy and decayed to be eaten by the family. One poor

the stove,

‘Butthgt

but

words, from others she received a few dried

stored

mother.

a time of dearth, a poor beggarclad,

especially as his life touched that of the

prophet Samuel, is the one thing around which
the interest revolves, and out from which the
chief lessons spring. The volume is really a
suggestive one, and ought to aid ministers in

Beggar Woman.

miserably

dear child. An! how is she? Have you
seen her in prison?, O! bless you for coming to tell me.”
The girl is now liberated from jail, reSuuday-school, and

and

went through a village asking alms. From
some doors she was driven away with harsh

O! my dear,

an ambitious self-seeker instead of a magistrate
to execute the orders of the Great Sovereign,

and

{

/

“I have only two; one is out nursing,
and the other,—Oh, the other,—I wish you

the

eye,

It is the ex-

—none for the development of f-elings,
with all our preternatural acuteness and

‘“ No, sir,” replied James, with beautiful

‘My eyes area little better, but I am
still very poorly,” was her answer,
*‘ Where are your children 2” I asked.

to

and gentleness to the hand.

lily, downward, the veiled eye, and the frequent blush which we associate with early

artist's

DISCROWNED; or, The Rebel
truthfulness, * it would net be fair; I do CROWNEDZAND
King and thé Prophet of Raumahé By Rev. 8,
only one half, and Neddie gives labor; so
W. Culver, A. M. With an Introduction by
mother good.”
Rev. G. W, Eaton, D. D.
Boston: Gould &
‘one name must not go into the book unless
Lincoln,
1870. 16mo. pp. 149.
Miss Ord ard myself, in sadness, turned
both do.”
i
This volume furnishes a very good illustration
away from the sorrowing, imprisoned girl,
“ Who is Neddie ?” inquired the teach- | of the use to which the narrative portions of the
promising to call on her mother. After a er.
Old Testament may be put, in teaching lessons
little 1rouble we found the street and the
that are applicable to all times and experiences,
¢¢ My donkey, sir!”
number.
Oa entering the miserable look“Well,” said the teacher, smiling;* I and which have to do with the highest interests
ing house, I asked the woman if she was shall putdown ¢ Neddie and me.’ Good- of men. The life of Saul, after hé had become

O! let me bless you.

sweetness to the voice, softness to the

divine message ou its way with a true
tone and a strong man’s emphasis.

keenest observers and the most eminent writers

_ James told his simple story, and closed

«0, yes, sir; and she is poorly, and nearly blind, and I think my coming here will
make her worse.”
« Where does your mother live ?” 1 asked.
“In Byron street; and Oh, I wish you
would go to see her, and tell her I am very
well, and that I did not steal the coat.” Do
tell her I will be as happy as I can. If you
will, Oh, I will thank you, for it will do my

child!

feminine quality, which is shown in a thou-

forehead

It is no ordinary praise bestowed upon a volume, when we say that,—after all the many attempts to photograph that remarkable pertion of
our national domain lying between the Missouri
river and the Pacific ocean, in which some of the

* Placing it on the table, he said, *“ I give

She burst out weeping, and said,—

better.

«One striking peculiarity in the emotional

organization of the average American
girl is that'she seems to be deficient in tenderness—tenderness
for fathers, brothers, mothers, and sisters; tenderness, too, for little
children.
Tenderness is an essentially

and entertaining, orthodox and juicy, and send a

567.

that for the missionaries, sir.”
The teacher found $30,00 in that little
brown bag.
.
¢ Stop,” said he, as James turned to go
away. ‘Tell me how you can afford to
give so much money!”

me back at the Suuday-school, after havin
been in the New Bailey, sir?”
g
:
“Yes, I do hope they mil,” I replied.

much wonder her child was in prison; the

‘“ That's all I have,” said Will.

keep

Travel across the Plains and in Oregon, with
an examination of the Mormon principle.
By
Fitz Hugh Ludlow.
With Illustrations.
New
York: Hurd & Houghton.
1870. Octavo. pp.

its of one day in each week, and give it to
the heathen.”
From that time the boy put by the profits
of the day fixed on in a little brown bag.
At the end of the year he carried it to
the school.

head. saying,—

drunken

¢ That's bad, give me ‘something else,”

they

THE HEART OF THE CONTINENT:

He said to himself, *‘ I will Save the prof-

hend on her

ged jacket closer round him and ran out into

'| back, saying,

and

its Awakening. - The volume proves that sermons may be both devout and vigorous, faithful

called it, came into his mind.

the cold night. His bare feet were chilled
by the cold stones, and the night wind
whistled through his jacket, but he held the
money tightly in his hand, and ran ‘to the
baker's. There was a new man there, and
poor ‘Will, shivering with the cold, held
out the money and asked for some bread /

The baker shoved two loaves toward him,
and fook the money. He handed it right

as they are delivered to the larger and

which they. give to the ear: Spiritual Progress;
Silence and Song; Character; Dawn of the divine Life; The Master’s Test; The Dream and

James got his living by carrying round
In one of the rooms of a prison sat a palefruit and vegetables for sale, in a little donfaced girl, mending stockings. By per-’
key cart.
:
to speak to her, and laid my

Girl.

rp

of travel and adventure have brought their highest powers into play,—it was still left for Mr.
Ludlow to give us perhaps one of the most attractive series of pictures that has been brought
out. His book has all the raciness, the robust.
—r
that constant sense of God's presence, that
ness, the warmth, the picturesque attraction and
Four years ago, James, a little orphan the power to stir the pulses and kindle the imag- implicit faith in His power and love, which
is not the result of reasoning, but which
boy, joined a Mission Sunday school.
ination that usually belong to the first tales of a comes naturally to a wholesome and unOne day, seeing the other children carry newly opened territory or a fresh chapter of a life sophisticated nature; that silent and strict
in their money for the support of the mis- till now quite unknown. He takes his reader striving after purity, and holiness, and
sionarieg in foreign countries, he felt a de- with him among the scenes in which he mingles, . charity, in thought and feeling, which makes
sire to do something for the heathen chil- and the prairie, the mountain peak, the buffalo the outer life of a true woman so beautiful
hunt, the Indian lodge, the glory and the shame
tQ look upon, though she never, by spoken
dren himself.
of pioneer life, as well as the glitter and the rust
word, asserted her religious opinions.
For several days he tried in vain to of >alt Lake city, all stand out with the vivid‘This constant and involuntary lifting of
think of some plan to get mouey for Je- 4 hess of reality
as one turns page after page of the heart Godward, in all the affairs of life,

*¢ Was it a good bill ?”
‘“ I only putit in for fun,” said Tom;
‘the other boys putin buttons, sometimes.”
Then Mr. Barnes told the whole story.
How would any of you have liked to be
in Tom’s place P— Christian Union.

Influence

1847,

wider audiences which the preacher will reach
by means of the press. The subjects are varied;
the titles chosen are at once felicitous and suggestive; the style is fresh, free, direct,and having

parlor door made puss turn his head, and

;

«Yes, sir.”

in

no theological mannerisms; many ‘of the points
‘It pains me to dp it,” replied the cat, are made with rare skill and effect, and the
‘“yet for your sake I will stifle my grief, | whole tendency of the discourses is to leaven the
and help you out of your misery,—"
spirit and solidify the moral nature of the readThe bird screamed.
A footstep at the er. These titles may be taken as samples of the

even

the intervening stone and brick. But the
fire went out; ‘and for another weary day
he laboged, until at last he saw the sunUnder the Ruins.
light. Butoh! it shone on a scene of desolation. He escaped at length to the hills,
‘Of the sixty thousand inhabitants of the and long lived to tell of his miraculous esproud city of Lisbon who perished by the cape from the common destruction that beearthquake of 1755, there are few accounts fell the fair city of Lisbon.
in history of the terrible individual experiences of men who participated in that ca- ]
tastrophe. |
Tom's Capital Joke.
and that many perished.

¢¢ Stand up, Tom,” said Mr. Barnes.
¢ Did you put fifty cents in the box

Conference

the family. His discourses are well worthy of
this permanent form, and they can hardly fail to

fore paws on the door 3% the cage.

=

The Fumily Gircle,

Forthree

spairing.

at the General

and a brother of our well-known English corres,pondent, He exhibits the mental robustness of

Here he found a candle, which he was en- man, who swore, and shouted, and sang then, seeing his master, he slunk through
—Christian Banner.
abled to light, and, as the flame grew drunken songs till towards morning. There anopen window into the garden. Canary
brighter,he looked around him in mute were others, thieves and drunken men, that breathed freely again, and having - been
Sun and Rain.
wonder at the appearance of his prison- Will was taken into fouirt with, but Mr. very near the death- it had so foolishly de—
OW
house. He was literally buried in a mound Barnes was there and got him liberated im- sired, was henceforth a wiser and happier
It was not very pleasant for bird.
of ruins.
He knew, however, that his dan- mediately.
A young wife stood at the lattice-pane,
¢ Foolish little canary!” I hear a thouWill
to
hear
a great ugly boy that lived in
ger
was
not
great,
except
in
case
of
a
secIn a study sad and * brown,”
‘Watching the dreary, ceaseless rain,
ond shock, and resolved to extricate him- the same house with him call .out in the sand voices exclaim. . Yes, a foolish little
Steadily pouring down ;—
street: ‘“ Why, Will, how long have you canary indeed is that little boy or girl who
self.
- Drip, drip, drip,
also often utters rash wishes, as ‘I wish I
been out of jail ?”
As
long
as
his
ight
lasted,
he
was
emIt kept on its tireless play;
)
was dead!” or “I wish I didn't have to go to
Next
Sunday
Mr.
Barnes
told
the
super|
ployed
in
the
fruitless
and
somewhat
danAnd the poor little woman sigh’d, * Ah, me!
gerous task of clambering over the ruins, intendent of the Sunday school that he school I” or “ I'wish I could get away from
What a wretched, weary day !”
around the sides of his prison, in the hope wanted to speak to the boys.
* Boys,” home!” or any other equally idle wish. If
An eager hand at the door,
of seeing a ray of sunlight dart through said he, “ there was a large piece of money such a child should be taken at his word, as
A step as of one in haste, some opening through which he could es- put into the box last Sunday; can you tell the cat was about to take the canary, he,
A kiss on her lip once more,
cape; but in @few hours his candle burn- me who put it in?” Tom did not feel in- too, would learn both the folly and danger
And an arm around her waist;
ed out, and left him again in darkness.
He
clinedto tell, but one of the boys near him, of foolish wishing and fretful feeling.—S. S.
Throb, throb; throb,
Went her little heart, grateful and gay,
now began the labor of working his way who thought it very nice that one of their Advocate.
As she thought, with a smile, “ Well, after all, out through the pile before him, without class should have given so much, answer:
1t isn’t so dull a day!”
Neddie and Me.
tools.
>
ed, ¢“ Tom Devon.”
Forgot was the plashing rain,
And the lowering skies above,
For the somber room was lighted again
By the blessed sun of love;
¢ Love, love, love!”
Ran the little wife’s murmur’d lay; .
“Without, it may threaten and frown if it will;
‘Within, what a golden day!”

American

sand little ways, trifling in themselves, but
which are true indices of the state of the affections. The American girl seems
to scorn
this volume embodies it. They are eminently
‘ timely words” that appear here, and they have’ -sentiment as a weakness,unless it be lavished upon some confidential friend of her
a permanent adaptationto men and women as
own sex, or upon a lover,
well as a special fitness for the cangregation to
Now, tenderness is the talisman which
which they were at first addressed. The author keeps
the atmosphere of the family circle
is a son of the late Rev. J. Goadby, who repreat a summery temperature in all seasons.
sented our General Baptist brethren, with Rev.
Tenderness is the quality which gives

you from your grief and pain.”
;
‘ What! what !” chirped the canary, with
a terrible flutter in its heart, as the cat rose
up on his hind

The
1

their impress upon every part of his work, as

rose to his feet, ** if you will have the pluck
to come out of your cage, I will help free

Mr. Barnes long to find what had become

religious

means of a heavenly aim and purpose,—these
qualities in the author of these sermons have left

the bird. ‘My life is all pain and vexation. I'm a poor miserable prisoner.”*
“My little love,” replied the cat, as he

ones had cried themselves to sleep on the
floor,
:
:

highest

truths and the most exalted Christian experiences

“0 I do wish I were dead I” groaned

little fire, they sat in the dark, and the little

LITERARY MISCELLANY.

;

as something that bears upon our common lot
and life; the aim to saturate character with the
religious spirit and exalt the lowliest duties by

‘¢ And such a sweet singer asl am, too,”
added the canary.
“Yes, dearest, your songs are sweeter
than those of the -birds that are free. I
don’t wonder you are wretched.”

opened

12mo. pp. 302.

the habit of looking at the

tenderness.

the door there stood Mr. Barnes, with some

food and clothes for them.

shut up,

Itistoo bad!”
~~
“So itis,” rejoined the cat, in a’tone of

Willie's sick mother and little
disters waited forahim. He
- Anhour passed, then two,
By-and-by they heard a man’s.

1860.

The vigorous common sense that is a species | :
of genius; the knowledge of human nature that |
puts effectiveness even into ordinary words;

while my friends are out in the bright sunshine sporting among the beautifal flowers,

I guess you know more about

Meanwhile,
brothers and
did not come.
and no Will,

the bird, ‘I am

da

WORDS: being fifteen Sermons by J.

& Co.

Shut up a8 you are in that cage, it is not
strange you should wish for death.”

the po-

THE ILLUSTRATED BEE JOURNAL is wonder-

Jackson Goadby. . London: Simpkin, Marshall

of the childs crying,took bim,off to the sta |" «“] don't wonder at it, my poor dear.
“ I've no doubtof it,” answeged

of brief stories by a great number of authors,
but all having a common aim and purpose, while
poetry, pictures, and a letterpress thoroughly
beautiful, unite in giving us a volume that will
be prized, and yield no little stimulus to mind
and heart.
Ais
fully full of practical information respecting Bees and their managememt, such as Bee-keepers
steadily supply, and such as all interested readers would find of great value. Indianapolis: N.
C. Mitchell,

Literary Review.

“I wish I were dead!"
y?
Upon this the tortoise-shell cat looked up,

tion-house for trying to pass bad money.

The rest of

to take back again what

we sow on earth so we reap in heaven.”—
From the Germsn.

-

affirm

them a yearly sum.
welcome

you gave me, and which you will find on
those plates—and remember, also, that as

The Canary’s Wish.

of poor Will. While the children warmed
earthin an instant, and encouraged him to themselves by a bright fire and ate the sup-,
swing off and endeavor to touch the ground per that Mr. Barnes had brought them, be
with his feet. He was unable to get a went to the station house to find Will. He.
foothold, however; and so, letting go his tried to think, as he went, how, Will could
hold, he dropped, he knew not where, into have got counterfeit. money, and finally
the darkness. The distance was happily concluded that it must have been some ot the
but a few feet, and he alighted in safety. ‘Sunday school money.
Poor Will had to stay all night in the
After scrambling for an hour over piles of
station house. In the cell that was next to
bricks, fallen pillars, and broken beams,
he reached the altar in front of the church. the one he was locked up in was a drunken

Up, to a higher level,
' With a pure and steady aim!
Fix not thine eye on pleasure,
Nor the flashing meteor, fame ;
But speed with eager footsteps
‘Where Jesus’ feet have trod,
‘Straight up through duty’s narrow path

settle on

Through guiding mercy, you have never strayed,

‘And God will bless the deed.

A policeman standing near heard the last
remark, and followed Will down the street

dark-

and

be

poor people, shared with me their best.
They shall now eat with me, and I shall

Of kindness and of love; do what you can
To lure them back to those sweet paths; from
which,
;
]

rascal.”

‘ take care of your counterfeit money.”

ness rendered him helpless, and discouraged all experiments.
A dozen schemes
of determining his distance from the ground
were proposed and rejected, when at length
a very simple one was successful, ’
ot

A warmer atmosphere.

you

man stopped him, saying, ‘Come,

he undertook

the ground beneath, but the horrible

From revelation’s chart;
Onward and upward, seeking
A better, happier sphere,
Where dwells a clearer, purer light,

STAR: MAY 11, 1870.

As Will opened the door to go, he added,

to devise some means of at least reaching

And seek unfailing guidance

Gig

could

MORNING

‘Indeed I did not,” began Will, but the

He knew the roof must beabove

Up, to a higher level,
To a nobler range of thought!

|

or

which the scaffolding was attached, but had
way?

Up, to a higherlevel,

THE

he reach.it by a bold leap?

Upward.
——

~~

suspended far above the ground,

Poetry.
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hour, and wefind the heart exerts about

The Country Store.

feng) times much
as
best

locomotive,

force;
or with the |

which

can

raise

itself

2,700 feetin an hour, which is but onelesser everyday wants turns for fulfillment eighth purt of the energy of the human
to the country
store. And so it becomes a ‘heart.
‘Away from the cities, the whole range of

.To a reflective mind, it. cannot be a mat-

clustering-point for all of village
life,
surprise that this delicately constructed
There 1s no limit to its possibilities. = If ter.of
organ, laboring so vigorously without a
Aunt Eunice wants anything, from a washtab to an ounce

of paregoric,

she

moment's rest,
night or
day, should
frequently; and ofien suddenly, give over
its labor, and cease to act. On the con-

knows

where to find it; but when she broke her
only pair of spectacles, the other day, she

trary,it is rather a matter of astonishment

came to us in doubt.
;
‘You keep 'most every thing,” she said,
> hopefully.
!
‘Yes, I know; but we don’t sell spectacles. - People are so different, you see.

that the heart should maintain its integrity,
year after year, amid all the scenes of excitement through which the individual
passes for threescore years and ten. In
severest sickness, when

A

STAR:

Chinese Funesal.
2

hotly ffm

Yo Chow Ying, an eminent Chinese
merchant of San
Francisco, died recently,

cle, too, was the good woman's face as.she

held them afar, that she mighs the better inspect them with her crippled eyes.
**Goodness! Did youever! How could
people ever wear such things as these? I
ope you don't ever expect to sell ’em P”
ut thus happily were the resources of
our ‘‘establishment” vindicated; though
really less ready we than that other shopkeeper of these parts, who laid a wager he
could fill any single demand, and triomphantly produced
a second-hand pulpit
which was called for.
Sach enterprising spirits are not narrow-

ed by any

study of the known laws of sup-

ply and a.
Within the precincts over
which I have been called to exercise a tem-porary charge are gathered many things
that have long failed to excite the appreciation of our plain country folks—patent
medicines, powders and unguents, of happi-

est efficacy and illimitable range of cure;
* polishing powders, enough to burnish the
world until it should shine like another sun;
preparations and contrivances needing a
second inventor to discover a use for them
or to tell their efficiency—and which: are
here awaiting in dingy and fly-specked state
that happy millennial time which shall find
for inexplicable and slighted things a full
and legitimate use.
«i
The country store-keeper isin some sort
a public character.

He

finds

himself

used

in’a dozen different ways—as banker, oracle, referee, newspaper, directory, intelligence man, etc.—almost before he is aware.
Gossip and small-talk he should retail with
the same graceful alacrity with which he
dispenses mac aboy and peppermint drops.
Thoroughly democratic as an institution,
‘‘the store” recognizes no caste, and its
door swings freely opento all who come,
ue,
14 their errands.
An inviting
haunt for all the’ idle ones among us, its
fireside on stormy or impracticable days
draws together its little circle, that is ever

shifting its character and its subjects as
different persons come and go.— Harper's
Magazine.

A New

Race of People.
—

A new race of Zeople, supposed to be of
Asiatic origin, and having features strongly
resembling the Anglo Sazons,

covered by the missionaries ih
western part of Africa. They

has been dis-

the southadjoin the

of meat, fish,

A number of persons in long white gowns

over

them.

They

have

long,

curly hair,

its representatives, but offer no sacrifices to

them.
They keep the sacred fire constantly burning, and the princes, who are also
priests, iatrust to their daughters, and
sometimes to their wives, the dutyof superintending these sacred fires, The Ovas
also believe in the existence of a very powerful'evil spirit, who is not, however, omniscient nor\ omnipresent,
and to his interfer-

ttribute their
and they offer
hey are said to
dustrious, and temperate

misfortunes and
no sacrifices to
be an honest, inpeople, far more

regardful of their word, and more observant of good

can nations.

morals, than most of the

-

fail,

—P

PP

Not from any sympathy with the views
either of Luther or Calvin, she chose her
party at the accession. She found herself
compelled against her will to become the
patron of heretics and rebels, in whose
objects she had no interest and in whose
theology she had no belief. She resented

the

Bepeseiny

while

Heart

she submitted

to

human character its consistency

pow-

and

lived simply, worked hard,

and

her

ruled

household with rigid economy. But her
vanity was as insatiable as it was commonplace: No flattery was too tawdry to find
a welcome

with

and

her,

as she

—

Wr

Some one beautifully says: Saturday
night makes people human, sets their
hearts to beating softly, -as they used to do
before the world turned them into drums
and jarred them to pieces with tattoos.
The ledger closes with a clash, the iron
doored vaults come to with a bang, up go
the shutters with a will,

click goes the key

and not in the book—save the record in the
old family Bible—and not in the bank.
Maybe you are a bachelor, frosty and
forty. Then, poor fellow, Saturday night
is'nothing to you, just as you are nothing
to anybody.
Get a wif2, blue eyed or
black eyed ; but above all, true eyed. Get
a little od

matter how little—a sofa,

just to hold two or two and a half, and then
et the two or

two

and a half in it,

of

a

Saturday night, and then read this paragraph by the light of your wife's eyes, and

The Spanish

Castellar.

The most splendid orator of modern
times, Sr. Castellar, in the Spanish Congress, has again electrified the world. He
rouses mankind to the enormities of the
Romish Church, in such burning words as

spinning and sleeping, do more work
the constant beating of their hearts than
oan be donein a day by the youngest and
strongest laborer.” He adds: ** No ‘labor
that we can undertake is regarded as more

severe than that of the muscles employed
during a boat-race; and yet this labor,
severe as it is, is only three-fourths of that

heart were expended in lifting its own |,

.
J~

v

-

conceive of attenuated matter such as this
must be, moving with such velocity. But
if it is only a flashisg streak of light as it
passes through and’ makes luminous sucparticles

of matter, just as a beam

may,

part, be
our mind
problem
difficulty
space of
first by
rays.

from a mirror in our

by the slightest motion on our

made totraverse an enormous arc,
can begin to grasp this part of the
to be solved. But the very great
is to account for the presence in
the matter which is thus acted upon
the chemical and then by the light

The

theory

conclusion

necessitates the further

that the comet

is surrounded

with an invisible atmosphere extending into

space to a distance equal to the length of
the tail. Such an atmosphere, for many
reasons, is utterly inconceivable as persistently

held

to

a body of such

feelle at-

these, in a recent speech : “Time was, when

Rome was content to condemn the philosophy of rationalists; now she goes further,

and condemns the institutions, the laws,
the society of modern times, and establish-

Christ,

who

knew

how

to die,

into

bloody, creed of Osman, who only
how to: butcher; a clergy that has
formed the Calvary, the temple of
fous liberty, into a temple dripping
human

blood,

filled

with hideous

the

knew
transreligwith
tor-

tures and all manner of infernal devices for
racking, with indescribable agony, the hu-

man body and mind together.”
\

There are two kindsbf curiosity,
One
arises from interest, which makes us ‘desir-

ous to learn wit may be usefull to us; the
other from pride, which makes us desirous

to know what others are ignorant of.
A

in the solar beam—a
improbabilty.

thing of the greatest

Night Sessions of Congress.
BR

A correspondent of one of our exchanges
thus pictures a night session in the House
of Representatives :
one

man

in the Speaker’s

ing

but apparently in waiting.

There was

chair, one near

the center of the room, rapidly and monotonously reading, and three others not listen-

closes behind him ; the world is all shut
out. Shutout?
Shut in, rather. Here are
his treasures after all, and not in the vault,

says a recent scientific writer, ¢¢ alternate

in

has to take a short turn around the sun, and
keep its tail ever behind it.
We cannot

The Hall blazed with lights.

in the lock.
It is Saturday night, and business
breathes free again.
Homeward, ho! The
door that has been ajar all the week gently

es a code of morals directly opposed to that
framed by ourselves.
he Minister of
waking hours, cease essly and noiselessly,
State will say that he respects the liberty
with steady and measured rhythm, it cir- .of the Church; I respect it, too; but I reculates the vital fluids through” every tissue spect, more and above all, the liberty of
of the body. Seventy-five times "it pule nation. When the Pope shall proclaim
sates in a minute, or 108,000 times in the his infallibility and the dogma of his politiday, without exhaustion or apparent need cal supremacy and authority, which even the
of repose.
Middle Ages refused to recognize, I see but
The heart is a hollow, muscular organ, one way of relieving Spain from her emweighing but ten ounces, and is suspended barrassing position: to cease all relations,
in the cavity of the chest by delicate liga- political or other, with a Church which has
ments.
And yet it performs,
quietly: and ceased to be the temple of humility, and
‘‘noiselessly, and wit but the slightest jar, has become that of intolerant and bigoted
an incredible amount of ]abor.
In twenty- arrogance. What shall I say,
gentlemen,
four hours it is estimated that the heart ac- of a clergy that, instead of preaching peace
complishes more than three times as much and concord, takes the sword in one hand
wor as a common laborer in ten hours. and the crucifix in the other, makes the Bi‘ Three old women sitting by the fire," ble a Koran which changes the religion of

oan raise his own weight but 1,000 feet pe:

length, must. sweep through space when
the comet, having reached the perihelion,

ous substance, different from its atmosphere,
which refuses the passage of the heat rays

Saturday ‘Night.

It performs its great office so quietly and so
uninterruptedly that we even forget its existence. * Froma period anterior to birth
until death, during
sleeping as well as

Yelint vertically, it would te raised 19,754 féet in one hour. Compare tvis with
the exertions of an active pedestrian, who

ther end of a tail, many millions of miles in

hands

no

had

in the merits of the Saviour,” and went peacefully to his rest, leaving father, mother, an onl
brother and other friends to mourn, but with

hope.

The funeral services

Rev. B.F. Zell.
Licking Co,

Particular Notice ! Persons wishing obitua
accompany

them

with cash

equal to five cents a line, to insure an ins
n,
Brevity is specially important, Not more than

single square can well be afforded

obituary.

to any

singl

Verses are inadmissible,

PETER SLEEPER died at Alexandria, April 9th,

aged 88 years. Brother Sleeper united with

. Baptist church at A., about forty years
He was a good man; consistent in his’ life,

the F.,
ago.
firm

and steadfast in the Christian faith to the end.

Hig house was always open to receive the
ministers of the gospel, and his heart always
ready to converse upon the subject of religion.
He will long be missed hy the church and neighbors, but more
especially by
his family.
He
leaves a wife, with whom he had lived 64 years,
and four children who deeply feel their loss.

There were

half a dozen boys at the desk, a door-keeper

at each entrance above and below, a clerk
who wasready for any unexpected call, the

official reporters of the Globe, and the poor
victim who was obliged to endure all for the
sake of the Associated Press. The galleries
were empty. The reporters’ gallery was
as silent asif the art of printing was dead.
And yet this was a Session of the House of
Representatives of the United States. Mr.
Wilson, of Minnesota, had the chair; Lawrence, of Ohio, was reading to him on that
worn subject, the Finances ; and Bennet, of
New York, Gilfillan, of Pennsylvania, and

one other disconsolate individual were waiting impatiently for Lawrence to finish, that
they in turn might do a quire or so of reading. If those who were obliged to be at
their posts because these three
gentlemen
chose to come up to the Capitol and read
their essays, had taken seats in the Hall,
the audience would have been a large one.
As the building must be open at such ses-

sions above and-belew;
men

the force of watck-

and messengers must be present, and

the small army of deorkeepers as well. The
officers of the House must come, the clerk’s
office must be open, and the files of the document-room made accessible lest the honorable orators should desire to incorporate a
few public documents in their speeches, tn
make them stretch out. well in print. It
costs about three hundred dollars to light
up the building,and the speeches cost about
one hundred dollars each by the time they
‘are embalmed in the Congressional Globe
What a use is this to make of the Capitol!
What an imposition on the public !

‘Washington's

Dinner-Parties.

a

—

:

An original letter first published for the
first time, gives some interesting glimpses of
the habits of the fathér of his country. In
a condensation of its facts we find the following :

Washington's dining parties were enter-

tained in very handsome style.
dining

day,

for company,

His weekly

was Thursday,

And his dining hour wag always four v'clock
in the afternoon.

His rule was to allow five

sat down to dinner, the President's only
apology was: ‘Gentlemen (or Sir),we are
too punctual for you. I have a cdok who

never asks whether the company has coma,
but whether

the hour-has come.”

He was

conducted

by

interred in

Bervices there by J, S. Parsons,

[S

Le.

weeks,

and

less than two weeks from the time he
her, this
sparkling diamond
was
to deck the crown of her Saviour.

and in

last saw
removed

MARY, wife of David C. Chase, died in Brownington, Vt., March 24th,of lung fever, aged 54
years and 10 months.
Sister Chase was a mem;-
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and had
mourning

been for some years.
She
leaves
husband and daughter, as well as

a
a

and

we trust, sleeps in Jesus.

E. C. SMALLEY.

STEPHEN BArRrows died April 13. He had
ever sustained a moral and religious character,
and was highly esteemed as a citizen and friend.
His house was always a home for weary pil-

grims, and the Bible

and

God’s

worship

were

his constant delight. He was one of the most
affectionate of fathers and kindest of husbands,
and the place that he filled, both in public and
private life, cannot be easily supplied.
He fell
asleep in Jesus, like the peaceful setting of the
sun.
‘

JosEPH ERVIN, only son of Joseph

other for the cure of Chronic

The
J. W.
37
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EMPIRE

CORN & FEED MILL
BY

"The Empire Corn and Feed Mill Company
of New York,
And Sold by Agents everywhere.
This mill js WROUGHT

IRON—not

CAST IRON—

I am perfectly

Graham flour. I consider it a bosn to farmers, and
it will be indispensable when once tested, There is

but one opinion—it is a success.
JOHN B. BOREMAN, Regent Ky. University.

NICHOLASVILLE, KY., Feb. 18, 1869.

farmers and

& Co.:—The
(Empire)
perfect satisfaction.
I

Mill
grind

per hour; in fact, if is just the thing

feeders.

I
7

for

Nose should be without one,

ISAAC BARKLEY.”
&%~ Send for Circular.
J.D. WEST, General Agent,
tf12
40 Cortlandt St., New York.

FRESH

MEAT

thousand

cases,

in the

Hospitals

Benj. Randall and sister to the writer.

She

was

born in Corinth, Vt., June 2d, 1796, experienced religion in early life and sustained a Christian

deportment until the

last,

Her daughter, Mrs.

Hasty, with whom she lived, gives the following
tribute to her worth: ‘‘ My mother was a woman
of true Christian character. I remember how
she taught my infant tongue to say, ‘Our Father,’
and sought to lead ny mind in the way of life.
All I am of goodness
of character I. owe to my
mother.”
She leaves two
daughters,
three
brothers and other relatives to mourn.
Services
by Rev. E. G. York.
Y. G. Davis.
SANFORD 8, Gorr died at the residence of his
father, H. P. Goff, near Broadway, Ohio, March
25, of consumption, aged 29 years and 1 month,
Few. persons are called to suffer so much pain as
fell to his lot. In July, 1868, he received a severe
injury from the falling of a portion of a tree on
his head and hip, which produced a *¢ Jumber

abscess,” and came very near carrying him to his

grave.
But he partially recovered, and was
somewhat comfortable till some three years ago,
when his health began to give away under a
complication of diseases which baflled medical
skill.
He possessed an ardent and ambitious
temperament, which renderéd ‘it very
hard for

a public

profession

of religion,

but

he

was

an honest, upright and exemplary young man,
and highly respected. During his last sickness
he often spoke about dying, and wished he was
repared. but expressed some fears. Some days
efore his death, light broke {nto his soul, and he
gave a pledising evidence of a change:of heart,
and a perfect resignation to the will of God.
He
retained his reason to the very last, and just be-
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whichit cured nearly every case; and in this
country Physicians are daily ordering and commending it to their Patients. It has made some
astonishing cures.
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Ten Years in

. Wall Street.
Pronounced the fastest selling book out. One Agent reports 25 in first day. Another 79 orders in 5 days. It includes all that 1s mysterious and interesting in the focus
of speculation, 13 years’ experience of the author; Portraits and Lives of Vanderbilt, Drew, Fisk, Gould and
many others,
Filled with illustrations. Great inducements to
agents! Send for circulars to WORTHINGTON,
DUSTIN & CO., Hartford, Conn.
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Gas Fittings of all kinds ; Brass and Iron Valwes ;
Steam Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine, Tubular, Flue and

Cylinder

Boilers ;

Barlow’s

Patent Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes
for

Print

Works ; Lap

Welded

Boiler Tubes ; Quinn’s

" Patent Expansion Ferules
for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks ;

STATIONARY
AND

Portable Steam Engines,
Shafting, Turning Lathes,
Iron Planers, Machinists’ Tools of
every description, Mill Work, all kinds of Saw Mil}
Machinery, (both circular and upright,) Iron
and Brass Castings, Gasometers and
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Works,
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CHRISTIAN BAPTISM.
This little book has been revised by
the Author, has been clothed in an entirely new dress, and presents a ver
It should be in
comely appearance.
Let every pasevery Baptist family.
tor and church-member have a copy of
this newly revised and useful book.—
Price, in cloth, only 25 cts.; in paper
covers,

15 cts.

Postage extra ; on the

former; 4 cts., on the latter, 2 cents.

uilding
>,

Now

Relirious Work.

Largest
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ed by clergymen of every
Ad:
commissions and extra inducements offered.
dress J, PATTEN FITCH,Publisher, Hartford, Conn.
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Old Agents, Ladies and

Tne demand increasing.

. . AGENT,

Plain and Galvanized Wrought Iron Pipe ; Steam and

THE MYRTLE.
We have sent out the first number of
the current volume of this excellent
little paper.
We have printed three thousand
(3000) extra copies, to meet the demands of those who want the entire
volume, but whose names are not now

on our list of subscribers,

PAUL,

SOUTH NEW-MARKET, N, H.

Q H A DAY MADE AT HOME!
40 entirely new
articles for Agents. Samples sent free. Ad-

About this time he took a violent cold, the water

MRS. MERCY WARREN, of Wolfboro’, N. H.,
died onthe 23th ult. She was the daughter of
Thos. G. and
Fanny Davis, a niece of Elder

a year.
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The New Treatise, just revised by order
of the General Conference, can now be had

Does cure Bronchitis, Consumption, all Lurfg
Diseases, and Spitting of Blood, and strengthen
and build up the system to a healthy condition.
This has been tested by Prof. Trosseau, in two

EVELINE SABRA, eldest daughter of Edward
P. and Ruth Leavitt, died in Effingham, March

the

Treatise.

CONSUMPTION POSITIVELY CURED.
UPHAM’S

by

Ten copies or more sent to one ‘address, 20

Yours &e.,
R.M. PALMER.”
“MONROE, N.Y., May 10, 1869.
“J.D. WEST—Sir: I have used my No.3 Empire
Mill tomy entire satisfaction.
I run it about 100
revolutions, and ground handsomely 5 to 6 bushels
of corn per hour. Yours, &c.,
THOs. H. BATE.”
“The Union Grist and Feed (now Empire) Mill is
all that you represent it. It will grind with ease 6 to
8 brshols of corn per hour.
It also makes excellent

or 8 bushels

published

MYRTLE,” Dover, N. H.

TErMS.—Single

gatisfled with it.

’

Myrtle.

ver, N. H.

“BROCKPORT, N. Y., April 10, 1869.
J.D. WEST— Sir: I worked my Ne. 4 Union Grist
Mill, (now the Empire Mill,) with two horses at 160
revolutions, and I think I ground about 15 bushels of
corn per hour.
I then ground corn and oats mixed,

H. C. SANDUSKY
bought of you gives

tl

All orders and remittances for the paper
should be sent to L. R. BURLINGAME, " Do-

State Agricultural Fairs of New York, Virginia and
Kentucky—the only ones.at which it has been exhibited.

faster.

50 ets.

7

semi-monthly,

to *“ Tae

and is case*hardened 80 as {0 run for years without
injury.
It works with less
power than any other,and
less expense.
It has taken the First Premfum at the

and it ground that somewhat

Price,

Depot, 10 Park Place, New

Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,
for the use of Sunday School scholars, wae
enlarged and much improved about the
first of April. It is printed on paper of a
very superior quality, and its mechanical excellence is equal to that of any other paper of its class.
All communications in
tended for publication should be addressed

Park Row, New-York, or 148 Lake Street, Chicago,

22, aged 9 years and 7months.
She was an
ipteresting, lovely child,and a young Christian. moss
fit for heaven than for earth.
-

in the chest comiiféncgd re-accumulating and became beyond the control of remedies.
notified
him of the hopelessness of his recovery about
a week before his death,
He received this information composedly, asked how long I thought
he might live, requested that I would write to
you after his death, and also to mark the place
where he should be interred,as it was possible
some of his friends might at some future period
desire to remove his’ remains,
He was patient
‘and uncomplaining during his sickness, and died
on the morning of the 1st of April without a
struggle.”
J. M.

Rheumatism, Toothache,

Headache, Sore Throat, Vomiting, Frosted Feet,
Mumps, Croup, Burns, Cuts, Sea Sickness, Insect
Senge Sprains, Cholera, Colic, Spasms, Dysentery,
Brui ds, >olds, Coughs, Old Sores, Swellings, Pains

keepers throughout the United States.

died in Ossipee, of lung feve
years. He was an ig
and a good husband and fa.
and two children deeply feel
»

JOHN F. MEADER, our son, died in Visalia
California, April 1, aged nearly 29 years. He had
been in the western country about five years,
fifteen months of which time he spent in California, whither he had gone seeking to repair his
failing health. Wm. W. Ward,M. D., of Visalia, writes us as follows: ‘‘ He came under my
care two months ago, having dropsy of the chest.
He improved greatly during the first month, and
there was very reasonable hope for his recovery.

Me.

REMEDY.”

UCH
N ARTICLE IS “DR.
TOBIAS’ VENETIAN
LINIMENT.” It has stood before the public for
22 years, and has never failed giving satisfaction in a single instance. ¥very drop of this valuable compound is mixed by Dr. Tobias himself, therefore it’
can be relied upon. It is warranted superior to any

and one dollar per bottle.
York.

W.,

-MARY,
wife of Deacon Mannasseh Nichols,
died in Effingham, of paralysis, April 1, aged 63,
years.
Sister
Nichols
embraced
.religion
some
forty-six
years
ago,
was
baptized
‘by Rev. Joseph Davis and sustained a worthy
membership in her native town to the day of
her death.
She was an amiable Christian sister,
and true parent, though afflicted with ill health
for years.
*‘ She hath done what she could” for
husband and children, the church and the world.
J. CHICK,

Biddeford,

“A STANDARD

in the Limbs, Back and Chest. There is no medicine
in the “World” that stands more on its own merits

months. After much suffering, the little one
sleeps in Jesus. * Ofsuchis the. kingdom of
he ven.”
T. KENISTON.
HANSON
aged 68
citizen,
widow
.

16

than the “Venetian Liniment.” Thousands of certificates can be seen at the Doctor’s office, attesting to,
its rare Virtues. Sold by all Druggists and Store-

Hannah Cate, died April 17th, aged year army
AARON
March 17,
peaceable
ther. His
their loss.

Sk

Sublished by the Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment, Dover, N. H., and D. Lothrop & Co.,
Boston, to whom orders may beaddressed. Although
the work will be for sale by publishing houses, espee
ial agents are wanted throughout the Denomination.
Enclose stamp for reply, and address
J. E. BUTLER, -

and continues 14 weeks.

Rooms can be obtained ‘at reasonable
those who wish to board themselves.

from which itis printed is new, large

and clear,

THE SPRING TERM of this Institution will open
. March 29, continuing 12 weeks.
Tuition from 5,50 to $7,50.
Board, $3,00,

berot the F'. W. Baptist church in Brownington,

large circle of other friends; but she died in peace,

:

for Sabbath-schools.

SEMINARY.

MANUFACTURED

I. M. B.

In three volumes. The first volume will contain
about 436 pp.. on su, erior paper, and will ‘be bound

_, | bath schools, ministers, students, and all lovers of
the Scriptures; and itis hoped tat the long needed

lost a generous and faithful Christian brother,
but we sorrow not as those without hope. Thus,
one after another is leaving us for the shining
shore.
A.P. T.

ed with her frequently before her death,

ARY ON THE NEW TESTAMENT, by J.
J. BUTLER, D. D., Professor of Christian Theo) logy im
the Theological Institution at New Hampton, N, H,—

Xt is designed for the use of Bible classes, Sab-

ELt M. HERSOM died in Boston, Feb. Tth, aged
49 years and 10 months.
By this death we have

ANNA 8., only daughter of Hon. Geo. C. and
Sarah C. Peavey, of Strafford Center, died suddenly, some. few weeks since. She conversed
much on the gubject of religion, previous to her
death, and desired thata sum of money which
she had saved in various ways, should be used
to buy Bibles for the heathen.
She possessed
those rare
qualities which endeared her to many
friends, and increasethe
d pleasure of her life.
Yet she often remarked that her life would be
short, and even selected the dress that she desired to be buried in. The writer had convers.

No IN PRESS, AND TO BE ISSUED June lst,
& COMMENT

inthe best English muslin,

ACADEMY.

EVANSVILLE

was

twenty Soars old at the time of her death. Amid
the wild storm, in the sinking ship, her last moments were spent in committing her soul to her
Heavenly Father.
The bodies of herself and
husband were recovered, and lie buried, side by
side, on the Irish coast.
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work will help to supply a want deeply felt in the
HE SUMMER
TERM of this Institution
will commence TUESDAY, May 10th, under the. , Free Baptist denomination,
charge of
;
:
The attention of our clergymen, churches and
MR: A: F- GOODNOW,
the public generally is called to some of the features
which will characterize the work :* *
of Bates College,
:
The proper names in the text will be divided
with the usual assistants in all branchesof instruc.
and accented as they should be pronounced,
tion, For full particulars, address,
]
Fun
and carefully revised references and footJNO. H. SHAPLEIGH, Sec.
notes.
;
The comments will Sxplain the text, exhibit the
MAINE
CENTRAL
INSTITUTE.
connection of narrative and thought, set forth the
principles of doctrine, and apply them to present
TEx SUMMER TERM of this Institution will com- uses.
.
N
mence May 12, and continue ten weeks. For parNumerous references to parallel
ass3ges of
ticulars address,
G. B. FILES, A, B., Principal.
Scripture, ancient Chronology, Geography,
story
Pittsfield, Me. April 23, 1:70.
TT
and Antiquities generally, with critical notes on
words, etc., in the original
Greek.
Xt will contain a map of Palestine and the adjaLAPHAM
INSTITUTE.
cent countries, plates and cuts to illustrate deseripTe SUMMER TERM will commence on MONtions of cities, villages, edifices, etc.
DAY, April 25.
v
The first volume will contain the four Gospels,
G. H. RICKER,
Pri Ci]
.
thus making it much more convenient for
North Scituate, R.I. March 1870.
a Brineipal
reference than any other similar work, especially

:

MARY A., wife of Capt, Thurston, of the bark
Edna, was lost in a terrible storm off the coast
Ireland Dec. 30, 1869, when their vessel went
wn, and heatly all on board perished.
She
was a devoted Christian, and a much loved member of the N. Bennet. St. F. B. church, Boston.

minutes for the variation of clocks and
to give up the active duties of life, But he
‘watches, and then go to the table, he pres. him
bore his extreme sufferipgy with cheerfulness
ent or absent whoever might.
He kept and resignation, “often “diverting his mind
his own clock in the hall, just within the by singing
such
sentiments
as
“ There
outward door,and always exactly regulated, “As rest. for the weary.” Sanford never made
When lagging members of Congress came
in, as they often did, after the guests had

were

Academies,

D. CALLEY.

She had been married but six

were

WEST LEBANON, ME.

ries published in the Morning Star, who do not
patronize it, must

His remains

as

NEW COMMENTARY.

he said thathe could * trust

LEBANON

JOSEPH A.., only sonof James V. Clark,
tractions as a comet; and that through an
di
; but her scruples extended
their sovereign
orbit which would bring it in contact with i» Strafford, March 30, in the 22d year of his Sieg
or several weeks his health had not been good,
only to the fullfilment .of her promises of |° £0 many other more powerful bodies. New
nothing dangerous was apprehended, till a
support, when she had herself tempted laws of attraction unknown to our planet but
few minutes before he died, Suddenly and unthem into insurrection. Obligations of must first be discovered before this can be expectedl
y he passed away, leaving a young
honor were not only occasionally forgotten
made probable ia any remote degree. The wife,parents, sisters and numerous other friends
by her, but she did not even seem to under- theory also supposes that the nucleus is to lament his early departure. Joseph was a
3 composed of a very peculiar and homogene- worthy young man, and it is a comfort to know
stand what honor meant.— Froude.
that he began to pray before he left us.

far too little

exerted day and night, during life, by each
of our hearts.” If the entire force of the

after

a few months will be conveyed to China
and placed beside the ancestors of the deceased.

cessive

repugnanc®to false wordsin others, she
wasequally liberal of them herself. Her
entire nature was saturated with artifice.
Except when speaking some round untruth,
Elizabeth never could be simple. Her
letters and her speeches were as fantastic
as her dress, and her meaning as involved
She was unnatural even in
as her policy.
her prayers, and she carried her affectation
into the presence of the Almighty. She
she
might doubt legitimately- whether
to assist an Earl of Murray or a
ought
Prince of Orange, when in arms against

importance to this organ and its fanctions.

©

deposited in a vault, and

of sunlight reflected

——

Bat the truth is, we attach

mains were

it,

er. Ope moral quality she possessed in an
eminent, degree—she was supremely brave.
For thirty years she was perpetually a mark
for assassination, and her spirits were never affected, - and she was never frightened
into cruelty. She had a vroper contempt
also for idle luxury and indulgence. She

and its Diseases.

be the seat of mortal disease.

the hearse containing the coffin. Then followed friends:in carriages. The funeral
cortege attracted great attention. The re-

and her vacillations are explained: by the
Comets’ Tails.
reluctance with which each successive step
nlp
ai,
was forced upon her, on a road which. she
According
to
Prof.
Tyndall the tails of
detested. It would have been easy for a
comets are not composed
of vaporous ma.
Protestant to be decided. It would have terial
thrown off from the nucleus by the
been easy for a Catholic to be decided. To heat of the sun. Oa the contrary, he aslizabeth the speculations of so-called sumes that the nucleus cuts off the heat
divines were but as ropes of sand and sea- rays, and allows only the chemical rays
slime leading to the moon, and the doc- to
pass through its substance. These take
trines for which they were rending each ‘such
effect on certain matter, to the disother to pieces, a dream of fools or enthu- tance say of two hundred millions of miles,
siasts. Unfortunately, : her keenness of as to turn it into a cloudy condition wbich
insight was not combined with any pro- reflects light and becomes visible. Such a
found concern for serious things, She saw result he can produce in a tube,filled at
through the emptiness of the forms in which ficst with invisible gases, and then illumirpresented itself to the world. ated by an eleciric beam, and therefore he
religion
She had none the more, the larger or deep- imagines it to explain the comet's tail.
er convictions of her own. She was with- This theory is a very happy one to explain
out the intellectual emotions which give the enormous rapidity with which the fur-

Afri-

Death from heart-disease is of alarming
frequency. Almost daily we hear that
friends or acquaintances or public men
have suddenly died, and on -inquiry it is
found that the heart was at fault. This
fact has frequently given rise to the remark
that it is strange the heart should so often

The

kind.

| friends of the deceased came next, and then

thank God, and take courage.

The

along the street,

mock’ money “of a particular

Character ‘of Elizabeth.

Obituaries.

two small lanterns, on

vegetables, and

one of which was an inscription signifying
‘“ hundred children,” and on the other, characters indicating*‘thousand grand- children.”

ed, at different intervals

Bechuanas, and are known as the Ovas.
A king
by the name of Tjikongo reigns

not woolly, and are characterized by very
considerable intelligence. Their religion
is, in many respects, so much like that of
the Parses as to
induce the belief that the
Ovas belong to that race, or have been
under its tuition. They are not idolaters,
but believe in a Supreme Being, the Creator, who is omnipresent, omuipotent, and
omniscient, gnd whose symbols are the sun
and fire; and to these they pay homage as

organs

Lo
fore he passed away

were placed, as an offering tothe dead,a

bucket of boiled rice, dishes

the heart pursues the even tenor of its way,
continuing its pulsations to the last moment

of many a vanished scene, and that they fee-

bly attempt, as I place them astride of my
nose, to twist the familiar things at which [
look into an antique picture which shall be
in keeping with their own venerable aspect.
;
But they are spectacles. A rare. specta-

other

always bressed in black, his hair powdered,
and tied in a black queue behind, with a
very elegant dress-3sword, which he always

wo'e with inimitable grace. He always,
and was honored with a magnificent faner- unless a clergyman were present, asked a
al by his countrymen. His remains were blessing in a standing posture. 1f a clergyDated in a splendid burial case, and depos- man was present, he was requested both to
ted in a large room, where they remained ask a blessing and to return thanks after
in state for several days. Near the coffin
nner.
J
SE

prostrated themselves with their heads toward the coffin, and sent up a low, wail
where, if they will do you any good.”
ing, melancholy cry. A tablet to repreThese had come to us from some auction
or other, where were
congregated the «of life. Like a strong warriorin a citadel, sent the dead lay upon the coffin. Sufficient
quaint and useless relies of many a previ- it yields only when every resource has been time having been devoted to these rites, the
;
funeral took place in the most lavish style.
ous sale—relics that are still destined, I exhausted.
In the performance of its functions, the The procession was*headed by a wagon con" doubt not, for farther kicks adown the vales
It, taining a company of Chinese. musicians,
of time by auctioneers yet unborn. I have heart acts on the principle of*a pump.
has its applied force, its receiving and dis- with their fifes, drums and horns. In this
them by me now—stout-rimmed, cumbrous,
wagon were two large white lanterns. This
brassy-=—staring owl-like at me, as jf from tributing reservoirs or cavities, its valves,
containing the
out the deepening twilight of the past; the etc. The diseases of the heart may be was followed by a carriage
the tablet of the
picture, and
glassesso scratched and dim with use and divided into those affecting its muscular longevity
age that it is easy to imagine that within forces and those affecting its valvular ar- deceased ; also dishes containing burning
incense. From this vehicle a man scatter
their misty lenses lingers the remembrance rangements.— Hearth & Home.

Bat there are a pair or two about here,some-
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for its object the
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Rural

assassination

- Cold-frame

"The opening of the exhibition of the Royal
calendar and disposed of several bills.. In the
House considerable progress was made on the Academy of Fine ‘Arts in London was the occatariff bill.
i sion of a brilliant banquet, at which the Prince
of

Inthe

debated,

|

reduc-

tions of the tariff rites on steel carried,
slitl
On Thursday, the Senate did no very impor-

tant business.

Reports adverse

and

On Friday, in the Senate, most of the session

MISCELLANEOUS.
Bowen, Mayor of Washington, was renominated by his subordinates, Thursday,
Two ether

the

mayoralty.

The democrats have made no nomination,
will probably help defeat Bowen.
The

Senate

committee

has

not worth while to make

decided

and

that

itis

surveys fer a canal

from the Chesapeake to the Ohio.

:

Admiral Porter believes the Darien Canal project practicable.
.
A proposition to tunnel North and East: rivers,
N. Y., is before a congressional committee.
¢ Brick” Pomeroy is talked ef as Morissey’s fit
successor in Congress.
;
Lieutenant Stumbach and ene private were
lost in a fight between Major Gordon's vavalry
and Indians, near South Pass, Wyoming TFerrito-

thousand

dollars, contributed ‘in

the

people drink!

swell the

of

In Rockland, Me., Tuesday ‘night, the 3d, the
Lime Rock Bank was forced epenby burglars
and $36,000 stolen. The whole party was subse~ quently arrested and the money recovered.

Hor-

ace Greeley and several other distinguished persons have been on the witness’ stand.
The prisoner is beginning to believe that he is really insane, and will actually be acquitted.
Evidence
closed on Thursday.

men.

The Howard investigation has
rather unfavorable features, but
membered that the prosecution is
thing -to-its liking now, and that

revealed some |
itmust be rehaving everyGeneral How-

ard

before

defense

he can

until Octo-

fatal

effects

destroyed

strychnine,

The
U. €. House of Representatives has voted
& yearly pension of “$3000 to Mrs. Linesln, which
the Senate do not concurin.
defalcation is officially ascer-

The San'Francisco mint coined $1,268;000 into
deuble eagles, and $70,080 in silver im April.
‘Total coinage this year $6;025,000.
The public debt on the:36th of April, less funds
in the treasury, amounted to $2,420,864,33¢, a decrease during the month of $11,697,793.

Many

Indian ebiefs

besides

she

Sioux

been invited to attend the coaference

hame

in Wask-

ington.

seeds

are

not

cultivation, a cold-frame will answer,
the

locality in the

by

deadly

doses

of

SSE
ng

Cubans,

prominent

movement, have

im

In 1864, a vessel ‘from Madagasear pyt into
Charleston in distress. A citizen who had traveled in the East, procured from the cook a small
quantity of rough rice, and knowing its great
value, planted it, .and distributed the product
among neighboring planters, who in turn exetended it to others, till it eveatusily became one
of the chief staples of the state.

lic treasury

made

the - dmsurrectionary

overtures to the Spanish
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Have these boards at a distance apart equal to
the length of the sash, which may be any commond window-sash for a small bed, while 8 1-2
feet isthe length of a usual gardener’s sash. If

the human system can not be other than pernicious. It may be that among the particles of dust
are the germs by which contagious diseases are

common
- window-sash

propagated.
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government for this year were $23,079,843, or
«aly $59,048 more!
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went in and held his head under water ¢ill he

Was dead.
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Laying

The last step of all, the per-

his owner, is easily done. Of his own accord. he
will hold the cloth till it is taken from his mouth,
to walk a few paces when he knows that he will
get a handful of oats or a carrot for his obedi-

ence.—Once a Week.
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Extra super....

in making simple cakes or pies, she is permitted

to do so. Bhe is thus, while amusing herself,
learning an important lesson. Her mother calls
her her little housekeeper and often permits her
to get what is necessary for the table. She
hangs the keys by her side,and very musical is the
jingling to her ears. I think before she is out of
her teens, upon which she has not yet entered
that she will have some idea how to cook.
Some mothers give their daughters the care of
housekeeping, each a week by turns, and thus
train them.
It seems to me a good arrangement
and a most useful part of their education.
Domestie labor is - by no means incompatible
with the highest degree of refinement and men-
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In purchasing a collar for your horse, 1t is important to get one that fits him, as both the.animal and yourself will thus be saved much annoyance.
Lhe Harness and Carriage Journal says:
The plan adopted in the West, and which, we
are assured by men who have been long in the
collar business, does not injure the collar in the
least, is to dip in water until the leather is thoroughly wet, then putit on the horse, secure the
hames firmly, keeping it there until it becomes
dry. 1Itis all the better if heavy loads are to be
drawn, as that causes the collar to be more even.
ly fitted to the neck and shoulder. If possible,
the collar should be kept oti from four to five
hours, when it will be perfectly dry and retain
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plished women I have known, have looked well
to their household daties, and have honored
themselves and their husbands by so doing.—

meals at certain periods, and not eat a particle
between meals. Feed fowls a little at a time
and often, Grown fowls should not 'be fed less
than three times a day. I find that if I overfeed fowls, they go off in some corner and sit
d own and chill, if the weather is cold; whereas,
had I given them half as much, they would
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has done this a few times, and finds that though
he can shake nothing out he will receive a handful of oats as a reward, he may be trusted to

perform in public.
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NEURALGIA,
When every nerve in your being is like the sting of &
wasp, circulating the most venomous and hot poison
around your heart, and driving you to the very verge
of madness :
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round the cirele being once’ or twice repeated,
he stops at the handkerchief as a matter of
course.
By dint of practice, say in a couple of
weeks, he will learn to stop as readily in a trot,
or a gallop, asin a walk.
After a time the handkerchief must be doubled over and tied in a
succeeding,
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a large, good-looking dog, part mastiff, and had
been at play with other dogs a few moments

before.
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Ifany of our readers want to teach a horse
the common trick of picking up a handkerchief,
let them proceed as follows : Spread on the saw-

As

Layiag hens can not manufacture eggs out of
air alone,
They must have
a liberal supply of
albuminous food that will furnish egg-producing
material.
Seaver writes: “There is nothing
gained by feeding your laying hens as though you
were
fattening
them for market,
Especially
will this remark apply while they are running
out. This
thing of over-eating is hurtful to

un-

United States

A dog deliberately and calenlatingly
ted suicide, lately, én the basin of the
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ing fact is published, that the municipal expenses
of that city for 1367 were $23,920,205; while the
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physician when in a contagious atmosphere, to
put his handkerchief to his mouth, and breathe
through it, to avoid inhaling the floating germs
which if gaseous could not thus be intercepted.
Why could not this principle be employed to
prevent the spread of contagious diseases, or
to avoid the infection of malarious atmospheres?

ground; then ullow the glass to re-

un’s’ disc, on the 17th action. By this means, my hens are
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from the sun.

they should be, everything the field produces
«ds returned to it. 4. More carbonaceous matter is
veturned to the soil. What you lose in tops, you
gain in the roots of the clover, which have four
or five monthe longer to grow. 5. Better crops
follow, Some of the best farmers in Pennsylvanie follow this method altogether. Others still
‘wait until the following Spring, and turn in the
clover just as it begins to grow.—Am. Agriculturisl.
:
:
*

scrupulous politicians, is furnished by the authorities
of the city of New York.
The astound-

) (AT
English surat,
goed ‘observing

Its rumored that the Waglish government has |

purity

Pag

Ordinary..... ..10 @ 20

to the eye, and their

air will be filtered, and

.

JaVR.asssssees

2

with the atmosphere, and instead of being expired with the latter, it adheres -to the lungs, Which
are thus made a place of deposit for all the dirt

tice. Some plow when the crop is in its most
succulent state. The rule for clover is when the
heads are about half turned brown.
The reason
offered for this practice is that the bulk of the
crop is then the greatest, and it undergoes most
rapid decomposion in the soil. Others do not
plow in clover until late in the Fall, and after it
has been. well pastured.
The reasons they give
for this practice are: 1. That turning in the
clover green makes the soil sour, and has a
tendency to bring in sorrel. 2. It has a bad

on the contrary he urged his retemtion as one of | wecently confessed that the wonderful ‘ knockthe very best representatives of .qur .commercial | ings” were made bya bar of lead attached by
relations abroad.
.
an elastic band to the right knee, so that a moveIt is believed that the Hill abolishing
the frank- ment of the left foot, placed in a ring connected
ing privilege, having peen passed ower by the with it, could thump it against the floor atthe
pleasure of the. operator!
Senate, will not«come up-egain.
Valecanized
india-rubber
(indis-rubber impregnated with sulphur for use in the arts) has
FOREXGN.
been denounced as injurious, and the~-Phars
The Czar of Buseia is dangerously ill.
maeisi says that several specimens
recently
Itis suthoritatively denied that John &right
analyzed have been found to contain @ notable
will resign his seat dn Parliament.
(uantity.of coropound of zinc.
Bills establishing a new government for the
An illustration of the way in which the pubRed River territory have been introduced (into
The latest news from Venezuela indicates that
the revolution there will be successful.
San Domingo is in- dangerof being again rey.
* olutionized.

tightly pressed, the

fall, choosing a warm

The Hen. .JohniLyreh, in the Portland AdverOne of the Fax sisters, who seme years since | influence upon subsequent crops. 3. In waiting
tiser, denies that he .asked the removal of Mr. attracted so much attention by being a remarki- anti] Fall, you have the advantage of pasturing,
Morse from the Londen Consulate, and says that | ble medium for “ spiritual manifestations,” has send if the cattle are kept upon the pasture, as

the Dominican Parliament.

‘

a.similar

:

mind

No young lady can be too well instructed” in Swedish—
Com.ass’d 80 00 @120 00
anything which will affect the comfort of a famiting, and in the far North by shutters also.
Ex, sizes....... 8......
ly. ‘Whatever position in society she occupies, Eng.
Horse-manure, with plenty of litter and about
com... 70 00 8.7500
she needs a practical knowledge of household
a quarter its bulk in leaves, if attainable, all
Do. refined 77 50 § 80 00
Do. Sheet, #¥ ® 5 @ . §
having been well
mixed together, is thrown
duties.
She may be placed in such circumstance.
Russia, Sheet,..12 @.. 14
into a pile, and left for
a few days until steam
es that it will not be necessary for her to perform
LEAD.
Pig. gold...... 6'{ @. 6}
escapes, when the mass is again thrown over
much domestic labor; but on this account she Sheet
and Piper
Fiat
and
left for two or three days more, after
needs no less knowledge than if she was obliged | Old sense Sessssnsne
a
which it is thrown into a pit (or it may be placed
to preside personally over the cooking stove and cole... LEATHER,
ole—
directly on the surface) from eighteen inches to
pantry.
Indeed I have thought it was more difB, Ayres...28% @ 30
Orinoco ...o» 37 @ 28%
two feet in depth, when it is beaten down with
ficult to direct others, and requires more experiOak Sole..... 38 @.. 486
a fork and’trodden well together. The sashes
ence than to do the same work
with our own
ORKe vasessos 30 @.. 33
are now put on and kept there until heat is dehands.
Mothers are frequently so nice and par- Calf Skins, ¥1b. 9 @.1 %
on
Dry Hide ..... Qos
ticular that they do not like to give up any part
veloped.
The first intense heat must be allowed
80
In rough... 72) @..
of the care to their children.
This is a great
to pass off, which will be in about three days
LUMBER.
after the high temperature is reached.
Now mistake in their management; for they are often Clear Pine.. 30 00 @€0 00
Coarse do...20 00 @21 00
throw on six or eight inches of fine soil, in burdened with labor and’ need relief. Children Ship stock...21 00 @22,00
Spruce......
which mix
a very liberal supply of well-rotted
16 50 @17 00
should be early taught to make themselves use.
¥ ton ......
manure, fee from all straw, or-rake in thoroughful; to assist their parents every way in their Oak,
Hemlock bdsl5 0¢ @16 00
ly superphosphate of guano at the rate of 2,500
power, and consider it a privilege to do so.
:
oe
esense @es
pl
0.
do, joist....... @.. ..
Young people cannot realize the importance of
pounds to the acre, and plant the seed as in coldClapboards 50 00 @55 00
frame.— Manchester Mirror.
a thorough kfiowlédge of housewifery; but those
do. Spruce 15 00 @30 00
who have suffered the inconvenience and morti- Bhingles,pine .225@ 7 50
d0 Cedars...» 8. io
fication of ignorance can well appreciate it. Laths,
ine...2 50
Children shouldbe early indulged in their disWhen to Turn in Clover.
do.
Spruce..... @:. .
position to bake and experiment in various ways, 8.box sho kr...0) @** ++
It is often but a troublesome help that they afIn the régions where green crops are turned
ford; still it is a great advantage to them.
I
under for manure, there is a diversity of prac-

exploration of musket-ball wounds; and, ‘as he
has a further plan of extracting bullets by magnetism whenever they contain amy iron or steel,
he intends fo petition all belligerent 'Governments to abjureledd for fhe future in the manafacture of missiles. .

thatreturns of population and mortality statistics
must be: made by-September. 30.

outdn

If the

the exception that, being started earlier, the
requisite temperature has to be kept up by artificial means, fermenting
manure being relied
upon for the purpose, and the loss ef this heat
has to be checked more carefully by straw mat-

The doctors hope is, to use his method for the

The confereace committee on the census bill
has reported 2 measure which both houses accepted, the only important feature of which is

Only seventy «licenses have been taken
New York city under the new law.

stocky,

is much the same

The London Duily
Telegraph says that Dr.
Millio, "a" celebrated Russian
surgeon, illuminates the interiorof the living human body
with the aid of a concentrated beam of electric
light. The ingenious Muscovite. thus renders
the working of the mortal machine as pereeptible 2s.if we were all made of glass.
He has recently demonstrated his idea.by placing in his
mouth a bullet, which became plainly visible
when the face was subjected to the electric beam,

teined to be $130,000.

A sailor onboard the British vessel Mowreing
Light lately.stabbed his shipmate to the heart
while they were at the mast head.

and

back by the change.
Should the plants be getting too large before the season for transplanting,
they should be checked by drawing a sharp knife
within a couple of inches of the stalk. Ifit is
desirable to dwarf the "tomatoes and thus force
them into a compact growth, transplant into
another cold-frame, allowing each plant double
the distance it before occupied.
The structure and management of the hot-bed

The counter action of different poisonous substances is well illustrated in the opposite effects
produced by chloral and strychnine. Their therapeutic action is mutually opposed,=one will
destroy the other before it “will attack the life
supporting elements.
Doses of chloral sufficient

to kill a rabbit have been administered, and then

Collector®ailey’=

It is best, if practicable,

by the . cabbage-beetle, as well as chilled and put

:

the

adjourned

and

direction is made obvious by a line of apparent
vapor.
How can this atmospheric dust be got
rid of # It can not be biown away by any ordinary pair of bellows, since the air the bellows
sends out is equally full of the particles. But
if the nozzle be filled with cotton-wool, not too

main entirely off both day and night, unless
there should be a cold rain. This will harden
them so that they will not be apt to be injured

little motion

The
ber.

Court has

short

set in open

bring in testimony to prove his innocence.
Supreme

until the plants be-

6,200 police- | the temperature of the earth in the frame.

Te

Thé old embalmers of Egypt had

The HcFarland ‘trial has developed nothing
Iy -character of the-council for the defense.

tried

of dust are made visible

sashes resting on them the right slope to shed
the rain and receive as much heat as possible

Bombay.

of what their work would come to. One ef the
items of trade between Alexandria and England
iS the shipment of mummy bones, which are
ground up for fertilizers. The process of transforming a dried-up Egyptian into a fall:fed subject of Queen Victoria is simple: First bone
dust, then turnips, then mutton, then Eaglish-

new during the past week, excepting the ruffian-

must wait for the

Select

A monument is to be erected in the city of
London, to one of the manliest and most independent-minded
men who ever lived—Baniel
de Foe. The money for it has been raised among
the admirers of “Robinson Crusoe,” in sums varying from twopence to five shillings.

Adams
total

were

' The thought that we are constantly inhaling
quantities of dust with every inspiration is anything: but a comforting reflection, yet it is undoubtedly true. Whenever a sunbeam is thrown
across a darkened or shaded room, these particles

of-deor

ers. ‘Every woman who has capital to invest becomesan importer of her own sex from Circassia. The business is safe and profitable.

A fire in Quincy, IH., destroyed $360,000 worth
fires

experiments

iuse of mats and shutters. Early tomato plants;
n a small way, may be raised in flower-pots or
i n boxes ina warm Kitchen-window ; so, also,

planted earlier than the middle of April, for out-

All the'ladies in Constantinople are slave dewl-

Gen. Jordan of the Cuban army,arrived in New
York, Friday. He says the insurgents will yet
be successful.
:

The Beaver Mill-in Worth

appeared in the

result was produced.

men, 400 miles of telegraph wire, and drinks 50,- . the heat of the season increases, whitewash the
000,000 gallons of perter and spirits,—which is glass and keep them more and more open until
5,000,000 gallon in excess of the water, which its
about the close of May, just before plants are

ceived there.

was burned, and other
losses to over $500,000.

Other

I

PRICES.

0 Waek ending, May. 4 120,

- COAL,
Cannel*?***+,0000 16 00
Pictosi eave. 0 00 @ 6 50

skill in their structure and planting and in the

grow

Paragpaphs.

North for the Richmond sufferers, have been re-

of property.

itself,—requirinz great

to have but one plant in each pot, that they may

dn the

All the fish in the streams at East Dorset, Vt.,
were suddenly killed, probably from the burst-

‘London has 360,000 street lamps,

ry, Wednesday.

Five

an art in

ROP

15
Sperm.ccececesdl @.0 46
Adamantine....20 @.. 28

the particles all vanished, and a

fine blue cloud of smoke, which

the cross-bars to let the water run off. Dig the
ing of some water vein impregnated with poiground thoroughly (itis best to cover it in the
: Sonous gases or fluids. The citizens call upon
fall with litterto keep the frost out) and rake
scientific men to investigate.
out all stones or clods; then slide in the sash and
The. Pittsburgh ‘Commercial reports the dis- | let it remain closed three or four days, that the
covery in York connty, Penn., of iron ore, which
soil may be warmed by the sun’s rays.
The
has the peculiar property of turning pig iron in- | two end boards and the bottom board should rise
to good merchantable steel by simple mixture
as high as the sash, to prevent the heat escapiog,
with ‘the pig iron in an ordinary puddling fur- and the bottom board of a small frame should
nace. The ore, in its bed, is so soft that it can be have a strip nailed inside, to rest the sash on.
Next, rake thoroughly in guano, or phosphate,
mined with a spade, but on. exposure to the atmosphere it soon hardens.
The discovery is or finely-pulverized hen-manure, and plant in
making quite a stir among the iron furnaces and
rows four to six inches apart. Thin out the
tomato plants when quite small, but allow peprollng-mills
of Pennsylvania and Maryland.
pers to remain rather thick at first, by reason of
The theatre at Pompeii has been reopened, afdanger from depredation of the cut-worm.
ter an‘interval of eighteen hundred years, the
As the season advances, raise the sashes an
piece performed on the interesting occasion beinch or two in the middle of the day, and water
ing “The Daughter of the Regiment.”
;
freely at evening with water that is nearly of

On Saturday, Congress was not in session,

for

is almost

ed to a warm window.

considered, and

The House was not in session.

republicans are candidates

diccovered that

gin to break ground, when they may be remov-

A rebellion has broken out ‘among the Khingish tribes on the shores of the Caspian Sea.

the item for publishing the laws in newspapers
was struck out.
The Senate adjourned until.)

fi

and Hot-bed.

soil be kept well moistened

Irish Repub-

blame of the casualty to officers of the

was spent in deciding to postpone the bill fixing
the date of adjournment until June 20. The genbill was then

-

The coming centenary fete at Vienna in honor | j ocation on a southern slope, protected by a a beam of light, a band of darkness appears, as
of Beethoven will last three days, and at its close fence or building on the north and northwest. in the case ofthe spirit lamp. Upon the same
the first stone of a monument to the great comSet pots or stout, sticks in the ground, nail two ‘principle, inhalations may be drawn through
poser will be laid.
.
: beards to these, parallel to each other, one about cottox-wool or a like substance, and the dust
:
A court of inquiry held in Yokohama to in- a foot in hight, and the other, toward the south, thereby excluded from the lungs.
In ordinary respiration, the dust is inhaled
vestigate the Oneida calamity attaches the whole about four inches narrower; this willegive the

there was a long, successful effort to stave off a
vote on the bill appropriating land to the Northern Pacific Railroad.

eral appropriation

BOSTON WHOLSALE

nature.

constructed as to strain the air, the Professor

may egg plants and peppers. When raising them
i n the house, the pot or box containing the seed
should be placed quite near the stove, and the

part of the Canadian government was
only a
feint to exhort
heavy
appropriations
from
Parliament,
{

to pensioning

recommitted,

Mr.

The opening of the Suez canal has given a new
and decided impulse to the great ports of the

real raid into Winnipeg, where the

_ committees, and Mr. Morrill of Maine made a
speech against the proposed disposition of the
Osage Reservation.
In the House the civil-ser-

debated and

Dickens,

licis to be ‘set up, and that the scare

Mrs. Lincoln, and. in favor, of..reducing taxation
to the extent of $43,607,000, were presented from

vice bill was

Mr.

fuily

Mediterranean, opening a direct communication
with Bombay and the cotton trade between India
and the west of Europe.
.
Somebody in Montreal reports that the Fen,
ian raid into Canadd was only a feint to cover a

House the

and other

Gladstone,

an- organic

. but : Ly
+ | to be inorgani® and incombustible;
pass

dig pe

speeches.

House the civil service bill was debated, and the
duties on steel very essentially cut down.
On Wednesday, the Senate finished the calendar, and then agreed to take up the bill concern-

Midian lands.

Mr.

"

particles of dustof

These particles
have heretofore been supposed rie
:

To carry on hot-beds on a large scale success tube, proved that the flame had consumed them.

Motley and other celebtrated people made happy

ness. It debated the pemsion for Mrs, Lincoln
and an appropriation for Wilberforce University
and then referred them to committees. In the

fug the Osage

Wales,

3 |

ing air over a spirit lamp on its way to a tube so

High Court of Justice.

On Tuesday, the Senate did no important busi-

Fy

merable

*

fi aes

~x

of the Emperor and establishment of a republic.
The plot isto be publicly investigated by the

‘On Monday, the Senate was atWork on the

- ervil service bill was

*— any
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